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PREFACE
I first visited Himachal Prade s h and Manali in 1969, and I fell in love with
the birds of the high mountain valleys.
I can vividly remember ,vatching flocks
of purple Grandalas swirling against the sky while avalanches rumbled dO\vo the
slopes of Beas Rikhi and the high ridges stretch i ng below the Rohtang Pass, before
th e motor-road had been completed. In 1973, I began to think about a multidisciplinary research project in the Western Himalayas. My wife Anne-Marie and
I had taken a week's trek through Saraj, the district that straddles the watershed
between the Beas and Sutlej Ri ve rs.
Inspired by Penelope Chetwode, the indefatigable
author of Kulu, the End of the Habitable World, \ve had become interested in the
people of these high valleys with their quaint villages and temples clinging to
awesome slopes along the skirts of the sno"'Y ranges. When we crossed the Bashleo
Pas s and gazed over the forested e xpanses of the upper Tirthan Valley we appreci ated
for the first time what real Himalayan forests looked like and understood the
magnitude of the changes that human activities have brought to these mountains.
The i.Jestern Himalayas presented two di fferen t, though related, ch allenges.
Firstly, I knew that t hey were reputed to support a rich fauna of large manmlals
and pheasants most of which were rare or much reduced in numbers. So there \vas
the immediate problem of how many remained, where they were, and what could be
done to conserve them. Seco ndl y, there were the purely scienti f ic problems
presented by a mountain range which not only compressed the most abrupt environmental change in the terrestrial world into a few tens of kilometers, but also
Jcted as the line of demarcation bet\veen two of the world's great faunal realms;
the 0ri e ntal region to the so uth and the Palaeartic to the north. No biologist
could fail to be excited by the challenge that thes e great mountains pose.
Initially, I had thought in terms of an intensive study covering a limited
geographica l area and concentrating on ecological studies of the most critically
endangered species. Di scussi ng my ideas with ~ac and Peter, however, it became
clear that intensive studie s in the Western Himalayas were premature. lfuat was
urgently required, was an extensive s urvey of suitable areas o f undisturbed forest
to dis cover wha t remained of the fa una and how serious ly it was endangered. It
was also ii. / 1 rtan t to link our effor ts to those o f the State Forest Department,
which had been contemplating the creation o f a National Park near Manali, at
the head of the Beas Valley, for some time.
It would be s illy to pretend that organizing an undertaking of the scale
of the Himachal Wildlife Project is an easy matter, or that everything in the
early stages went as we had hoped. There was a distressing period of nearly
seven months from t he date at which we intended to start to the point at which
we f inally had all the necessary clearances to proceed. Credits will be given
elsewhere to the man y individuals and organizations who assisted our work, but
[ would like to make a personal mention of the efforts of Mr. N. D. Jayal, then
of the Ministry of Agriculture, New Delhi, and of Dr. Salim Ali, both o f \vhom
pur s ued our case when I believe that some might hav e counselled despair, and to
Mr. Keith Howman of World Pheasant Ass ociation, who found funds to support
other research projects which I carried out in a private capacity, but which
yielded result s eventually contributing to those of this project.
I hope that
th is report will do so mething to just if y the faith tha t they reposed in me at
that time.
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1
I N TROD U C T ION

THE CONSEQUENCES OF FOREST EXPLOITATION IN THE

HI~~LAYAS

The forests of the Indian subcontinent are under a real threat of
almost total destruction. In India itself commercial timbe r harvesting
and firewood collection now consume about 211 million m3 of wood each
year. The standing crop of timber is currently estimated at a round
2,500 million m3 , with an annual production figure of about 50 [,lillion m3 .
Taken together, these figures predict total deforestation in 15 years
time (Baig 1980).
The forests of northern India, Pakistan, Nepal and Bhutan clothe
the lower slopes of the largest mountain range on earth. An enormous
quantity of water runs off the Himalayas each year, throughout a sixmonth period of snow-melt which includes a three-month rainy season
in its latter half. Topsoil and vegetation in mountain ecosystems
absorb a proportion of the water passing through them in wet periods
and gradually release it again by evaporation, drainage, and transpiration
during drier periods. In the Himalayas, where the rate of water
production goes through a marked seasonal cycle, the presence of montane
forests r educes the risk of both floods in the rainy season and droughts
in the dry season. The integrity of these ecosystems, in particular,
is therefore vital to the lives of millions of people on the Indo-Gangetic
Plain to the south (Schaller 1977, Cronin 1979, Allen 1980), as well
as to those of the hill-people themselves. A luxuriant growth of
vegetation always depends on the presence of a nutritive topsoil in
which it can root. Conversely, the presence of vegetation is instrumental
in preventing soil erosion. This interdependence of plants and soil
is particularly imporJant in mountain regions with heavy precipitation
and steep, sparsely vegetated slopes.
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Deforestation, and overgrazing by domestic stock, are resulting
in the massive erosion of soil from mountainsides in the Indian hillstates. Perhaps the most tangible evidence that this is occurring at
an increasing rate comes from the silting-up of reservoirs built in
the past few decades to provide water for irrigation schemes and
hydroelectricity in northern India. The Bhakra Reservoir on the
Sutlej river for instance is now filling up with alluvium at a rate
almost twice that estimated in 1959, when the dam was completed
(Kayastha & Juyal 1979). The amount of water that can be stored in
such reservoirs each year for irrigation is therefore decreasing and
this ca~ be expected to have an ever more serious effect on crop-growing,
employment, and prosperity in the irrigated areas of the plains.
Silt-deposition in the rivers running south from the Himalayas may
also have contributed to the series of disastrous floods on the plains
in the recent past (e.g. Uttar Pradesh in 1970, 1978, and 1980),
although increased run-off during the rains, resulting from the
reduction of forests cover in the hills is probably the prime cause
of these catastrophes.
Over-exploitation of watershed forests has serious effects at
the local level too. Villagers have to go farther and farther to
collect fuel-wood and to find food for their stock (Eckholm 1975, 1979).
Open areas of grazing-meadow and the forest understory near villages
and herders' camps may become unproductive because of overgrazing.
Such major alterations in these ecosystems are likely to have
unfavourable consequences for most wildlife; they are certain to
affect traditional ways of life in the hills (Eckholm 1975, Cronin
1979).

SELECTION OF THE STUDY AREA
We chose to carry out this study in Himachal Pradesh for a number
of reasons. Firstly, it is one of India's most heavily forested states,
with approximately 40% of its land area supporting forest (Chapter 4),
and this percentage is much greater if we exclude the extensive areas
within the state that are above the natural limit of tree growth.
Himachal Pradesh also contains large areas which are or were covered
in moist temperate forest, a habitat type rich in the types of wildlife
with which we are most concerned, and substantial areas of it remain
largely undisturbed by human activity. However, this situation may
not last for long, because the human population, and, therefore, pressure
on natural resources are both rising very rapidly (Chapter 4). The
present official commitment to expansion of the road network in rural
areas is also bound to have an intrusive effect on the natural ecosystems
of this region, mainly by making commercial timber-extraction possible
in formerly remote ar~as, but also through the direct effects of erosion
following extensive blasting.
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There is already general agreement that wildlife indigenous to
these moist temperate forests is on the decline; hunting and habitat
destruction are both being blamed for this. However, there is no
published information on the rate or extent of forest habitat damage
in Himachal Pradesh, and nor is there any documented information on
the extent to which different species of wildlife have declined or
disappeared in recent years.
Despite human encroachment in Himachal Pradesh, large and relatively
undisturbed areas of forest persist in the upper Beas and Ravi Valleys
(Figures 5.3 and 5.8). Two specific localities within the upper Beas
Valley have already been proposed as sites for National Parks. One of
these is the Beas catchment north of Manali (Figure 5.3 ). This area
has been put forward as a possible Biosphere Reserve under the U.N.E.S.C.O.
Programme on Man and the Biosphere (UNESCO 1977). The other National
Park proposal related to the Tirthan and upper Sainj Valleys, which
converge on each other and meet the Beas from the east some 60 kms
south of Manali.
Partly as a consequence of these previous plans, one of our intentions
in this report is to make recommendations concerning the creation of
National Parks in Himachal Pradesh. In the absence of any de L i_led
information on local wildlife either within or outside the two proposed
National Park areas, we considered our time was best spent in conducting
extensive surveys in many different localities within the upper Beas
and Ravi catchments, rather than in intensive studies at only one or
two sites.

EXTENT AND OBJECTIVES OF FIELDWORK
Preliminary fieldwork began in November 1978 and continued until
May 1979. However most of the surveys upon which the results in this
report are based were conducted in the period December 1979 to May 1980,
or in September and October 1980. Our main aim was to record carefully
all the evidence that we found for the presence of pheasants and large
mammals inhabiting the forests and, to some extent, the alpine areas
above them (Chapter 5), The principal pheasant species of this r e gion
are: Monal LophophoruB impe,janus, Western Tragopan Tragopan melanocephalus,
Cheer Catreus waUi chii ., Koklas Pucrasia macrolopha and Kaleej Lophura
leucomelana. We collected information on 20 species of large mammal,
including large carnivores such as Himalayan Black Bear Selenarctos
thibetanus and Leopard Panthera pardus; smaller ones such as Fox Vulpes
vulpes and Yellow-throated Marten Martes flavigula; some ungulates,
amongst them Musk Deer Moschus moschiferus, Himalayan Tahr Hemitragus
,jemlahicus and Goral Nemorhaedus goral; and two primates - Rhesus Macaca
mulatta and Langur Presby tis entellus. We also collected information ·
on the whereabouts of all other bird species encountered. These data
are discussed, albeit briefly, because they provide another yardstick
upon which we can measure the quantity and diversity of wildlife in our
different study sites .
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When recording our field observations we tried to assemble a body
of data against which any future studies could be compared. To this
end we kept precise records on how much survey time was spent in
different places and at different altitudes, at different times of
year (Appendix 3). This has allowed us to standardize our information
on the status of wildlife at our different survey sites and within
different altitude zones throughout most of one year. Again, in the
interests of accuiacy we have made a clear distinction between our
own observations and second-hand reports on the wildlife from hunters
and other local people.
Sensible measures for the conservation of wildlife in an area
such as Himachal Pradesh must make allowances for natura l resource
exploitation by both the local subsistence farmers and the migrant
graziers who populate it. For this reason we attempted to document
the severity and extent of forest damage, resulting from tree-cutting,
ove rgrazing and erosion, in all our study sites (Chapt e r 5) . We have
made a special study of browsing and grazing pressur e along trans e cts
le a ding away from centres of human disturbance, and also ca lled upon
th e knowl e dge of a sociologist to provide us with a detailed account
of local stock management practices, particularly concerning the
migrant graziers (Chapter 4).
Because of the breadth of subject matter with which this report
is concerned we hope it will be regarded as more than a simple statement
about the current status of the larger wildlife species typical of the
Western Himalayas. It is also an assessment of how best to preserve
them in their natural forest habitats at a time when every r emai ning
tree i~ t he Himalaya is under the threat of th e axe.
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ENVIRONMENT

GEOGRAPHY OF THE WESTERN HIMALAYAS

Physical geography
The main range of the Himalayas extends for approximately 2500 km
from the Indus to the Brahmaputra. Associated chains reach westwards
as far as Afghanistan, north into Soviet Central Asia, and east into
western China and northern Burma, forming an almost unbroken mountain
barrier over 5000 m in altitude. The main range can be divid ed ~0 ngi
tudinally into four zones each characterized by a distinctive flora and
fauna (Figure 2.1). The dividing lines between these zones vary among
authors, but a consensus places Himachal Pradesh within the Western
Himalayas, which extend from the Sutlej River to the Indus (Schaller
1977).
The area is also sometimes referred to as the Punjab Himalayas .
Rainfall at a given altitude declines from east to west along the
Himalayas as the influence of the southwest monsoon diminishes. Areas
in the Western and Northwestern Himalayas receive a larger proportion
of their annual precipitation in winter than eastern areas as a result
of low pressure areas originating over the Arabian Sea. Together with
increasing latitude this effect means that the western end of the chain
receives greater amounts of snowfall than the Eastern and Central Himalayas.
The topography of the Himalayan chain is nonnally described in
terms of three parallel ranges: the Siwalik,generally rising to no more
than 1500 m; the Mahabarat (Lesser Himalaya), rising to 3-5000 m; and
the Great Himalaya, forming the highest peaks from 6000 to ove r 8000 m
high (Wadia 196() , Fleming 1973).
In the Western Himalayas the zone of Siwalik ranges is 40-80 km
wide and consists of numerous low ridges running from northwest to
southeast. The Mahabarat ranges, represented locally by the Pir Panjal
range and its associated spur, the Dhaula Dhar range are relatively
high, reaching 6000 m in places, while the Great Himalayan range is
only slightly higher (6000-6500 m) and s.omewhat lower than it is to
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the east or west . It runs just to the north of the Chenab (Chandra-Bhaga)
River and for much of its length is isolated from ,the south by two major
ranges over 4000 m (Figure 2 . 2). This is in strong contrast to areas in
Kumaon and Garwal, further east, where the Great Himalaya rises sharply
from the lower hills, without intermediate ranges of more than 3000 m.
The presence of intermediate snowy ranges in the Western Himalayas
greatly increases the area available for temperate forests, while at the
same time reducing the amount of rainfall reaching the Great Himalaya.
Inner valleys such as those of the Chenab and th e upper Sutle j cons e quently
support more xeric vegetation than those at similar altitudes on the
front ranges .
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TIll' major rivers drainin g th e We stern Himalay as are th e Sutlej,
tll,' Hl'ns, th~' R;IVi, and th e Chenab (Chandra-Bhaga in its upp e r rea c hes)
(Figure 2.2). Ultimately, all these flow into the Indus. The watershed
between the Sutlej and Jamuna Rivers forms the eastern limit of the
Wes tern Himalayas. The Sutlej and the Chenab pierce the Great Himalaya
while the Beas and Ravi cut through the Dhaula Dhar range but do not
penetrate the Pir Panjal. Although the Sutlej is the longest of the
four rivers, its catchment is relatively small, particularly in its
lower reaches. A large part of the catchment is situated to the north
of the main Himalayan range, experiences an arid climate, supporting
little temperate forest; consequently it can be classified geographically
with the Tibetan plateau. The same applies to th e upper Chenab Valley,
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sheltered from the annual monsoon by the Pir Panjal range. Thus, the
bulk of the area covered by temperate forests falls within the catchments
of the Beas and Ravi, and of these, . the Beas is by far the most important
(see Forest Ecology).
The Beas catchment can be divided into two areas, the upper Beas,
above the gorge (from Aut northwards), which includes the valleys of
t he Po rbatti, Sainj and Tirthan, and the lower Beas which includes the
southern slopes of the Dhaula Dhar range, the broad tableland that forms
the Kangra Valley, and the valley of the River Uhl. The southern slopes
of the Dhaula Dhar, unprotected by any ranges over 1500 m, receive the
full force of the monsoon and create a small area of exceptionally high
precipitation supporting tea cultivation around Palampur.
All of the valleys in the Western Himalayas above 1500 m show
extensive signs of glaciation and relict glaciers occur around the
headwaters of the Beas and Ravi rivers and their tributaries. Pleistocene
glacial advances have affected the topography considerably, leaving
extensive moraines, river terraces, and hanging valleys. Their effect
is noticeable if we compare the profiles of the main Beas Valley and
its tributary the Hamta (Figure 2.3). The steep fall of the Hamta just
above its confluence with the Beas cuts through a narrow gorge and this
feature is common to many of the Beas' tributaries.
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The gentle slopes of the main Beas Valley and its major tributary,
the Parbati, support many villages and facilitate the development of
roads, while the rugged nature of the side valleys, at least in their
lower courses, discourage settlement. The Ravi Valley, however, is
narrow and steep-sided throughout practically its entire course.
All of the major rivers of the Western Himalayas have incised
deep gorges where they cut through the front ranges; the Chenab below
Kishtwar, the Ravi near Chamba and again at Durgathi where the Budhil
Nalla joins it, and the Beas above Mandi. Because of these precipitous
gorges roads and trails traditionally avoided major river routes. The
upper Beas Valley was previously approached by bridal path, either from
the Kangra Valley, via the Dulchi and Bhubha passes, or from the Sutlej .
Valley, via the Jalori Pass. As a result, the area remained fairly
isolated until the constr~ction of a road up the Beas gorge in the
1960's. The upper Ravi catchment is similarly isolated; main trails
from Bara Bangahal cross the Dhaula Dhar range to Palampur or Barot,
rather than following the river valley.
Climate
Precipitation
Annual precipitation in the Western Himalayas is between 10002000 mm for most areas, with a maximum of about 2500 mm on the lower
slopes of the Dhaula Dhar Mountains in Kangra District. Areas in the
front ranges receive more than half of their annual precipitation during
the monsoon season (June-September, particularly July and August), but
interior valleys generally have more evenly distributed rainfall (Figure
2.4), the total amount decreasing from south to north across the Himalayan
ranges due to the rain~shadow effect of major ridges (Figure 2.5).
Areas beyond the Pir Panjal Range experience an arid climate. Local
variations in precipitation can be very considerable (cf. Kalatope/Chamba,
Figure 2.5). The general east-west trend of decreasing rainfall along
the Himalayas is locally reversed in the Wes tern Himalayas, where decreasing
monsoon rainfall from the east is balanced by increasing winter precipitation
derived from the west.
Snow
During December to March much precipitation above 2000 m falls as
snow, the persistence of which depends on the local effects of aspect
and slope. Snow cover was virtually complete during December and January
on level areas above 2200 m but bare areas could be found on steep,
south-facing slopes up to 3000 m in places. During February snow cover
retreated somewhat and by April only isolated patches remained below
3000 m (Figure 2.6) • . The depth of snow accumulated and hence the speed
with which it disappeared in the spring were dependent on the amount of
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precipitation occurring during the winter and consequently interior
areas, such as Manali, accumulated more snow than areas at a similar
altitude in the front ranges. Manali, at 2000 m, regularly experiences
annual snowfalls in excess of 1 m, while Simla, at the same altitude,
rarely receives as much.
The depth and persistence of snow has a profound effect on the
distribution of wildlife as deep snow prevents grazing mammals and groundfeeding birds from finding their food.
It also hampers the movement of
large mammals, making them vulnerable to hunting. Our observations in
Solang Nalla in January, when snow lay on level areas to a depth of
a bout 0.5 m, suggested that some bare ground is always accessible where
steep south-facing slopes occur. Even on north slopes, where they are
steep, bare areas occur beneath overhanging rocks, tree-trunks, and dense
thickets of bamboo. These micro-habitats enable some species to exist
despite snow covering the majority of their range. Higher up, above the
tree-line, exposed ridges remain clear of snow due to the action of wind.
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Temperature
Temperatures are naturally dependent on altitude as well as season
(Table 2.1). The general relationship of temperature to altitude is
exaggerated in summer, with a much greater discrepancy between temperatures
in the hills and in the plains than is accounted for by altitude alone.
Likewise, the outer ranges enjoy a relatively equable climate compared to

Table 2.1.

Mean monthly temperatures in January and July for
four localities in Northwest India
Arnbala

Chamba

Simla

Key10ng

Al titude (m)
Mean max; Jan
(OC)
July
Mean min; Jan
(OC)
July

272
20.6
39.9
6.3
27.1

1000
15.2
33.8
5.2
22.0

2202
8.6
24.1
1.9
15.7

3300
6. 7
26.8
-16 . 5
5. 3

Difference in
monthly minima;
July-Jan

20.8

16.8

13.8

21. 8

either ~ h e arid interior ranges (Key10ng) or the adjacent plains (Amba1a).
At Hana1 i (2000 m) mean temperatures in January were 10.2 0 c (min). At
Solang (260 0 m) during the same period th e corre s pondent fi f, ur e s \l7e r e
f).9 o e (ma x) <:mu -3.8 0 (; (min). Figures for ~~ ul y ~ (' r e not oh t a i n ed . Tile
['1an<1 11 a r e a, w;lic l1 receives adiaba tic winGS blov: in g from Lh e int eri or
a r e as to the no rth, is genera lly cool e r th a n pJ acl's nl' Cl r S i r-i L l a t il
similar altituC:e.
Administrative
Himachal Pradesh is divided into eleven districts, of which four
- Una, Hamirpur, Bi1aspur and Sirmaur - are wholly in the Siwalik ranges
and two others, Kinnaur and Lahau1 & Spiti, are mainly trans-Himalayan,
falling within the geographical province of Tibet (Vaurie 1972). Typical
temperate Himalayan forests are therefore confined to the remaining five
districts: Chamba, Kangra, Mandi, Ku1u, and Simla. For purposes of
forest administration, these five districts are further split into 12
forest divisions (Figure 2.7). Our surveys covered seven of these,
Chamba, Dalhousie, Kangra, Mandi, Ku1u, Seraj, and Kotgarh, although
most of our work was concentrated in Ku1u and Seraj divisions.
Responsibility for all matters relating to forests is vested in
the Hima c hal Pradesh Fore st De pa rtment. Untj 1 re c ently, th e comme rc.ial
extraction of timber was carried out by privat e contractors who bi d f or
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the standing timber auctioned by the Forest Department, but, with the
creation of a State Forest Corporation, all timber cutting operations
will be brought into the public sector. State forests, which make up
the bulk of the forested area, are divided into Reserved Forests, in
which the Forest Department controls all activities and Protected Forests,
in which preexisting rights for felling, grazing, etc., are maintained
but recorded and r e gulated by the Forest Department. In simplest terms,
in Reserved Forests everything not specifically permitted is prohibited,
whereas in Protected Forests all activities not specifically prohibited
are permitted. Reserved Forests consist largely of either "protection
forest" on hill slopes or extensive stands of conunercial timber (Sagreyia ·
1967). Because most forests in Himachal Pradesh are on steep slopes, a
very large proportion are classified as reserved. Regeneration has, in
the past, been dependent on natural seeding, but programmes for seedling
cultivation and reafforestation are growing in scale, particularly in
the largely deforested Siwalik areas. The implementation of forest
policies throughout the state is largely in the hands of District
Conservators and their Divisional Forest Officers.

~
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Matters relating to wildlife are dealt with by a sp ecial Wildlife
Wing (Circle) of the Forest Department, under the direction of a Conservator
for Wildlife, with offices in Simla. The Wildlife Wing administers
hunting regulations within the state, promotes the education of the
public on wildlife matters, and provides active protection for wildlife
through a network of forest guards. In addition, through liaison with
other branches of the Forest Department, it encourages non-wildlife
staff to help in the enforcement of wildlife regulations. The Wildlife
Wing has the power to direct all forest activities in areas gazetted
(approved by the State Legislature) as Wildlife Sanctuaries. However,
although plans are underway for the creation of a number of sanctuaries
and wildlife guards have been posted in many of these areas, none have
as yet been gazetted, and consequently there are no areas within the
state managed solely for the benefit of wildlife. Areas referred to
in this report as sanctuaries are those which have been designated as
such by the Wildlife Wing but it should be understood that they will
not confer any significant protection to wildlife until officially
s anc tioned by the Sta te Legislature.
In addition to the proposed sanctuaries, th e Wildlife Wing plans
to create a National Park which will diff e r from the proposed Wildlife
Sanctuaries in conferring a greater level of protection by moving
existing villages and '.' by providing facilities for tourists.
People
r.0mpared with other Indian states, Himachal Pradesh has a relatively
sparse pJpulation, but once the large expanse of virtually unpopulated
areas such as Lahaul and Spiti is excepted the density of population in
settled areas can be considered high (Table 2.2). Villages occur up to
about 2600 m in most areas, with a few seasonally occupied hamlets as
high as 2800 m. At altitudes above 2000 m most settlements are on
southerly slopes. Throughout most of the mountain areas of Himachal
the most favoured pattern of settlement concentrates the houses in
small villages of 20-200 families. Large towns of more than 1000
people used to occur only at altitudes below 1500 m. In the past
hundred years, however, several resort towns have developed to cater
to the recreational needs of people escaping from the summer heat of
the plains, the largest of these being the state capital, Simla
(population 100,000).
Both Kulu and, more particularly, Manali, have grown in ' recent
years to cater to the increasing flow of tourists from the plains and
abroad. The present Manali bazaar is virtually a creation of the past
25 years, being unmarked on earlier maps.
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Table 2.2.

Population statistics for Himachal Pradesh
2
Area (km )

Population (1971)

.
2
Density (people/km )

Himachal Pradesh
(Bakshish Singh 1979)

55,673

3,460,434

62.15

Lahaul and Spiti
(Mamgain 1975)

12,210

23,538

1. 93

The predominant occupation of most people in the region is
agriculture. Until 50 years ago virtually all farming was on a
subsistence level, but with the introduction of apple and potato growing
on a large scale and the improvement in roads, many areas are now used
for these and other cash crops, greatly extenqing the amount of cultivation
in the temperate zone. Huch of the Narkanda ridge, in particular, has
been deforested, as a result of expanding commercial agricultu "'e.
A proportion of people in Chamba, Kangra, and Kulu districts are
dependent on the herding of sheep, goats and buffaloes, and the majority
of these herders migrate between separate summer and winter quarters,
in some cases covering distances of 2-300 km each way. Two ethnic groups
are involved in this activity. The Muslim Gujars principally herd
buffaloes and apparently originate from the northwest, being numerous
in Jammu and Kashmir and the Northwest Himalayas. The sheep and goatherding people , in contrast, are Rajput Hindus indigenous to the districts
of Chamba, Kangra, Kulu, and Kinnaur . It is noteworthy that the practice
of transhumarice is particularly highly developed in the Western Himalayas,
migrant sheep and goats in particular being more numerous that elsewhere.
Historically, the area of Himachal Pradesh was occupied by many
small principalities, maintaining a precarious independence from successive
dynasties in the adjacent plains. The relative isolation of the separate
valleys led to the development of different farming practices and patterns
of forest exploitation and this in turn may have affected the extent of
forest cover; the contrast between the heavily forested upper Beas Valley
and the relatively barren valley of the adjacent Ravi cannot be accounted
for by recent events because the upper Ravi remains extremely isolated.
Recently, most parts of Himachal have been penetrated by people
of Punj abi origin; they are mainly merchants and small traders and form
the bulk of the middle class in small towns . This process was much
accelerated by refugees resulting from the partition of India at
independence and more recently significant numbers of Tibetans and
Nepalis have also arrived. With people of diverse origins and customs
intermingled it is hard to make generalizations which apply to all
parts of Himachal State , or even from one village to the next.
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FORESTS
Forest ecology
The temperate flora of the Western Himalayas represents the westernmost extension of th e Sino-Japanese floral region y with a considerable
admixture of plants from the adj a c ent Weste rn a nd Central Asiatic =egion
(Good 1947) . In terms of zoogeo graphic affiliations also, th e fauna of
the temperate forests looks eastwa rds, r a ther than westwards , with most
palaearcti c taxa oc curring in th e alpine and sub-alpine zones . Th e
southern foothills of the mountains, rising abruptly from the tropical
monsoon areas of the North Indian plains, show an intergradation with
the Indo-Malayan flora of the lowlands .
The state of Himachal Pradesh is one of the most heavily forested
of the Indian union, with 39 % of land area designated as forest in
1964 (Sagreiya 1967). This proportion rises to 56 % if th e land area
above the limit of tree growth (3500 m) is excluded (Raina 1979).
The state includes nine major forest types , according to Champion and
Seth (1968), of which seven are characteristic of the hill areas
(Table 2.3), and two are confined to the low outwash gravels at the
foot of the front ranges (bhabar and terai ) . Of the remaining seven
types three did not occur or were only poorly r e presented within the
area surveyed by the Himachal Wildlife Project : subtropical dry
evergreen forest, which occurs mainly on the Siwalik ranges in the
lower rea c hes of the Beas Valley; Himalayan dry temperate forest,
which i . ch aracteristic of the trans-Hitnalayan Valley of the
Chandra-Bha ga River and is also found in Kinnaur District on the
upper Sutle j River (Nair 1977); and dry alpine scrub, which occurs
typically in t rans-Himalayan areas, although small stands of
Juniper scrub occurred within our area on south-facing slopes above
3500 m, and particularly at Keyling in the upper Ravi Valley and
above Pulga in th e Parbati Valle y. Keylin g was the only place
within the survey area where domestic Yaks were seen grazing;
another indication of the trans-Himalayan character of this are a.
The remaining four forest types - subtropical, pine forest, Himalayan
moist temperate, subalpine forest and moist subalpine scrub - were
all well represented (Figure 2 . 8) .
The majority of the area occupied by subtropical pine forest
consists of pure stands of Chir Pine, which is cultivated for its
resin. ~lere resin-tapping is being practised the forest understory
is regularly burnt, so that ground vegetation is usually sparse.
Selective felling leaves the trees evenly spaced with crowns separate d
by several metres, giving the forest a very open character. Where
the forest has been degraded subtropical scrub develops, dominated,
particularly on rocky, south-facing slopes, by the arborescent, spiny
Eu phorbia royleana . At the upper edge of the subtropical zone Chir
Pine Pinus r oxbur ghii interdigitates with Ban Oak Que r cus i ncana and
Rhododendron arbore um , which occur in moist gullies.

Table 2.3.

Major forest types of Himachal Pradesh (after Das Gupta 1976, Champion & Seth 1968 and Bakshish Singh 1979).
For distributions, see Figure 2.8.

Code (Figure)

Major Forest Types

Principal Tree Species

Altitude

Area Within H.P. (kJD2)

l.

SPF

Subtropical Pine Forest

Chir Pine (Pinus roxburghii)

600-1700 m

7300

2.

SDE

Subtropical Dry Evergreen

Mixed; Olea, TerminaZia,
AZbiaaia, Anofleissus,
DendrocaZamus

500-1000 m

900

3.

HMT

Himalayan Moist Temperate

Ban Oak (Quercus inaana), Moru
Oak (Q. di~tata), Kharsu Oak
(Q. semiaarpifoZia) , Spruce
(Piaea smithiana), Fir (Abies
pindrow) , Deodhar (Cedrus
deodara) , Blue Pine (Pinus
waZZichiana), Horsechestnut

1500-3000 m

7500

700

(AescuZus indica )

4.

HOT

Himalayan Dry Temperate

Holm Oak (Q. ile:z: ) , Edible
Pine (P. gerardiana)

2000-3000 m

5.

SA

Subalpine Forest

Birch

(Betu~ utiZis) , Fir
(A. pindrow) , Blue Pine
(P. waUichiana)

3000-3400 m
3700

6.

Moist Alpine Scrub

Rhododendron campanulatum

3200-3500 m

7.

Dry Alpine Scrub

Juniper (tlwnipel'l4ll cOMI!WIis)

3400-9800 a

'.

o

50

100

Km

N

t
Limit of
sub-tropical

•

Chandigarh

FOREST TYPES
(after Das Gupta 1976)

Figure 2.H.

Di":-.. trihlltion of Oltljor ror<'~ t tyP('S in tilt, \Y( ' stl'rn lIimil] ;lv;ls:
= Suht r opil'al P int' Fon'sl , Sill-: ;" Suht r opical Ilrv
j-.V t ' rgrt ' l 'll . liNT = ltima l aY'1Il Nnist T"lIIpl'rillv.
linT::: Him;l!;\ \ ";1I)
j) r~' T,'mpt' rillt.', Sf\ = Stln;11pin('.

SPF
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If the situation in the subtropical zone is relatively simple ,
the distribution of different elements in the Himalayan moist tempera t e
zone is certainly not. AU the tree species listed in Table 2.3
form single species stands in places but, in addition, practically
all combinations can be found in mixed associations. Champion and
Seth (1968) describe twelve sub-types for this zone , excluding scrub
communities , while Mohan and Puri (1955) describe seventeen for
Bashahar District which includes part of our survey area . Oaks
probably form the climax vegetation throughout most of the zone
(Puri 1965), and the three speci es are fairly well s e gregated by
altitude . Some indication of the range of variation in their upper
and lower limits is indicated by Figure 2.9 which shows dominant
or co- dominant tree species on nine generalized transects . Upper
limits of Ban Oa k vary between 1800- 2400 m, actually overlapping
the lower limit of Kharsu Oak Q. s errricarpifo Zia which comes as low
as 2300 m at Sara, near Chamba. Both Ban Oak and Moru Oak Q. dilatata
are frequently mixed with Rhododendron arbore um , which rarely forms
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pure stands. The conifers usually associated with these two lower
altitude oaks are Deodhar Ce drus deodara and Blue Pine Pinus wallichiana,
while Spruce Pi cea smithiana and Fir Abi es pindrow are associated with
Kharsu Oak, particularly Fir which normally extends higher than any
other conifer .
At altitudes above 1800 m a mixed deciduous forest including
Horsechestnut Aescu lus indica , Walnut Juglans re gia, Elm Ul mus wallichi ana ,
Birch Betula alnoides , and Bird-Cherry Prunus padus, occurs. These
forests are normally on moderately sloping ground, often in the bottoms
of valleys , but not actually on riverine tracts which are frequently
dominated by Alder Alnus nitida . The proportion of different trees
constituting the dominant species at different altitudes is shown in
Figure 2.10. Aspect has a considerable influence on the altitude at
which particular species are found . Most reach their lower limit on
north-facing slopes and their highest on south faces (Figure 2.11).
Deodhar and Kharsu Oa k, however, are found mainly on south faces over
most of their altitude range, while Fir and Spruce are particularly
associated with north faces.
The upper parts of the Kharsu Oak and Fir forest are includ~ d by
Champion and Se th (1968) in the subalpine forest type. The trees are
usually lower near the tree line and mixed with Birch Betula uti li s
and Rhododen dron campanula tum. These, in turn, grade into moist subalpine
scrub «2 m tall) about 3400 m, and finally into a lower scrub «0.5 m)
consisting chiefly of Rhododendron lepido tum and R. anthopogon, mixed
in places with Juniper and continuing to about 3700 m, generally in
patches interspersed with meadows and bare rocky crags.
Understory and ground vegetation
Outside of cultivation there are e x tensive non-forested areas,
usually clothed in grasses, and in places by low scrub dominated by
Indig o fe ra~ Be rber is, and Rubus.
Throughout the front ranges of the
Himalayas north-facing slopes are more heavily forested than those
with a southerly aspect, particularly at altitudes below 2500 m.
Above this level, open areas are found mainly on moderately sloping
ground and these meadows are usually occupied in summer by migrant
h e rds of she e p and buffaloe s .
The contrast be twee n north and south-facing slop e s is we ll illustrated in th e Tirthan Va lley at Rolla , wh e re north-facing slopes from
2100-3000 m are dominated by dense Fir with Horsechestnut wooolands on
shallow slopes. South faces, in contrast, are fairly open , with large
areas of low scrub and tall grasses, and scattered Deodhar and Blue
Pine woodland.
The most common understory shrubs are Indi go fe ra~ Vi burnum~

Sa r cococca and Be rberis spp. In some areas a very dense understory
o f rinaal bamboos Arundinaria spp . develops at altitudes up to 3000 m.
Th e lo~-growing «3 m) A. falcata occurs around Chamba, in the Sainj/
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Tirthan area and in the Parbati Valley, while the taller A. spathi[lora
« ) m) is common only jn the Tirthan Vall ey where it forms imp e netrahle
thickets in places.
Ground vegetation is strongly seasonal in character, dense thickets
of annuals developing during the rainy season (June-September) and then
dying off in autumn. The perennial Iris kumaonensis forms the most
significant component of the ground vegetation in coniferous forests .
between 1800-2500 m, but this plant apparently spreads as a result of
disturbance (Puri 1965) and is particularly common around Manali where
the forests undergrowth is heavily grazed. Burning of the ground
vegetation is practiced in the subtropical zone and on grassy south-facing
slopes up to 2400 m in places. This is probably effective in maintaining
the grasslands and arresting succession.
Classification of temperate forests
For our purposes it is convenient to distinguish eight types
of vegetation within the temperate zone (Table 2.4). Lower altitude
Oak/ Rhododendron fores t is well developed in only a few locali ties,
particularly between Bagi and Parashar, and in the Tirthan Valley
between Bandal and Rolla. Remnants of this type of forest are
visible around many villages and it is clear that the lower altit~de
oaks have suffered most from expanding cultivation. The related
evergreen broad-leaved forest has a very limited distribution within
the survey area, occurring only in Garahan Nalla and associated
tributary valleys, and at Shat where it is virtually undisturbed. Lower
altitude coniferous forest is very disturbed in most places; much of
it around Manali has been planted. Undisturbed low altitude conifers
are found in the Ga rahan Nalla area of the Parbati Valley and in the
Sainj and Tirthan Valleys. The best example of this type of forest
in Himachal is probably represented by the Simla Water Catchment Reserve.
The higher altitude oak and coniferous forest types are generally
less disturbed than their lower counterparts and good examples of both
can be found at Solang Nalla and in the Sainj/Tirthan area, as well as
above Sara, outside Chamba. Mixed deciduous forest usually occurs in
small patches, but e xtensive areas ar e found on the south side of the
Parbati Valley, ne a r Pulga, and in the Sainj and Tirthan Valle ys.
It
may have covered extensive areas in the lower parts of Solang Nalla
at one time, because scattered deciduous trees remain on most of the
open meadows below 3000 m.
Scrub and grassland communities in the t~mperate zone are almost
certainly maintained by human interference, particularly burning,
and occur mainly on southerly aspects. Dense scrub with tall grass
is found particularly on south-facing slopes of the Tirthan Valley.
In most other areas annual burning, grass-cutting and grazing keep
the vegetation low. Grazing meadows intergrade with grassland and
scrub, occurring normally in moister areas or at higher altitudes.
These areas are not burnt, but are maintained at an early seral
stage by grazing.
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Table 2.4.

Maj or vegeta tion types within the temperate fares t zone

Ve geta tion Type

Dominant Species

1.

RhododendY'On

Ban Oak, Maru Oak,
Rhododendron .'1I·boreum

Lower Altitude

Deodhar, Blue Pine

2.

Lower Altitude Oak/

Altitude

Coniferous

Walnut

150-2300 m

Spruce, Rhododendron

1600-2500 m

'lr'boY'ewn, pYr'us pashia,
Pi.cruswna qua ssioidEs,

Picris ovaZiJolia
J.

Higher Altitude Oak

Kharsll Oak

2300-3200 m

Fir, Horsechcstnut,

Yew (Taxus baccata)

4,

Higher Altitude

Fir, Spruce

Yew, Horsechestnut

Coniferous

5.

Mixed Deciduous

Horsechestnut, Walnut,

Moru Oak, Kharsu Oak,

Bird Cherry, Elm, Birch

Acer spp.

(B.
6.
7.

Evergreen Broad-leaved
Scrub and Grassland

1800-3000 m

a~noides)

N'1:]hi~us duthiei,
::.ustru~is

Celtis

Ban Oak, Rhododendron

1800-2200 m

aY'bol"ewT!

Iydigofera , Rubus, Berberis,

1500-3000 m

grasses

8.

Grazing Meadows

Herb communities, including
i'o ~!!gonu,.,

2500-3200

III

and other nitrophilous

species

Table 2. S.

Land-use statistics for Himachal Pradesh, from Raina (1979), Bakshish Singh (1979) and
Oas Gupta (1978)

Entire State
Designated forest

Upper Ravi

Upper Beas

Uppe r Su t lej

Southern Dhaula Dhar

21,700

Actual forest

7,200

Reserved & protected forest

7,400

Cultivated land

7,800

Non-agricultural uses

1,900

Permanent pastures, grazing
land, barren alpine waste

24,300

Total area

SS,700

300

1,800

530

270

S,300

6,300

2,600

1,800
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Extent of forests
Out of the total area of Himachal Pradesh designated as forest
by land-use surveys, only 9% consists of reserved forest and a further
26% is demarcated as protected. In fact, only 34% of the total forest
area is actually covered in continuous woodland; the remainder of the
area classified as forest consisting of scrub, grassland or barren
waste (Table 2.5). Only 27 % of forest area is considered commercially
exploitable (Bakshish Singh 1979), but in the temperate forest zone
the proportion is much higher (40% vs 17 % of the Subtropical Pine
Forests) .
The proportion of land covered by reserved and protected forests
is considerably higher in the upper Beas area (28%) than in the upper
Ravi Valley (above the conflue nce wi th the Siul; 6%). The upper Sutlej
(above the confluence with the Ani Khud) and the southern slopes of the
Dhaula Dhar (the temperate part s of th e lower Beas are a ) a r e interme diat e ,
wi th 20 % and 15%, resp e ctively (Figure 2.12) .

B. Bonpr
C. Chomba
Do. Dalhousie
Om Dormsolo
K. Kulu
M. Monoli
Md. Mandi

FOREST AREAS
(afte r Dos Gupta 1976 )

c::J

Reser ved

(":)

Protected

a:::::Y

0 t he r
lli ... rr i hution of t h t' m:lin fOl'v:o; t t~ 'Pl '-" \o,' itilill tIll' ,Ir e;]
~()\'l'r~' d h~' lIi1l1 :1I,,:h<l1 \\'ildlif \" I'roJl'l'[ :-: Ul"Vl')":-.

, PlatL' 4: Thi s association of Fir and mixed deciduous trees is a c ommon
l:'xamplv of th e Himalayan Hoist Temperate type.
Undisturbed stands such
d S
this onl' ;lre typical of the Sainj Vall E'\' .

Plate> 5: Pure stands of Kharsu oak arl' l:OIllmon on ridgeLops; Monal oftl 'll
hreeci in tlH:~ sc areas. (nea r Nada Thach in the Tirtl.an Valh~y)

Plate ~: Steep t e rr ai n a nd low a ltit~d e coniferous
forests, n otably Spruce, characterize Ga rahan Nal la
in the ParbatiVa ll ey .
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STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF VEGETATION
IN RELATION TO HUMAN DISTURBANCE

C.R. Babu, A. Chauduri, R. Khandwa

Introduction
To investigate the effects of human disturbance on the composition
of the forest flora of the Beas Valley we carried out systematic $ampling
at seven different study sites; three around Manali (Shuru, Temple and
Bilaspur sites), two near Kasol in the Parbati Valley (Kasol and Hidden
Valley sites) and two near Bandal in the Tirthan Valley (Bandal disturbed
and undisturbed sites). We selected the sites to represent contrasting
degrees of disturbance in each of the three areas and to be roughly
comparable within each area, having similar slopes, aspects and altitudes
(with the exception of Kasol where the disturbed site faced south while
the undisturbed site had a north and west aspect).
No objective criterion was used to measure disturbance but we
considered sites close to habitation to be more likely to incur disturbance than those further away. Around Manali, the Temple and Bilaspur
sites were both less than 0.5 km from the nearest houses, while the Shuru
site included sample stations from 0.5-1 km from the nearest houses. At
Kasol the disturbed site was 0.5 km from habitation, while the Hidden
Valley sitt was about 3 km away. At Bandal the disturbed site was within
0.4 km 0: A small hamlet, while the undisturbed site was about 1 km from
houses.
At each site a number of stations (10-25) were investigated at
approximately 100 m intervals along a circular route. These stations
had already been selected for surveys of bird diversity and hence their
selection should not have been biased by vegetational characteristics.
At each station we recorded the altitude, the aspect, and the mean
slope. Starting from a point centre we counted and identified all
trees of more than 10 cm breast height diameter within a 30 m radius and
estimated their mean and maximum height. Starting with the same centre
we then placed 20 cm quadrats at 2 m intervals along eight evenly-spaced
radii and at each sampling point recorded the presence or absence of
canopy and shrub layers, and the identity of the shrub. Dominant ground
cover in each quadrat was recorded using the following categories; herbs,
mosses, litter, soil, rock, wood and water; and all species of ground
vegetation within the quadrat were identified.
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General description of sites

Manali; Shuru
Altogether 25 stations were chosen along this transect. The
stations have west, north, and northwest aspects , and the slope ranges
from 50° to 65°. Stations 1-5 and 22-25 were within 0.5 km of houses ,
the rest were further away.

Picea smithiana, the West Himalayan spruce, is dominant, and forms
dense, almost pur e stands all along the transect, except at stations 1-5
where it associates with Pinus wallichiana and Quercus dilata t a .
Juglans regia , Acer spp. and Quercus dila t ata are also present, particularly in glades and gullies .
The shrub lay e r is represented by a smaller number of species which
ar e low in frequ e ncy and density . The representative members of this
lay e r are Viburnum nervosum , Sorbaria tomentosa , Ber ber is lycium,
Indigofera pulchella , Desmodium flo r ibundum, Prinsepia utilis and
Plectr anthus spp .
The ground flora 1S represented by spe cies such as Tr ifoliw!I
repens , yalium elegans , Carex nubigena , Morina persica , Ainsliae
apt era , Geranium robertianum , Fr agaria indica , Oxalis corniculata ,
Taraxacum officinale , Thalictrum pedunculatum , Potentilla sundaica and
Cerastium ceras t ioides on open, dry ar e as. The moist, shady localities
ar e inhabited by pteridium aquilinum , Chrysanthemum leucanthemum,
Cardamine sp . , Viola biflora, Juncus, Iris kumaonensis , Valeriana
jatamansi , Pilea umbrosa , Corydalis , Mertensia racemosa and Rumex
nepalensis. Grasses ar e represented by Poa , Ar t hraxon , Eragrostis and
Agropyron spp. Hedera nepalensis is th e sole representative of climbing
and creeping plants.

.

In stations 1-5 and 22-25, soil erOS10n and landslides are common
features because of felling of trees and grazing. It is in thes e
disturbed habitats that Pinus wallichiana appears because of its ability
to colonize abandon ed fields and g razing lands.

Manali; Temple
In this transect 11 stations were selected havin g north, northwest,
northeast, and east aspects and slopes ranging from 5° to 60°. The trees
reach a maximum he i ght of 45 m.
The forest is open and the trees are rather scattered . Except in a
few plac e S where there is some admixture of Picea smithiana and Pinus
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wallichiana, the forest consists purely of cedar Cedrus deodara.
Shrubs are very few, and their frequencies and densities are very low
with the only species recorded being Berberis chitria and Prinsepia
utilis.
The herbaceous component of dry, open, grazing sites is represented
by Oxalis corniculata, Carex nubigena, Ajuga parviflora, Galium spp. ,

Plantago lanceolata, Taraxacum officinale, Ainsliae aptera, Thymus
sei'pyllifolia, Thalictrum peduncu la tum , Fragaria indica, Potentilla
sundaica, Arenaria serpyllifolia, Trifolium repens and Cerastium
c erastioides. Species such as Iris kumaonensis, pteridium aquilinwn,
Anemone vitifolia and Viola are common along moist, shady gullies.
The grasses are represented by Cynodon dactylon,
Agropyron. The only climber is Hedera nepalensis.

Al~t71X'axon,

Paa and

Manali; Bilaspur
The transect comprises 12 stations which have east, northeast and
southeast aspects with slopes ranging from 20° to 75°. The trees, all
Deodhar, attain a maximum height of 37 m.
Shrubs are more diverse than In the moist cedar forest of ManaliTemple Site, and are represented by Indigofera gerardiana, Cotoneaster

microphylla, Berberis lycium, B. aristata, B. chitria, Frinsepia utilis,
So ~baria tomentosa, Desmodium tiliaefolium, Nepeta and Buddleia spp.
The herbaceous growth is similar to that of Manali-Temple Site, but
species ... .)1 1abiting drier habitats are more prevalent. The most noteworthy among t hem are Conyza, Lespedeza sericea, Micromeria biflora,
Sedum adeno trichum, Thymus serpyllum and Gentiana argenta. Among grasses
Arundinella and Urochloa are common, besides Agropyron, Arthraxon and
Poa spp. The species inhabiting open and mesophytic habitats are similar
to those found at the Manali-Temple Site. No climber was recorded.

Tirthan Valley; Bandal disturbed
The transect includes ·11 stations which have north, northwest, northeast and west aspects. The slope ranges from 25° to 65°. The trees
range in height from 20 m to 40 m.
The vegetation is that of a subtropical forest of Pinus-Quercus type.
At higher elevations Pinus wallichiana dominates, whereas P. roxburghii
is predominant at lower elevations. The codominants are Lyonia
ovalifolia (Pieris ovalifolis) , Quercus i~~ana and Rhododendron arborevm.
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Cotinus , R. semialata , Albizia mollis ,
COY'ial'ia nepalensis, PicY'asma quassioides, PyY'us pashia, and MYY'sine.
The other associates are Rhus

All these species are medium-sized trees.
The shrubby layer is composed of LoniceY'a, Rhamnus viY'gatus,
SaY'coccoca hookeY'iana, -IndigofeY'a geY'aY'diana, Desmodium tiliaefolium,
BeY'beY'is lycium , Rubus ellipticus, CotoneasteY' micY'ophylla, PY'insepia
utilis, Zanthoxylum alatum and SpiY'aea cantoniensis.
The herbaceous growth is represented by species of drier habita~s of
subtropical forests, and include Salvia glutinosa , (S. numibola ), Thymus

seY'pyllum, DiclipteY'a Y'oxbuY'ghiana, Lespedeza seY'icea, Anaphalis
nepalensis, AndY'osace Y'otundifolia, and Cynoglossum. The other species
inhabiting the forest ground are CaY'ex nubigena, Oxalis cOY'niculata,
Viola pilosa , Potentilla sundaica, AY'enaY'ia seY'pyllum, StellaY'ia media
and Calamintha umbY'osa. The grasses are represented by UY'ochloa and
AY'Undinella . The climbers are represented only by Smilax glaucophylla.
HedeY'a nepalensis, which is the common creeper in Picea smithiana a~d
CedY'us deodaY'a forests of Manali sites, is absent. Human disturbance
occurrlng at this site are grazing, and tapping and felling of pine
trees.

Tirthan Valley; Bandal undisturbed
There are 12 stations in this transect. The stations have north,
northwest and northeast aspects, with slopes ranging from 25° to 65°.
The trees vary in maximum height from 25 m to 40 m. The transect is
located about I km away from the village.
The vegetation is essentially similar to that of Bandal-Disturbed
Site, with Pinus wallichiana and P. Y'oxbuY'ghii dominant. The codominants
include Lyonia ovalifolia, QueY'cus incana, RhododendY'on aY'boY'eum and
PicY'asma quassioides and other tree associates are PyY'us pashia, COY'iaY'ia
nepalens-is, Salix and Juglans Y'egia.
.
Shrubs are more diverse than at the Randal-Disturbed Site. Some of
the common shrubs are LoniceY'a, SpiY'aea cantoniensis, Deutzia staminea,

Cotoneastel', Rharrmus viY'gatu.s, BeY'beY'is chitY'ia, B. lycium, B. aY'istata,
Rhus costinus , Zanthoxylum alafum, Symplocos, MYY'sine, VibUY'num
cotinifolium , SaY'coccoca hookeY'iana , IndigofeY'a geY'aY'diana and PY'ir18epia
utilis. Some of these species attain small to moderate-sized trees.
The herbaceous component includes species inhabiting both dry and
moist habitats. The representatives of the former are Salvia glutinosa,
AndY'osace Y'otundifolia and Cynoglossum.
Whereas the latter category
includes PteY'is, PteY'idium aquilinum, IY'is kumaonensis and Polystichum.
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The other sp ec ies are Carex nubigena , OxaZis cornicu Zata , VioZa and
GaZium . Grasses are represented by Arthraxon, Arundinella and
Oplismenus, and the climbers by both Hedera nepaZensis and Smilax

gZaucophylZa.
Grazing is not uncommon . Felling of trees has not been observed.
tapping of pine trees was noticed .

No

Parbati Vall ey; Kasol
The trans e ct comprises 10 stations, and is located on the north bank
of the river Parbati. The village is less than 0.5 km away from the
transect. Th e stations have south, southeast and southwest aspects, and
slopes ranging from 55° to 65°. The maximum height of trees ranges from
35 m to 40 m.
The veg e tation belongs to Himalayan subtropical pine forest. Pinu s
Shrubs are
confined to crevices of boulders, gullies and glades. The number of
spe cies is very few and includes InuZa cappa, Rubus niveus, Prinsepia
utilis and Rhus waZZichi .

roxburghii - the Chir pine - forms almost pure stands.

The ground is covered with a carpet of brown needles. Herbaceous
plant s such as AnaphaZis busua , Senecio nudicauZis, Ajuga parvifZora ,

Polygala abyssinica, SaZvia Zanata , Gerbera gossypiana , Lespedeza
sericea, Thymus serpylZum, Micromeria bifZora, OxaZis cornicuZata,
Indigofera dosua and GaZium asperuZoides are common within as well as
along th e margi ns of forest.
The grasses are represented by Apluda,
OpZismenu~, Arthraxon, Themeda ananther a and ArundineZZa.
Rhynchosia
himaZensis is t he only climber observed within the forest floor.
Forest fires, tapping and grazing are common in this transect.

Parbati; Hidden Valley
The transect is located in a deep valley branching from Garahan Nalla
which joins the Parbati at Kasol. Patches of dense forest occur on land
slips at intervals along the valley and they consist mainly of broadleaved trees . The stations are located in one such patch. Otherwise the
north-facing slopes are covered with mixed coniferous forest containing
Cedrus deodara, Pinus walZichiana and Cupressus toru Zosa , besides broadleaved trees. The stations have northwest, southwest, and west aspects,
and slopes ranging from 50° to 70° .
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From the point of view of species diversity, the Hidden Valley Site
is the richest, and the most magnificent region among all the sites
selected . The vegetation can be classified as moist temperate mixed
broad-leaved forest, with evergre e ns dominant. The different tree
species have mor e or less similar frequencies and densities .
Consequently, no species seems to be dominant. Heights of trees range
from 10 m to 30 m. Cedrus deodara , Picea smithiana and Pinus wallic hiana
are found occasionally along glades. The species in the top canopy are

Machi lu s duthiei , Acer pictum , Celtis australi s, Quercus incana ,
St(lphy lla emodi , Rhododendr on ar boreum , Betula , Aesculus indica , Meliosma
dilleniaef olia and Salix daphnoides . The other small-sized tree species
are Picra sma quassioides , Rhus, Mor us serrata , Myr sine semiserr at a ,
Deut zia s taminea , Cornu s macr ophy lla and Philadelphus coronar i us .
The shrubs are well-represented and the species density is very
high. The most noteworthy ones are Rubus niveus , R. ellipticus , Sorbaria

tomentosa , Arundinaria falcata , Hydr angea anomala , Indigofera gerardiana ,
Ber'ber is chi tria , Spiraea cantoniensis and Aralia cachemir ica .
The herbaceous flora is represented by an array of species. The
more mesophytic species are represented by Pol ygonum amplexicaule ,

Polystichum, Impa ti ens , Tr il lium govanianum, Boeninghausenia albi fl or a ,
Ste llari a monosperma , Polygonum chinense , Carex nubigena and Pol ygonatum
multifl orum. Moist, shady localities are inhabited by Pilea umbr osa , P .
script a , Iris kumaonensis, Fagopyrum cymosum , F. dibotr ys and Viola,
whlle drier, rocky areas are colonized by Lamium and Sedum ro su latum.
Moist rocks are covered with creepers such as Ficus sarmentosa ,
Par thenocissus semicordata and Hedera nepalensis . Within the forest, the
prominen l c limbers are Aspar agus filicinu s, Hedera nepalensis and Smilax
g laucophy lla .
Grasses ar e represented only by Oplismenus while pteridophytes are
represented by Asplenium, Pteris , Poly stichum and Dr yopter is spp .
. The veget at ion appears to be free from any hllT'lan

int erference .

Discussion
A comparison of vegetation cover and species diversity among the
seve n sites suggests that the effect of disturbance is most noticeable In
the shrub layer (Table 2.6).The number of tree species present varies
from 19 at Hidden Valley to only 2 at Temple and Bilaspur sites near
Manali, but this seems related more to the type of forest chosen than to
human actIvIties. At Bandal for instance, disturbed and undisturbed
sites both support eleven tree species. Likewise, although the number of
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Table

2.6. Summary of vegetation cover and plant species diversity at seven sites in the upper Beas area.

Site
Bandal, Undisturbed

Number of
Stat ions sampled

Trees
., canopyl Species

Shrubs
Spp./stn.

% cover2

Ground vegetation

Total spp.

1. cover 3

Spp./stn.

Total spp.

Ha'nali area
Temple

12

86.2

3.0

0.9

35.8

17.2

36

Bilaspur

12

42.2

2.1

1.2

20.0

16.2

32

Shuru

25

56.7

10.8

3.3

II

24.7

16.1

34

Kasal

10

81.7

2 .8

1.4

6

11.0

11.5

20

Hidden Valley

10

86.0

19

23.4

8.2

13

55.2

15.2
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Banda I, Disturbed

10

61.7

II

19.3

6.6

13

7.5

10.0

22

Banda I, Undisturbed

II

75.6

II

27.8

9.6

IS

21.8

10.7

27

Parbati

Ti rthan

6

Valle~

Valle~

Presence or absence of canopy was scored by looking vert ically upwards through a 2 em diameter tube.
If any twigs or
foliage were visible canopy was recorded as present. Figures given are percent age of all sampl ing poi nt s where canopy

was present.
2 Shrubs were recorded as present or absent at each sampling point.

This column gives the mean percentages of sampling

points where a shrub layer was present .

For each quadrat the dominant type of ground cover was recorded.

This column gives the mean percentage of samples for

which herbs were recorded as predominant ground cover.

specles recorded among the ground vegetation is greater at Hidden Valley
(undisturbed) than the nearby Kasol site (disturbed), the same relationship does not hold at Bandal where numbers of species per station is
similar for both sites, nor at Manali, where the highest percentage cover
and the largest number of species per station are found at the disturbed
Temple site. For shrubs, however, both the percentage cover and the
number of species per station are higher at undisturbed sites than at
disturbed sites in the same area. The apparent effect on the shrub layer
~f proximity to settlements is particularly relevant as shrubs constitute
an important component of the vegetation for most wildlife; providing
cover to protect them from predators, and food in the form of twigs and
berries than remain available after ground vegetation has been covered by
snow. Most large mammals and pheasants appeared to prefer forest with a
we ll-developed shrub layer.
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A comparison of th e species c omposition of the gr o und veg e ta t i0 ~
shows that the three Ma n ali sites have more species in common than any
other comb ination of sites (Table 2.7).The vegetation of the Hidden
Valley :site is the most distinct wit~ a mean index of similarity to other
sites of only 0.19 and with 53% of species found being . unrecorded else~
where. The high proportion of species at the Kasol site unrecorded
elsewhere (45%) is probably due to the fact that the forest litter bere
is subject to r egular burning; an unlikely occurrence at the other sites,
but one which would probably affect the composition ·of the ground
ve ge tation.
The uniqueness of t h e Hidden Valley si t e is emp h asized when shrub a nd
Lr ee species are considered, with 62% being unrecorded elsewhere. If the
two Bandal sites ar e combined then 58% of species found there were not
r e c .)rded at oth e r sites. The species composition of the shrub layer
ge nerally vari e d more among sites than the ground layer, perhaps because
o f the greater sensitivity of the shrub layer to disturbance by domestic
rJl1imals.

Table 2. 7.

S ~lt: ru

Manali

Temple

of 9imila~i.tyl between pairs of sit es
in the composition of their ground vegetation .

Coefficient~

Temple

Bilaspur

Kasol

H. Valley

Dist.

Und i.t.

0.89

0.61

0 . 22

0.34

0.32

0.49

(1.48

0.59

0.21

0.18

0.31

0.38

0. 43

0 . 31

0 . 03

0.48

0.27

0.3$

0 .02

0.29

0.26

0.22

0 . 15

0 . 28

0 . 19

0.49

0 . 34

Mean c . )c ffi ( ien t

area

Bilaspur
Kasol
Parbati
Valley

H. Valley
Banda I, disturbed

Tirlhan
Valley

0.36

Banda 1, undisturbed

Overall
Coe f fie ient of similarity = -1E
A+B
where A and B are the tot a I species recorded at each of a given pair of sit es and C is the tot a I recorded
at both sites.

0 . 34
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Plate 7: A female Monal after being flushed by a Himalayan Palm Civet.

3
WILDLIFE

PHEASANTS
In troduction
The large, sexually dimorphic members of the family Phasianidae,
generally known as pheasants, reach their greatest diversity in the
Sino -Himalayan area. We took a particular interest in this group
because they include two species designated as endangered in the
I.U.C.N. Red Data Book (1979) and because, as spectacular birds, they
are a potential attraction to tourists. All are partly or wholly
herbivorous and may be an important component of the ecosystem. Where
undisturbed they probably comprise a significant proportion of the
total biomass of birds.
Seven species of pheasants occur within our area; Western
Tragopan TY'agopan melanocephalus, Monal Loph ophoY'us irrrpejanus,
Kaleej Lophura leucomelana, Red Jungle Fowl Gallus gallus, Koklas
PucY'asia macY'olopha, Cheer CatY'eus wallichii, and Indian Peafowl
Pavo cY'istatus. We concentrated our attention mainly on the high
altitude species; Western Tragopan, Monal, Koklas, and Cheer.
Consequently, our information for the other three species is very
sparse and their distributions are described only in general
terms. For the Monal, Koklas, and Cheer we describe each locality
and the numbers of birds observed so that future investigators can
make valid comparisons to assess changes in status. For the Western
Tragopan, however, we have refrained, on the advice of World Wildlife
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fund-India, from specifying particular localities, in case we might
give aid to people interested in trapping the birds illegally, and
we therefore give only a general assessment of its present range and
status outside of the area of the upper Beas Valley proposed for
the creation of a Manali National Park. We have included some
information derived from reports of forest officials or local people,
but only where we judged it to be reliable and recent, and to add
significantly to our own observations.
The area of suitable habitat available for each species within
Himachal Pradesh cannot be estimated from current information and
consequently it is impossible to estimate total populations. We
have made minimum extrapolations for certain areas, however, based
on observed densities and estimates of the extent of available
habitat. These are provided to indicate the possible long-term
viability of pheasant populations. All areas referred to are measured
from maps; actual ground areas will depend on topography.
Status and distribution
Western Tragopan

T~agopan

meZanocephaZus

This species is the rarest of the pheasants occurring in
the Western Himalayas. It is found only in the temperate and subalpine forests of Pakistan and India, the eastern limit of its
distribution being somewhere in Tehri-Garhwal, western Uttar Pradesh
(Hume& Marshall 1879, Delacour 1977, Ali & Ripley 1980), although
there a~ 2 no definite sightings in Uttar Pradesh during the last 20
years, as far as we are aware. In Pakistan, the species apparently
survives only in a few isolated pockets, although a good population
is present in the Neelam Valley (Mirza 1981). In Jammu and Kashmir
it is probably absent from the Vale of Kashmir, although it may still
be present in Kishtwar (Ward 1906, Bates & Lowther 1952). Ian Grimwood,
in 1959, found the species well distributed in small numbers within
the upper Beas watershed (IUeN 1979), particularly in the valleys
around Manali (pers. comm.).
The main conclusion from our own surveys was that in the upper
Beas area the species' status has probably changed little since
Grimwood's assessment. Birds were seen or heard in four different
areas within 20 km of Manali, including Solang Nalla, the core area
of the proposed National Park. Ten sightings were made in 19791980, nine of single birds, and one of a pair seen together in
March. We also saw the remains of three birds that had been killed
and eaten by local people.
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Surveys in the Ravi Valley in the winter of 1978-1979 yielded
only one sighting, but one, or possibly two males were heard calling
in a different a r ea in May . Good evidence was obtained from local
people that the species is present in a third area (Brijendra Singh,
pers . comm.). Suitable habitat is less extensive in the Ravi Valley
than on the upper Beas. Further east, the species has been recorded
recently in Simla District (Joginder Singh, I . F.S . , pers . comm) ,
but the upper Beas is probably the species' stronghold.
From our meagre records it is impossible to estimate densities.
A total or 400 party-hours spent in the proposed Manali National Park
area yielded only four sightings spread over the three main valleys
(Solang, Manals~and Hamta) and it is hard to believe that the
area could hold more than 50 birds altogether. Other parts of the
Beas Valley may provide more suitable habitat, but inspection of
the total forest area available makes it unlikely that the whole
upper Beas region could hold more than 1,000 birds . Information
is presently lacking on the species' status in the eastern parts
of Jannnu and Kashmir bordering Chamba District, on the Dhaula Dhar
range in Kangra District, and in western V.P. (Figure 3.1). If these
areas do not hold significant populations, and there is no evidence
at present that they do, then the world population almost certainly
numbers less than 5,000 birds.
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Monal LophophoY'us irrrpejanus
The Monal occurs practically throughout the Western and Central
Himalayas, from Afghanistan in the Safed Koh (Whitehead 1910), to
Bhutan, being replaced to the east by Sclater's Monal (D. · sclateY'i)
(Delacour 1977) . Being a large and fairly conspicuous bird, often
found in open areas, it is frequently recorded by casual visitors
and is always very well known to local people. It must have been
extremely numerous in some areas in the past; Wilson (quoted by
Hume & Marshall 1879) mentions shooting a dozen in an hour and
killing 1,000-1,500 yearly, probably mainly in Garhwal, although
he notes that numbers varied unaccountably from place to place.
Monals formerly occurred in the front ranges of the Himalayas
around hill stations such as Simla and Mussoorie (Wilson in Hume
& Ma rshall 1879).
We recorded Monal in 13 localities (Figure 3.2); two in the
Su tlej Valley, nine in the upper Beas Valley and two in the Ravi
Valley. The species ceased to occur around Simla prior to the
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Figure 3.2.

Locali ties whe re ~Ional Lophophorus impe janus \"Iere recorded.
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1920' s (Whis tIer 1920, Waite 1945) and local people report that
near Dalhousie, another hill station, it appears only in winter.
It probably still occurs around Chor Peak, an isolated massif to
the east of Simla, but otherwise seems to have disappeared from
th e front ranges. In Kulu District and the Dhaula Dhar Range,
howe ver, Monal are still widespre ad and ce rtainly nume rous in pl ace s.

1':stim ;l t iol1 ( I f dl' l1 s iti.cs \,) <1::; attempted in only a re\" area s ,
lllL'JSUre or rclatLvl' abunda ncc> can be obtainl:<J by co mpa r in g
numbers of birds seen in relation to the length of time spent in
th e field by survey parties. On this basis, Monal were most abundant
in the Bandal area and a t Sarahan, and least abundant in Solang 1\alla
and at Parashar (Table 3.1). The overall rate of sightings within the
i'L..,nali National Park area was highest in Hamta Nalla in early !'-larch,
when widespread snow cover was apparently concentrating Monal on a
small area of steep, southeast facing, and therefore snow-free slopes;
by April few birds remained in this area, having presumably spread
out at higher altitudes.
L ul

Scl;nL'

Actual density estimates, based on numbers of calling males
h e ard giving "crescendo calls" at dusk, were made at Solang Nalla,
a nd n t Nada Thach in th e Bandal a rea. At Solang thr ee , perhaps
four, male s called in HilY in an ar e a of about lkm2 be bveen 2,900Table 3 . 1.
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Re cords of Monal Lophophorus i'!t.P."janus ;IOU
numbe r recorded per 100 h spent in th.· fieid

--- - Locali tz:

--- _._-

--- - ,----

.S iBhtings

Individuals

Individuals/SightiE,g

Individuals/lOOh

1)

Daranghati; ;'la r c h

16

25

1. 56

71. 9

2)

Sara"hanj March

13

17

1.11

75 . 5

3)

Bandal; March

49

93

1. 90

64.4

April
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67

1. 56

103.5

13

18

1. 38

37.3

2

3

1. 50

13.1

23

71

3.09

46.7

14

25

1. 79

29.8

1. 00

21. 5

9

1. 29

35.1

13

1.44

115.6

1. 00

7.0

4)

Sainj; May

5)

Parashar; May

6)

Kasal; FL' bruary

April
7)

Kirganga; September

8)

JagatsuKh; May

9)

Hamt a ; March

3

9

April
to)

11

11

1. 00

14.4

April

10

10

1. 00

12 . 7

May

18

19

1.06

25.2

11

12

1. 09

51. 7

.2

1. 00

Solang; January

11)

Manalsu; April

12)

Kugt i ; May 1979

13)

Sara; January 1979

3

1. 00

16.7

._-------

}

76.5

}

40.7

J

}

39. 2

~1anal

i

22.9

17 . 3

Area
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3,400 m, while at Nada Tha ch at least eight males were calling and
displaying in April in an area of less than 1 km 2 between 3,000-3,300
m. The latter area held the greatest density recorded anywhere,
with 52 birds seen in a single day by AJG and V. Hatthai, a density
perhaps comparable with those familiar to Wilson in the last century.
In areas of suitable habitat throughout Kulu District the
density of calling male Monal probably lies between 1-10 per km 2 .
Males exceeded females in our sightings (141:122 in January-i:ay:',
~ llt m,::~ ,
,:-c n,orc cOllSriCl.'8US an d hence more easily observed.
The sex ratio is probably roughly equal. The total area of suitable
habitat within the Hanali National Park area is approximately 100
km2 , but densities are generally low and the Nona l population is
r robably less than 250 pairs. In the upper Tirthan Valley, which
includes Nada 'l'hach, suitable habitat covers about 40 km 2 and the
total population may be in the region of 400 pairs. For the entire
upper Beas Valley containing about 600 km2 of potential habitat,
a population b etween 1,000-5,000 pairs is indicated.
Cheer CatY'eus waZlichii
The Cheer formerly ranged from Pakistan to the Kali-Gandaki
River in Western Nepal (Ali & Ripley 1980, Delacour 1977). In
Pakistan it has disappeared from all areas except Azad Kashmir,
although attempts are currently underway to reintroduce the species
in the Margalla Hills (Mirza 1981). It apparently never occurred
in the Vale of Kashmir (Ward 1906, Osmaston 1927, Bates & Lowther
1952). Accounts given by Hume and Marshall (1879) suggest that
the Cheer was always patchily distributed, although they describe
.i. L as ,"I'nlI!dn in Kumaon, Carwal, dn d as faJ \ves L as ~hdI1lbd.
it is
listed a s en dangered in the IUCN Red Data Book, but although
it has disap pe ared from some areas formerly occupied, the overall
range of the s pecies has probably contracted little. The Margalla
Hills were appa rently always close to its western extremity.
Wi thin Himachal Pradesh, Hugh Whistler (1926a) recorde d the
Cheer as uncommon on the southern slopes of the Dhaula Dhar Mountains
around Dharamsala and sparsely distributed and local in the Kulu
Valley (Whistler 1926b). It was also recorded at Daranghati by
Winter-Blyth (l952). It occupies a wide altitude range, having
been recorded from 1,200-3,000 m, and occurs on steep grass-clad
hillsides with scattered trees, particularly where interspersed
with rocky crags. The preference for long grass may have contributed
to the species decline, particularly in the lower parts of its
range, as most areas of grassland below 2 , 000 m are heavily grazed,
suffer frequent burning, and hence provide little cover.
We r ecorded Cheer at five localities in 1979-1980, AJG recorded
the species at another four localities during 1978-1979, and we
obtained convincing reports of the species from two other places
(Figure 3.3).
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1. Chail. This small wildlife sanctuary, a former hunting reserve
of the Haharaja of Patiala, was estimated to hold about 40 pairs
of Cheer in April 1979, with a density on suitable habitat of about
six pairs/km2 (Gaston & Joginder Singh 1980). Wildlife Sanc t uar y.
2. Kandaghat . Cheer are reporte d to occur here, close to the main
Simla-Cilandigarh road (Joginder Singh, I.F.S. pers. connn . ). The
habitat appears to be very suitable. Res er ved Fo res t.
3. Daranghati. No Cheer were found in Harch 1980 in the area from
which they were reported by Winter-Blyth; some nearby hills, now
heavily grazed, may have provided suitable habitat in the past.

Wildlife Sanctuary .
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4. Nadar (Bandal). A small population of Cheer was located here
through information supplied by a local resident, Ranjiv Bharti.
At least six pairs were heard on 28 and 29 March from the small
hamlet of Nadar at about 2,000 m. The villagers mentioned that
the birds sometimes eat their crops and make such a din at times
that they cannot get to sleep! The extent of suitable habitat is
small, probably less than 1 km2 , but other small pockets of Cheer
may occur nearby. Not protected.
5. Parashar. Two heard calling morning and evening on south-facing
slopes near Parashar temple, 18-19 May 1980. Not protected.
6. Kasol. Cheer were recorded here by Whistler (1926b), but despite
extensive surveys we located only one pair, heard calling at the
lower end of Garahan Nalla on 22 April. Re served Forest.
7. Hamta Nalla. A maximum of five calling birds or pairs recorded
from southeast-facing slopes near the lower end of the valley in
i'1a reh and April. The total population of the area is probably no
more than ten pairs. Wildlife Scrnctuary.
8. Lam Dubh (Manalsu Nalla). At least two birds present on eastfacing slopes at 2,750 m on 29 April. fvildlife Sanctuary.
9. Budhal Nalla. Three different birds heard calling both morning
and evening from Sandi rest-house on 13-14 May and again on 18 May.
Probably four pairs involved. Fifteen kilometers further up the
valley 8 single bird was heard at Kugti. There was much suitable
habitat j n intervening areas and the population of Budhal Nalla
could amount to as much as 50 pairs. Not protected.
10. Khajjiar. A single bird, possibly two, heard calling in November
1978 and January 1979 within the boundary of the Khajjiar-Kalatope
Wildlife Sanctuary. Local people described the species accurately
and reported recent sightings in adjacent areas outside the sanctuary.

Wildlife Sanctuary.
11. Sara. At least two heard calling below the village of Sara, 12
km northwest of Chamba in January 1979. Not protected.
12. Siul Valley. Cheer are reported to be present in several places
in this valley north of Chamba (Brijendra Singh, pers. corom.) , but
recently a hydroelectric project on the Siul River may have caused
disturbance and the destruction of some suitable habitat. Not

p r ot e cted.
Overall, it appears that Cheer are still tolerably well distributed
in Himachal Pradesh. Our evidence suggests that there are probably
viable populations in several areas; Chail Wildlife Sanctuary, the
Budhil Nalla area, the Khajjiar/Chamba area, and the upper Beas
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Valley. In the upper Beas, Cheer are only sparsely distributed
around Manali, but further south the fact that we located them in
practically every area we visited suggests that the total population
may be fairly large, perhaps amounting to some hundreds of birds.
Because typical Cheer habitat is very local and unpredictable in
its distribution, it is impossible to estimate the total population
with any accuracy but it seems safe to assume that there must be
more than a thousand pairs still surviving in the state.
Koklas Pucrasia macrolopha
The Koklas has an extensive
China and north to Manchuria, but
as far east as central Nepal, are
separated by a gap of about 1,500

range from Afghanistan to eastern
Himalayan populations, which extend
disjunct from those of China, being
km (Vaurie 1965).

Earlier authors are unanimous in describing the Koklas as a
corrunon bird in the Western Himalayas, wherever suitable forest occurs.
Several note that it is corrunonest in oak forest (Wilson, quoted by
Hume & Marshall 1879, Whistler 1926a) and the altitude range is given
as 1,300-3,000 m, occasionally higher. We found it still common in
certain areas, but only sporadically below 2,000 m. In areas where
the population appeared to be dense the forest generally supported
a well-developed understory and because of grazing this requirement
was lacking in most lower altitude forests . We recorded Koklas in
12 areas (Figure 3.4).
1. Simla Water Catchment Reserve. Koklas were censused in this
area by members of the pheasant census camp organized jointly by
World Pheasant Association and the Himachal Forest Department in
April 1979. Mapping of calling males recorded by six pairs of
observers spread along the road through the reserve yielded an
estimate of 44 birds. The overall density in the reserve was
estimated between 17-25 pairs!km 2 , giving a total population,
assuming an equal sex ratio, of 170-250 pairs. The maximum number
of calling birds heard from one spot was eleven. This reserve has
been totally protected since 1890, apart from a little felling
during the Second World War, and may represent the only remaining
example of undisturbed middle-altitude forest in the front ranges
of the Western Himalayas . The density of Koklas here is probably
close to the maximum that can be anticipated under natural conditions.

Wildlife Sanctuary.
2. Daranghati. Dawn counts in March at three places near the
Daranghati rest-house yielded 0, 4, and 6 calling males . Wildlife

SanctuaY'1J .
3. Sarahan, Kulu. Eight males were heard calling at dawn in March,
close to Sarahan rest-house. Reserved Forest .
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4. Bandal and Tirthan Valley. Dawn counts were made in March above
Bandal rest-house at about 2,200 m and above Rolla, at 2,800 rn
producing six and seven calling birds, respectively. Several counts
along the bottom of the Tirthan Valley at Rolla produced 0-4 birds
but the range of audibility was probably much reduced by the noise
of the river. In April eleven males were counted calling at dawn
on successive days at Nada Thach, above Rolla at 3,200 m in an area
of Kharsu Oak forest. This density is similar to that recorded in
the Simla Water Catchment Reserve . . ReBerved Forest.
5. Sainj Valley. Dawn counts were made at Shangarh in May (two
birds) and at Lopah in September (11 and 15 birds). The latter
area appears to hold an exceptionally dense population. Reserved

Forest.
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6. Parashar. Three males heard calling at dawn from close to Parashar
temple. Not protected.

7 . . Kasol and Garahan Nalla. Dawn counts at about 2,000 m in Garahan
Nalla in February yielded counts of 0, 1, and 2 calling males, but
a surprisingly large number of sightings were made and the area may
have been used at that time by birds driven down by snow from higher
altitudes. Nine males were counted calling at 2,300 m in the
.
same area in April. Wildlife Sanctuary.
8. Pulga and upper Parbati Valley. Single Koklas were heard calling
at dawn near Pulga rest-house in February and September. Seven
birds were calling near Kirganga Thach in September. Reserved

Forest.
9. Manali National Park area. Koklas were recorded in Solang,
Hamta, and Manalsu Nallas, being most connnon at the lower end of
Hamta Nalla, where eight males were counted from one spot in March
and April. Koklas were heard in Solang Nalla from only two out of
seven points where dawn counts were attempted in April, May, and
September and the species was definitely absent from apparently
suitable habitat around Dundhi Thach. Wildlife Sanctuary.

10. Budhal Nalla. Calling birds were heard in May 1979 at Sandi
rest-house and in the Kugti Wildlife Sanctuary.
11. Sahu Nalla. Four and eight calling males were recorded on two
dawn c o mts in January 1979 at 2,300 m near the village of Sara.

Reserved Forest.
12. Khajjiar/Kalatope Sanctuary. Fourteen males were recorded on
one dawn count in November and twelve in January from the same spot,
close to Khajjiar tourist bungalow. The forest here appears very
similar to that in the Simla Water Catchment Reserve and densities
of Koklas also appear similar. Wildlife Sanctuary.
The frequency of sightings in relation to time spent in the
field was remarklably uniform (Table 3.2), with the exception of
Hamta Nalla, where the habitat occupied was more open than elsewhere.
Throughout most of the upper Beas area it appears that observers
can expect to encounter 10-15 Koklas per 100 h in the field (excluding
the dawn chorus). No Koklas were recorded at Chail, where the
sanctuary reaches a maximum altitude of only 1,800 m, or at Ganahati,
a small reserve near Simla at about 1,600 m. Both of these areas
carry predominantly Ban Oak forest and support large numbers of
Kaleej, but these lower altitude oak forests are apparently unsuitable
for Koklas.
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Table 3.2.

Locality

Records of ' Koklas Pucrasia macrolopha and numbers seen
per 100 h spent in the field; winter and spring only

Sightings

Individuals

Individuals/sighting

Individuals/lOOh

Total field time

4

1. 33

11.S

34h4S'

1.00

8.9

22h30'

2)

Daranghati

3

3)

Sarahan, Kulu

2

4)

Bandal; March

IS

April

1. 27}

l44h3S'
13.4
64h4S'

8

9

1.12

6

1. 20

12.4

48h15'

1.00

4.6

21h55'

1.08

9.2

S)

Sainj Valley

S

6)

Parashar

1

7)

Kasol; Fe bruary

13

14

6

6

1.00

7.1

0

0

0

0

1

2

2.00

8

9

1.12

Manalsu

2

2

1.00

Hamta; March

9

10

1.11

April

10

11

1.09

April
8)

19

1

8.5

]

4.7

l52h
84h

Manal i area;

January
Solang; April
May

1

2.S
11.9

}

7Sh2S'
23hlO'

8.6
88.9

76hSO'

1

11h1S'

54.9

40.7

Counts of dawn calls suggest that densities of Koklas comparable
to those in the Simla Water Catchment Reserve occur in a number of
areas; Sarahan and the Bandal area, the Sainj Valley, some parts of
the Gara Dan Nalla and the lower part of the Hamta Nalla. Most
reserved forest areas above 2~OOO m probably support Koklas densities
of at least five pairs per km L and, assuming an area of ca. 600 km 2
of suitable forest in the upper Beas Valley, this suggests a
minimum population of 3,000 pairs. The real figure could be two
or three times as high. In other areas of Himachal Pradesh the
species is probably divided into numerous isolated populations and
if deforestation continues these may be vulnerable to extinction
in the long-term. The large block of suitable habitat provided
by the forests of the upper Beas, however, particularly the ParbatiSainj-Tirthan area, constitutes a solid refuge for the species .
Kaleej Lophura leucomelana
The highly variable Kaleej Pheasant extends, in its various
races, from the river Indus in Pakistan to northern Thailand (Delacour
1977, Vaurie 1965). In the Himalayas it is characteristic of the
front ranges rather than the interior valleys, occurring mainly
between 1,200-2,500 m. Because of its altitude range we encountered
it less frequently than the Monal or Koklas during our surveys but
this does not necessarily imply that Kaleej are less numerous in
Himachal than the other species . We recorded it in nine localities
(Figure 3.5).
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The populations of the Chai1 Sanctuary (2), the Simla Water
Catchment Reserve (3) and the Khajjiar/Kalatope Sanctuary (9) appear
to be large, with covies of ten or more birds recorded commonly
in autumn (AJG & Joginder Singh). In September 1978 a covey of
ten birds was seen close to the outskirts of Simla town and on
the road between Kufri and Chai1 many birds were seen gritting on
the highway in the early morning, suggesting that there is a
continuous population extending between the Chai1 Sanctuary and
the Simla Water Catchment area.
In the Beas Valley, Ka1eej were recorded only in the Tirthan
Valley (5), near Kaso1 in the Parbati Valley (6), and at Parashar
(4) on the southern edge of th e upper Beas area. Only one or two
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sightings were made in each locality and the species is apparently
uncommon in the upper Beas. The same applies in the upper Ravi
area where one sighting near Durgathi (7) was the only record.
In the Chail-Simla area there appears to be a positive
association between people and Kaleej, with most birds being seen
in disturbed forest close to human habitation. The ability of
the Kaleej to exist under these conditions should ensure the
survival of the species throughout its present range in Himachal.
Red Jungle Fowl Gal lus ga llus
Red Jungle Fowl occur throughout the Himalayan foothills from
northwestern India to Burma and extend into the hills of the peninsula
to approximately 17 0 N (Ali & Ripley 1980), the limit coinciding
roughly with the southern limit of Sal Shorea robusta forest. Our
surveys covered little habitat suitable for jungle fowl, which
mainly occur below 1,200 m, and hence we obtained few sight records
(Figure 3.5). The species appears to be most common in subtropical
dry evergreen forest which occurs in the low Siwalik ranges to the
south of the Kangra Valley. Large numbers were recorded there by
AJG in April 1977 around Haripur and Masrur. Jungle fowl are also
numerous in Chir Pine forest where gullies supporting dense shrubs
occur, as around Haritalyangar, Bilaspur District, but where the
forest undergrowth is open the species does not occur. Jungle fowl
are hunted throughout Himachal but apparently maintain good populations
despite this.
Peafowl Pavo cristatus
The Peafowl is common throughout India and is protected in most
areas by strong local sentiments. In Rajastan it is a commensal of
human activities, living on agricultural land and stalking about
the villages quite openly. In Himachal Pradesh, however, Peafowl
tend to be shy and scarce, being hunted except where local tradition
forbids, as around Chaini in the Tirthan Valley. In the upper Beas
area we encountered the species only at Chaini and Bandal, both in
the Tirthan Valley. Elsewhere, AJG observed the species frequently
around Haritalyangar in 1970 in the same habitat as Red Jungle Fowl
and at Ganahati in 1978 in Ban Oak forest.

Ecology
Altitude
Because most of our time was spent at altitudes above 1600 m
we obtained better information on those species occurring exclusively
above this level. In Himachal Pradesh the most important altitude
zone for pheasants during the breeding season appears to be between
2500-2900 m, wi~h four species co-existing (Figure 3.6). Between
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Altitude distribution of pheasants in Himachal ",-ade'sh.
Records for Monal and Koklns are a ll f rom the pr<'sl'llt

study; records for other s pecies

iri c lud~d

data collected by AJG during 1969-1979 .
non-breeding · : box; breeding season.

unpublislled
C~ntral

line;

1300-2200 m three species are found, while below this level only two
occur. Except for the Monal and the Koklas our records were
insufficient for detailed examination of seasonal changes in altitude.
Monal appear to show the greatest altitudinal movement, being
found in January-March mainly between 2000-3000 m, . and in September
and October largely above 3000 m (Figure 3.7). The pattern in the ·
Koklas suggests a spreading out of population, rather than a general
upward movement; birds nesting above 3000 m apparently move downwards
in winter but those lower down probably remain where they are. Western
Tragopans may also move downwards in winter but in one locality at
2900 m birds were observed in January, April and November so some
birds remain sedentary. Kaleej probably disperse somewhat in autumn,
resulting in some records above their normal breeding altitude. Cheer ,
Jungle Fowl and Peafowl appear to be largely sedentary.
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In wint e r snow cover probably has an i mportant effect on pheasant
distributions . Only Monals were observed regularly in are as with
complete snow cover and here they concentrated on steep south-facing
slopes where patches of open ground usually appeared soon after a
snowfall. Tracks followed in th e snow showed that birds searched
extensively on foot for small clearings, usually at the base of trees,
wher e they proceeded to dig . Their habit of digging for food probably
allows them to e xploit smaller patches of open ground than Koklas .
West e rn . Tragopan also s e em capable of coping with deep snow as two
of the birds we encountered were in areas with a more-or-less comple te
snow cover.
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The distribution of Koklas in Solang Nalla suggests that the
proximity of lower altitude refuge areas may be important for the
survival of the species. Koklas are moderately abundant in areas at
the lower end of the valley, but they are absent from apparently
suitable forest at Dhundhi Thach (Figure 3.8), perhaps because the
valley bottom at 2800 m allows them no scope to move lower during
periods of heavy snowfall. Most areas where Koklas were found
included some suitable habit.at extending below 2500 m.
Hab i tat

Segregation between species by habitat is greater than the
considerable overlaps in altitude distributions might suggest (Figure
3.9). The . Red Jungle Fowl and Peafowl are largely confined to subtropical vegetation types, with the Peafowl extending into the zone
of lower altitude oak forest in places. Kaleej are found in the
lower oak and lower coniferous forest types, probably with some
p reference for the former. The other four species occupy most of the
t e mperate forest types, the Koklas being fairly uniformly distributed,
while Monal show a preference for the higher altitude oak forests
arid Western Tragopan prefer the higher altitude conifers. Cheer were
recorded i~ a wide variety of forest types but showed a strong preference
for open areas with dense ground vegetation, particularly tall grasses.
Both Mona! and Koklas showed a seasonal shift from the lower altitude
coniferous forests in December-March to the higher altitude oaks in
April and May (Figure 3.10). Monal moved further up onto subalpine
meadow nren s in September and October but observations of Koklas ~t
this seas on we re few and th ey probably remained in th e forest .
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For the Koklas we obtained information on population densities
by counting calls at dawn during February to May at 46 localities in
the upper Beas and upper Sutlej valleys. The maximum number of males
heard from one spot was 11 and numbers appeared to be fairly uniform
in relation to altitude except at the extreme upper and lower limits
of their range (Figure 3.11).
The mean number heard between 1900-3400 m was 3.3 (N=4l).
Only obsetvations made in potentially suitable forest were included.
Differences in the acoustic properties of different listening points
probably account for some of the observed variation in numbers.
Among environmental variables, the presence of dense undergrowth
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is probably an important factor determining numbers. The chief difference
between Monal and Koklas in their habitat requirements appears to be
the extent of ground and shrub cover. Over 50% of all Koklas records
were in areas with more than 70% ground cover, compared to less than
30% of Monal records (Figure 3.12). Western Tragopan were also
associated particularly with dense shrub and ground cover.
Slope and aspect
The angle and aspect of slope have already been referred to in
relation to the persistence of snow. Both variables probably have
an important effect on the distribution of different vegetation types
and hence on the distribution of habitat for pheasants. The angle
of slope also determines the accessibility of the area to people and
livestock; forests on slopes greater than 45 0 are generally less
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disturbed than those on flatter ground and hence support denser
vegetation. Slope may also be important in allowing pheasants to
escape rapidly by flying downhill. It is probably significant that
Monal are rarely found in the bottoms of valleys; they prefer to
remain well up the sides of the valley irrespective of the altitude.
Conservation
The most immediate threat to pheasants in the Western Himalayas
appears to be habitat destruction. this applies particularly to
species requiring dense ground vegetation, such as Cheer and Western
Tragopan.Cheer habitat has probably contracted more during the
past 50 years than the habitat of the Western Tragopan, with its
preference for higher altitude coniferous forest, but Cheer seem
fairly resistant to disturbanc~ occurring close to villages in most
areas where they were recorded. The chief problem in their conservation
is that present populations seem to be rather small and it is
impractical to attempt to protect them all. Four of the known
populations are within the boundaries of designated Wildlife
Sanctuaries. If proper protection can be given to these then this
is probably the best that can be expected, but regular monitoring
of all populations would be desirable.
For the Western Tragopan prospects are less promlslng. The
upper Beas area, with its large stands of relatively undisturbed
forest, probably represents the main stronghold of the species, but
because the population is very thinly spread it is difficult to protect.
Densitie s in the proposed Manali National Park area are probably
lower than in certain other areas and there is an urgent need to
protect some of these forests to ensure that the species survives.
The status of the other species appears fairly secure. The
Monal, which we thought might be suffering from hunting, appears
to be holding its own, particularly in the Sainj and Tirthan valleys.
The worst result of Monal hunting is probably the incidental
killing of Western Tragopans which occupy similar habitat in
winter. Koklas are numerous in places, but they require forest
with good understory and the habitat of the species, which must
have contracted considerably over the past hundred years, will
probably continue to diminish. Any measures taken to protect the
Western Tragopan are likely also to protect significant populations
of Koklas.

THE MAMMALS

From amongst the mammals known or suspected of inhabiting o ur
study area we most wanted to obtain information on the Musk Deer
Moschus moschiferus , because Himalayan populations of this speci e s are
being ruthlessly exploited for their musk (Jackson 1979b, Gr e en 1980 ,
Chapter 4). However, it is also plain that Himalayan Ibex Capra
ibex ibex, Brown Bear Ur sus ar ctos and Snow Leopard Panthera uncia a re
all much less common i n northern Ind i a than they have be en i n th e past
(Schaller 1977), and the Snow Leopard is listed as "severely end angered" in the Red Data Book (IUCN 1978) .
Our surveys were mainly conducted in forests rather than th e
alpine zone (Appendix III), and consequently we did not necessaril y
expect to accumulate records of the latter three species . Howev e r ,
both Ibex and Brown Bear definit e ly occur in our study area, and Snow
Leopard did so about fifteen years ago (Harnam Singh pe rs. comm . ).
Large, forest-dwelling mammals tend to be both secretive and
solitary; many sp~cies also having a preference for a dense understory
habitat. These facts combine to make such wildlife difficult to
observe directly (Winter-Blyth 1951), just as they were found to be
difficult quarry for shikari s in the past (Pythian-Adams 1950) . As a
result, most of our records of the large mammal species are ba s ed on
tracks, d r oppings, carnivores' kills or other signs of feeding
(Append i "< 111), rather than on direct observat ions.
All species recorded are treated ' separately below . Where possible
we compare our information on altitudinal distribution and migration,
habitat use, social behaviour and diet with that reported by others
(especially Roberts 1977, Schaller 1977) . Later sect i ons include
summaries on the ecological organization of the large mammal community
in the study area and the conservaion of the rare species. Recommendations concerning the creation of National Parks or Wildlife Sanctuaries are made with a view to protecting areas that now hold, o r
c ould in the future support the complete large mammal community t y pi c al
of moist temperate forests, and alpine areas above them, in th e we stern
Himalayas.
Primates
Rhesus Macaca muZata
The majority of Rhesus records (83% of 43) were made between 1600
and 2500 m, which Prater (1971) suggests as their upper alt itud e
limit. However, we saw groups at 2800 and 3100 m i n May (Tabl e 3 . 13) .
Overall, our data do not indicate any altitudinal migration with th e
seasons and suggest that Rhesus avoid areas of heavy snowfall; 91 % of
our records were at snow-free locations.

TABLE 3.13.
Altitudinal distribution of Rhesus records at different times of yearl.
Altitude zone (m):

3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600
1300

-

Dec/Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

Overall

0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
2

0.0
0.0
9.8
4.6
8 .6
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.3
2 .4
6 .8
0.0

0.0
0.0
2.3
4.8
13 .1
0.0
0.0

0.5
0.4
4.2
3.4
9.1
0.0
0.0

o

23

11

2800
2500
2200 ·
1900
1600
1300
1000

No. of records
Notes :

43

9

1 Figures in body of table are records/lOa party hours 1n each

altitude zone (see Appendix III).
2 Blanks indicate zones and months within which we did no
surveys.

Rhesus are more terrestrial than arboreal (Roberts 1977) and we
recorded 13 groups on the ground, compared to one in the forest
canopy. We usually found them in areas of forest with a luxuriant
underst o ry and many of our records (72%) were made at Bandal or Rolla,
where such habitat is abundant (Chapters 2 and 5) . The terrestrial
habits a nd catholic diet (Roberts 1977) of Rhesus frequently bring the~
. into confli c t with man; they are regarded as troublesome urban pests 1n
towns such as Simla and are frequently found stealing crops from the
terracing nea r hill-villages.
Rhesus wer e usually seen in groups of less than ten, although a
few groups appeared to be much larger (Fi g ure 3 . 13). The largest,
comprising 40 animals, was seen at Bandal in October. Our estimates of
the size of Rhesus groups should not, however, be considered at all
realiable; the density of the understory made a careful count impossible on th e majority of occasions.
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Prater (1971) gives the maIn birth season for Rhesus as March to
June, but suggests there may also be some births after the rains . The
only infant we saw was in a group near Sainj village in May.

Langur Presby ti s e nte l lus
Most records of Langurs (78 % of 76) were made between 1900 and
2800 m, but we found groups at 3200 m in both April and October (Table
3.14). Prater (1971) claims that Langurs sometimes reach the tree-line

TABLE 3.14 .
Altitudinal distribution of Langur records at different times of yearl.
Altitude zone (m):
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900

-

3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

No . of re cords
Notes:

Dec/ J an
0.0
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
2

1

Overall

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

4.6
15.3
12.6
17.8
6 .7

4.2
3.1
3.8
2.6
2.4
0.0

2.6
2.0
8.2
4.6
2.4
0.0

3.6
3.0
5.5
6.1
8.9
3.3

52

16

7

76

1,2 Se e Table 3.13.

(3600 m) in summer, whilst Roberts (1977) gives their altitude range as
2150-3650 m in Pakistan. Both these authors suggest that groups of
Langurs move down in winter, when snow lies deep in the upper parts of
their range. We saw a group of adult Langurs moving in 0.5 m of snow
at 2850 m in Solang Nalla in mid-January, but the animals were experiencing difficulty in walking. This observation, together with footprints in snow at Phahali Nalla in January and at Sarahan (Kulu) in
e arly March, suggests that some groups remain above the snow line in
winter, although others probably move down from areas experiencin g
heavy snowfall.
Most of our observations of Langur groups were made in lower
altitude coniferous or broad-leaved forest. The buds, leaves and
fruits of maples and horse-chestnuts are said to be a major component
of the Langur's diet in the hilly regions of both India (Prater 1971)
and Pakistan (Roberts 1977). Groups seen feeding or resting (17)
included ten in deciduous trees, four amongst scrub and grass on steep
crags and three on flatter ground. Roberts (1977) states that Langurs
in Pakistan be come markedly less arboreal in summer, when the fruits of
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shrubs such as Hul ,us and Viburnum are e aten in quant ity. We saw g r o ups
feasting on cereal crops in both March and October, but did not fi nd
Langurs regarded as serious pests by local farmers.
The social organization of Langurs in Northern India includes two
types of groups:
large associations of 10-44 individuals containing
one or more adult males, several adult and subadult females and
juveniles and infants of both s~xes; and smaller all-male groups of
2-14 individuals (Jay 1965). The sizes of the groups we counted are
distributed bimodally (Figure 3.14). We only saw juveniles or infants
in groups of 12-20 individuals, implying that such groups contained
both adult males and females. Apparently solitary animals (12) and
those in small groups are presumed to have been bachelor males.
Of the six groups seen with young (Figure 3.14), we found three
at Rolla and Bandal and a further two in Carahan Nalla. Both these
localities supported a rich flora of broad-leaved trees and are
relatively undisturbed by man (Chapter 5). The size of a Langur group
may be regarded as a measure of its previous success in the production
of young (Jolly 1972, Hrdy 1978) and it is probably no accident,
therefor~, that the largest group we encountered, containing at least
30 individuals, was also in Carahan Nalla. Two observations of
suckling infants indicate that the birth season may be ~larch to May,
as Prater (1971) suggests.
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Carnivora
Wolf Canis lupus
In November 1978 AJG followed the tracks of two Wolves for about 2
km between the Mountaineering Institute Hut and Dhundi Thach in Solang
Nalla. They have also been seen recenty at the Jalori Pass (above
Banjar in Seraj) and are not uncommon in Kinnaur (Joginder Singh pers.
c'omm.) .
Wolves have been persecuted, probably for centuries, throughout
their range in the Indian subcontinent because they ' fr~quently kill
domestic stock. In the high alpine areas that are now their stronghold
they probably take Marmots in summer (Schaller 1977), while their
natural prey species in winter include Ibex and Bharal Pseudois nayaur
(Prater 1971, Roberts 1977, Schaller 1977, 1980).
Jackal Canis aureus
We only recorded Jackals on seven occasions, all in populated
areas, and particularly near Manali. These animals are notorious for
stealing poultry and worrying stock (Prater 1971), and have probably
always been persecuted by villagers and townspeople alike. The
Jackal's loud, nocturnal cries should betray its presence a kilometre
or more away, but nevertheless, we have no evidence that it occurs away
from towns and villages in our study area.

Fox

Vulpes vu lpes

We only saw two foxes, both during the daytime in Solang Nalla
(2800 m) in the deep snow of mid-January. Other records included scats
(81% of 61) and tracks (16%). These records span eight altitude zon~s
(Table 3.15) but our data suggest that Foxes live in forests at
altitudes of 1600-2800 m during winter and spring and they largely
avoid areas of heavy snowfall.
The contents of Fox scats collected indicates that small rodents,
insectivores and lagomorphs predominate in the diet, but larger species
such as Marmots and Flying Squirrels are also represented (Table
3.16). Hairs from Tahr, Barking Deer, and Fox in this sample of scats
indicate that Foxes were also scavengers, although Barking Deer fawns
might also be taken as live prey. Schaller (1977) reports that Foxes
subsisted on small mammals, but also scavenged on ungulate carrion in
the Chitral region of Pakistan. The movement of Foxes on to alpine
meadows in summer and autumn (Table 3.15) may be a response to the
abundance of small mammals there (Schaller 1977). The only evidence we
obtained that Foxes prey upon pheasants (Prater 1971) was the foot of a
Koklas obtained from a scat.

TABLE 3.15
Altitudinal distribution of Fox records at different times of year1.
Altitude zone (m)
4000
3700
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900

-

3700
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

Dec/Jan

2
0 .0
10.3
12.4
0.0
0.0

No. of records

11

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

Overall

0.0
11.5
12.6
3.3
7.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
9.4
3.0
3.9
0.8
1.7

34.3
8.2
5.1
0.0
20.4
0 .0
2.4
0.0

(27.5)1
5.7
1.8
6.1
8.4
5.6
2.0
4.3

28

18

18

75

1 ,2 See Table 3.13.
3
Based on only 21.8 party hrs (Append ix III) .

Notes:

TABLE 3.16
Contents of 52 Fox scats collected between December and May.
Percentage (and number) of
scats containing remalns

Prey items:

Insectivores:

Rodent s:

Lagomorphs:
Ungulates:

Soriculus n&grescens
Crocidura attenuata
Chimarrogale himalayica
Marmota sp.
Petaurista petaurista
Tatera indica
Golunda ellioti
Rattus fulvescens
Rattus niviventer
Mus booduga
Mus museu lus
Mus platythrix
Bandicota benaalensis
Nesokia indic'a
Ochotona rufescens
Hemitragus jemlahicus
Muntiacus muntjak
Vulpes vulpes

Carnivores:
Unidentified mammals:
Birds:
Berries & vegetation:

4(2)
2(1)
6(3)
6(3)

10(5)
8(4)
2( 1)

4(2)
42( 22)
330l)
19(0)
8(4)
4(2)
15(8)
10(5)
4(2)
4(2)
4(2)
4(2)
20)
4(2)
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Himalayan Black Bear SeZenarctos thibetanus
We saw a Black Bear on three occasions; one near the Mountaineering Institute Hut in Solang Nalla in mid-April, another a few days
later just above Dhundi Thach, and a third in dense forest in the Shat
Valley in September. Fortunately, this species leaves unmistakable
tracks and these, together with scats, sleeping places,and feeding
areas, contribute the remainder of our 62 records.
We found signs of Black Bear activity over a wide range of
altitudes throughout the periods for which we were in the , field (Table
3.17). The nine records accumulated between December and March
indicate that some bears are active below the snow line during winter,
as Schaller (1969, 1977) found at Dachigam Sanctuary in Kashmir. The
data in Table 3.17 indicate a sudden increase in Black Bear activity
around 2500-3400 m in April and May, when snow is thawing at such
altitudes. These are probably records of Black Bears that had just
emerged from hibernation, and we therefore favour Schaller's (1977)
view that some Black Bears are active, at least for short periods,
throughout winter, but that most of them also hibernate for a time as
well (Roberts 1977). In September-October we recorded most Black Bear

TABLE 3.17.
Altitudinal distribution of Himalayan Black Bear records
at different time of yearl.
Altitude zone (m):
4000
3700
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900

-

3700
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

No. of records
Notes:

Dec/Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

0.0
1.9
0.0
0.7
3.8

0.0
0.0
17.0
15 . 0
4.6
1.3
0.0
0.0

5.7
8.1
7.7
2.0
0.0
0.0
2.4
0.0

43

10

2

0.0
3.4
3.1
0.0
0.0

3

6

Overall
(4.6)3
5.7
13 .4
13 .1
3.3
0.5
0.6
1.9
62

1,2 See Table 3.13.
3
Based on only 21 . 8 party hrs (Appendix III) .

sign on alpine meadows. Although this species is generally thought not
to venture above the tree-line (Schaller 1977, Roberts 1977, Prater
1971), Cronin (1979) claims it does so in the Arun Valley in Eastern
Nepal.
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None of the scats we collected for analysis contained the remains
of more than one food type (Table 3.18), indicating that they concen- . trate their foraging activity on one food source at a time (Schaller
1969,1977).
TABLE 3.18.

Contents of 21 Himalayan Black Bear scats collected
between December and May.

Food items:

Percentage (and number) of
scats containing remains

Berries & vegetation:
Invertebrates: Coleoptera (elytra)
Rodents:
Rattus niviventer

Hystrix indica
Unidentified mammals:
Birds:

53(11)

29(6)
5(1)
5(1)
5( 1)
5( 1)

Many scaL S were packed with fibrous vegetable matter, probably the
remains of roots which we found to have been dug up by these bears on
many occasions. Schaller's observations and scat analyses for Black
Bears in Dachigam (1969) and elsewhere (1977) also suggest that they
are primarily herbivorous and frugivorous, although they will also
scavenge on large ungulate carcasses.
The Black Bear is said to mate in autumn, single or twin young
being born in winter or early spring (Prater 1971, Roberts 1977).
Pairs of tracks presumed to be of a female and a yearling cub were
found in Solang Nalla in mid-April and early May. Some tourists saw an
adult with two cubs in the same area on the day we made the latter
observation.
Brown Bear Ursus arctos
We obtained three records of Brown Bear. Scats containing fibrous
vegetable matter and found on alpine meadow at D~la Thach (Sainj
Valley) in May were identified by a local hunter as belonging to this
species. Similar droppings were found at the foot of the glacier below
the Thamsar Pass in Chhota Bangahal. One bear was seen by AJG's
porters at 3000 m above Kugti (Ravi Valley) in May 1979.
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It is agreed, admittedly on the basis of little data, that the
Brown Bear is an inhabitant of the alpine and subalpine zones of the
western Himalayas (Prater 1971, Schaller 1977, Roberts 1977).
Mostindividuals probably have a long period of hibernation lasting from
December until April Or May (Schaller 1977, Atkinson 1974). Our lack
of records is no doubt partly the result of our surveys having been
concentrated at altitudes below those typical of this species, but
there is recent, reliable evidence that it occurs in our study area.
Winter-Blyth (1951) saw one in snow at the Hamta Pass, and a West
German (Z.D.F.) film crew obtained footage of them in Hamta Nalia in
the late 1970's. Mr. V. Singh shot one about 10 years ago at 3200 m
above Shangarh (Sainj Valley).
The latter animal was eating a buffalo it had killed in the
forest, but Brown Bears also worry stock on the alpine meadows (Prater
1971, Roberts 1977). Schaller's (1977) scat analysis suggests that
these bears may subsist on grass at times (Atkinson 1974) but they
also dig Marmots and Voles out of their burrows and . scavenge on large
ungulate carcasses (Schaller 1977, 1980).
Himalayan Weasel MUstela sibrica
We only obtained nine records of this small mustelid. Individuals
of this species may be quite tame, as was a pair found investigating
the banks of a · stream running through a Reserve Forest plantation in
Manali in mid-January. On another occasion, a single individual was
seen to run along the balcony and then to enter one of the rooms in a
vil l age house near Sarahan (Kulu) in March. In January tracks were
found in snow between Pulchan and the Mountaineering Institute Hut in
Solang Naiia (2450-2500 m). One was also seen there in November 1978.
Other sets of tracks were found at 2630 m in Solang Nalla in late
January, and at 2600 m near Daranghati in early March. In October, we
also found several scats, probably of Himalayan Weasel (Appendix II),
which had been placed on stones along the path from Dhundi to Beaskund,
in Solang Nalla, at around 3150 m. These observations are consistent
with Prater's (1971) range of 1500-4900 m for this species.
Yellow-throated Marten Martes flavicula
Our records of this beautiful mustelid numbered 40; 23% were
sightings and 60% were tracks in snow. We recorded Martens from 1700 m
in the Shat Valley to 3500 m at Dhundi Thach (Table 3.19), thus
considerably extending Prater's (1971) range of 1220-2500 m.
Many of the 22 record~ for January we made close to a den we
found on the ridge inunediately above the Mountaineering Institute Hut
in Solang Nal1a. This den, and another we found on the bank of the
Hamta River, were close to grazing meadows. This could just be C01nC1dence, but we have no evidence that Martens are hunted and they appear

TABLE 3.19.
Alt itud inal distribution of Yellow-throated Marten records
at different times of yearl.
Altitude zone (m) :

3700
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900

-

3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

No. of records
Notes:

Sept/Oct

Overall

Dec/ Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

0.0
27.5
20.2
0.0
0.0

2
4.6
5.8
2.8
0.7
1.0

4.6
1.4
3.1
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
0.0
0.0,
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.2

2.8
0.9
6.1
7.0
0.9
0.3
1.0

8

8

2

40

22

1,2 See Table 3.13.

to be tame. Roberts (1977) claims that these animals are solitary,
excepting females with dependent young betwen spring and autumn.
Others maintain that pairs (Prater 1971) or groups of up to ten
(Atkinson 1974) may move through the forest, hunting together. Our
data suggests that Martens often do move in pairs and sometimes in
threes (Table 3.20). Admittedly, parallel tracks in snow do not

TABLE 3.20.
Numbers of Yellow-throated Martens seen or tracked together.
No. of Martens together:
Type of record:

1

Directly Observed
Tracked
Totals

4

2

2

19
23

8

o

8
27

10

2

35

3

2

Totals

necessarily indicate that two or three Martens were moving together,
but we did see groups of two at Manalsu Nalla in December and at Pulga
in February, and of three at Daranghati in March, both the latter in
deep snow. The other group of three, probably all juveniles, was seen
1n the Shat Valley in late September.
Rodents apparently form the basis of the Marten's diet,but they
also take Pikas (Table 3.21). The presence of Barking Deer · hair in one

TABLE 3.21.
The contents of 15 Yellow-throated Marten scats collected
between December and May.
Prey items:

Rodent s:

Lagomorphs:

Percentage (and number) of
scats containing remains

Rattus niviventer
Mus booduga
Mus muscu lus
Bandicota bengalensis
Nesokia indica
Ochotona rufescens
Ochotona roy lei
Muntiacus muntjak

Ungulates:
Unidentified mammals:
Birds:

40(6)
l3C 2)

13(2)
70)
70)

13(2)
7(9)
7(1)

13( 2)
7( 1)

scat could indicate either scavenging or the predation of a fawn
(Roberts 1977). Flying Squirrels (Petaurista and Hylopetes) , cicadas,
bee-grubs (and honey), and the fruits of Prunus and Viburnum are all in
the diet of this Marten in Pakistan (Roberts 1977).
Himalayan Palm Civet Paguma larvata
We obtained three records of this species. One individual was
tracked in snow for several hundred metres in Blue Pine forest near
Kasol in early February; another set of tracks was followed across a
bridge over the Hamta River in early April; and one Civet was seen
after being disturbed from its resting place under an overhanging
boulder in the forest near Daranghati Rest House in early March. This
Civet may be more frugivorous than carnivorous, but it does prey upon
small birds when in captivity (Prater 1971, Roberts 1977).

Jungle Cat Felis chaus
One morning in mid-March GK and PCT saw a Jungle Cat steal a
chicken from an orchard quite close to Manali town centre. The Jungle
Cat is known a~ a semi-urban species, but it is probably of more help
thab harm to man because its staple diet seems to consist of rbdent '
species (Roberts 1977). The fresh tracks of a small felid that we
. found in moist sand beside the river in Hidden Valley in early April
could also have been left by a Jungle Cat (Appendix II), although the
Leopard Cat Felis bengalensis cannot be excluded (Roberts 1977,
Atkinson ' 1974) .
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Leopard (Panther) Panthera pardus
We found two sets of felid tracks1n snow that were large enough
to have been left by a Leopard; one near Pulchan in late January. the
other on a small meadow at 2650 m just above Garahan village in early
April. Nearby the latter were the tracks of a small herd of goats, and
a Leopard scat. Other scats that we definitely assigned to Leopards
were found in Garahan Nalla in February (2000 m), in late March (2400
m), on open meadow in Manalsu Nalla in early April (2850 m), at Dhundi
Thach in Solang Nalla in mid-April (2850 m) and near Dela Thach in the
Sainj Valley in mid-May (2850 m and 3350 m).
Of the forest-dwelling ungulates living in our study area only
Serow and Musk Deer do not appear in the diet of the local Leopard
population (Table 3.22). The high incidence of Tahr remains in the
scats we analyzed implies that they may form an important component of
the diet. Leopards in the Karchat Hills of Pakistan prey upon wild
wild Goat Capra aegagpus and livestock for the most part (Schaller
1977) and elsewhere in Pakistan they probably take other indigenous
wild ungulates (Roberts 1977). Where Tahr are absent in our study
area, Goral are probably important prey. One that had apparently been
killed by a Leopard was found in the Simla Water Catchment Reserve in
April 1979 and two Leopards were seen chasing Goral in the same area by
participants in the W.P.A. Pheasant Census Camp.

TABLE 3.22.
The contents of 12 Leopard scats collected between February and May.
Prey items :

Ungulates:
Rodent s:

Percentage (and number) of
scats containing remains

Hemitragus jemZahicus
Nemorhaedus goraZ
MUntiacus muntjak
Petauy·i sta petaurista
Tatera indica
Mus booduga

Unidentified mammals:

50(6)
8( 1)

8(1)
8( 1)
17( 2)

8( 1)
8(1)
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Ungulates
Musk Deer Moschus moschiferus
We never saw a Musk Deer, but the distinctive tracks of this
species, together with some droppings, gave us 13 records. We also
found the remains of three deer left by poachers; one at Nada Thach
(above Rolla) in April, one between Chika and Seri (above Jagatsukh) In
May (found by VM), and one above the Mountaineering Institute Hut in
Solang Nalla, also in May.
Musk Deer sign was found between 2350 and 3400 m, a range similar
to that reported by Schaller (1977). In both Pakistan (Roberts 1977)
and Nepal (Schaller 1977, Green 1979, Jackson 1979a & b, A.D. Lelliott
pers . corom.) Musk Deer are concentrated in the subalpine birchrhododendron zone throughout the year . In Uttar Pradesh they scrape
l i chens and mosses off tree trunks to survive the winter snows In
forests at around 3000 m, where they also spend the rest of the year
(Green 1980) .
These animals are so l itary and secret i ve, and consequently little
is known about their behaviour or ecology. We found several "latrine "
sit.es, and at one we identified eight distinct batches of pellets.
Such latrines with regularly used paths between them are presumed . to
function as centres of communication (Roberts 1977), but they also gIve
away information to local hunters, enabling them to trap Musk Deer
(J ~ ckson 1979b, Chapter 4).
Barking Deer MUntiacus muntjak
We saw ony two Barking Deer, but heard four more barking; 8 of our
15 records were of droppings. These data give an altitude range of
1600-1900 m, sugge~ting that Prater's (1971) upper l i mit of 2450 m is
too restrictive. Barking Deer or their sign were found associated with
a forest canopy of Spruce, Blue Pine,and/or Deodhar, and a dense
understory of shrubs and ground vegetation . Their apparen~ preference
for such habitat probably severely restricts the distribution of this
little deer within our study area; much suitable habitat has probably
been destroyed by man and his stock-animals (Chapter 4). We
accumulated nine of our records at Rolla, Bandal,and in the Sa i nj
Valley, where the forest understory was exceptionally dense and
undisturbed .
. Very little is known about the ecology and behaviour of the
Barking Deer , probably because they are crepuscular or nocturnal
(Corbet and Southern 1977), but Roberts (1977) suggests that they have
latrine sites , at which they habitualy deposit droppings . AJG found
these latrines to be common in February 1979 at Mukteswar (Uttar
Pradesh), where there was evidently a healthy population of this
spec i es but we also found them above Bandal Rest House in late May . We
only heard two animals bark i ng repeatedly, the habit
considered to be
the behav i oural trademark of this genus (Yahner 1980).
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Gar a 1 Nemor haedu s gor al
Most of our records of Goral were of droppings (77% of 73), but
15% were of sightings . The majority were made between 2200 and 3400 m
(Table 3.23) .
TABLE 3.23.
Altitudinal distribution of Goral records at different times of yearl.
Altitude zone (m) :
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900

-

3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

No . of records
Notes:

1 ,2

Dec/Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2
73 .4
26.8
15.4
2 .6
1.9

8.5
7.3
3.0
3.9
1.6
0.0

20.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

47

22

0

4

Overall
9.0
11.6
6.6
6 .5
1.7
1.0
73

See Table 3.13.

The complete lack of records in December and January resulted fr om
surv eys e xclusively within the Manali area, where we never found any
sign of Goral . We observed individuals feeding in Hidden Valley (2000
m; near Kasal) in mid-February, but the majority of our records come
from Bandal and Rolla in late March, and from Nada Thach (3150 m; above
Rolla) in mid-April. Our data may indicate a small upward migration by
Goral between winter and summer, but Prater (1971), Roberts (1977) and
Schaller (1977) do not mention such a movement.
In Nepal, Schaller (1977) saw Goral at 2500-3000 m in the Kang Chu
and Bhota Kosi Valleys, on small meadows and in stands of forest and
scrub amongst steep crags . They also occur in this type of habitat at
Pipar, near Pokhara in Nepal (A.D . Lelliott pers. comm . ). Elsewhere
Schaller found them on deforested, mainly grassy slopes, the habitat
Prater (1971) regards as typical for Goral. We found evidence of them
in both the types of habitat described by Schaller . Over 40% of our
records indicate a ground slope of 70 0 or more, and 27% specify canopy
cover (Appendix III) as 50% or less. South-facing slopes were favoured,
not surprisingly in view of their generally steeper gradient and
sparser forest cover than slopes of northerly aspect (Chapter 2). At
Chail Reserve, where Gorals are numerous, they feed in the early
morning on steep, grassy hillsides quite devoid of trees, but retire to
nearby woods by the middle of the day.
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In Kulu District, we only saw two Goral together twice, both at
Rolla in late March; one of these pairs appeared to be a mother and her
yearling kid. In Apr i l 1979, AJG saw several groups of 2-4 individuals
at the Chail and Simla Water Catchment Reserves. Atkinson (1974)
states that this is commonplace, and claims that Gorals may occur in
groups of 10-12 in exceptionally dense populations. At Bandal and
Rolla, both of which appear to support substantial Goral populations,
we found regularly used pathways between latrine s i tes .
The Goral is evidently preyed upon by the Leopard (Roberts 1977).
AJG found the rema i ns of a presumed Leopard kill in the Si mla Water
Catchment Reserve. We found another such carcass in Hidden Valley in
early April, and Goral hairs were also detected in one Leopard scat
(Table 3 . 22).

Serow Capricor nis sumatraensi s
Our one def i nite record for Serow was a set of tracks at 2550 m ~n
deciduous forest between Shangarh and Lopah (Sainj Valley) in late
May . We also know that a Serow was shot in Shangarh village after a
period of heavy snowfall in a recent winter (V . Singh pers. comm . ) . We
found droppings that were probably of this species beside craggy
outcrops within dense conifer forest at Rolla (2700 m) in lat e Mar ch,
and at 3070 m in Solang Nalla in early May.
This goat-antelope has successfully eluded determined shikar i s
(Py ~ hian-Adams 1950) and biologists (Schaller 1977) alike .
It is,
however, the commonest ungulate in the Pipar area (2800-3400 m), near
Pokhara in Nepal (A.D. Lelliott pers. comm.). There it can be seen
relatively easily either on craggy, but only moderately steep (50°)
ground in birch-rhododendron forest, subalpine scrub and adjacent small
patches of meadow. At Pipar adult Serows are totally solitary,
excepting mothers and young, confirming previous anecdotal statements
by Prater (1971) and Schaller (1977) .
Himalayan Tahr Hemi tragus j emZahicus
We saw Tahr on seven occasions (22% of 32 records), and records of
droppings constituted 59% of the data. Himalayan Tahr in Kulu District
have an altitude range of 2000-3270 m (Table 3.24) . The complete lack
of records during December and January result from surveys exclusively
in the Manali area, where we never recorded any sign of Tahr. We
conclude from Table 3.24 that Tahr moved upwards as the snow melted in
our study area between March and May . A population in the Kang Chu
Valley in Nepal (Schaller 1973, 1977) and one in the Mt. Cook Reserve
in New Zealand (Christie and Andrews 1964) appear to move down about
1000 m for the period of heavy winter snow (see also Atkinson 1974) .

TABLE 3.24.
Altitudinal distribution of Himalayan Tahr records
at different, times of yearl.
Altitude zone (m):
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200

- 3100
- 2800
- 2500
2200
- 1900

No. of records

Notes:

Dec/Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2
9.2
9.6
4.2
3.9

4.3
9.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0

16

12

4

Overall
6.3
5.6
1.8
1.4
1.7
32

1 ,2 See Table 3.13.

A thi.r d u[ OUl rec ords indicated a ground s lope of 70° or more;
the Tahr frequented ledges supporting some overstory and a good growth
of shrubs, herbs and grasses. Such habitat is typical for this species
in India (Prater 1971, Winter-Blyth 1951) but not in Nepal, where most
populations live above the tree-line throughout the year, with an
altitude range of 3500-4850 (Caughley 1970, Green 1978, 1979).
Schaller (1973, 1977) found Tahr living on the cliff ledges at Kang Chu
during winter and spring, but in summer he found droppings at altitudes
up to 4400 m on the alpine meadows above the cliffs. Schaller's
detailerl observations ~lso indicate that Tahr both graze and browse,
mainly lJl the early morning and late afternoon; our limited
observations are in accord with his. We saw a female browsing on
shrubs including Rubus, in Hidden Valley in February, and a male
browsing on cliff-ledge scrub below Dela Thach (Sainj Valley) in
September. In forest above the latter site, we found signs of grazing
on the herbaceous understory vegetation.

Schaller (1973) estimated that an average feeding or resting group
of Tahr and Kang Chu contained about seven animals, whilst Green's
(1978) mean group size in the wholly alpine population of Langtang
National Park was about 15 animals. These authors agree that males are
rather mobile, not being closely associated with the well-defined
groups of females and juveniles. Apart from three males seen together
on the cliffs below Dela Thach in September, we saw one male/female
pair, three single females and one single male. We found no trace of
juveniles, and may therefore be justified in concluding that these
animals are the remnants of once healthy populations.
Six of the 12 Leopard scats we collected contained Tahr hair
(Table 3.22). In October JW found the remains of a Tahr, probably
killed by a Leopard, at Nada Thach (above Rolla). These observations
may confirm Schaller's (1973) speculation that the Leopard is the major
predator on Tahr populations living below the tree-line. The alpine
populations in Nepal are probably only within reach of the Snow Leo pard
(Green 1978).
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Himalayan Ibex Capra ibex sibirica
We saw Himalayan Ibex in the upper part of Jobri Nalla, which runs
into Hamta Nalla from the Deo Tibba icefall to the southwest. During
three days there in early October we encountered three groups: one of
three males, five females, and a kid; a second of five adults and a kid;
and a third of three adults and a kid. The first two of these groups
were seen at different locations within half an hour one late afte~
noon, so the local population was of at least 13 adults and two kids.
The oldest male in the first group appeared (in photographs) to be a
Class III individual (Schaller 1977), about 4~ years old. We found
droppings and tracks as well, but suspect that they were left by some
of the animals we saw. We also had a reliable report of four Ibex
being seen on the crags between Chikka and Jauara in Hamta Nalla, and
of the remains of one being found in Krei Nalla. Winter-Blyth (1951)
reported seeing Ibex in exactly these places over 30 years ago, and
they were filmed in Hamta Nalla in the late 1970's. Despite assurances
from local people that there were Ibex in upper Solang Nalla, we failed
to find any evidence of them.
With the exception of some tracks on the glacier in the uppermost
part of Jobri Nalla, all our records of Ibex were made at 3800-4400 m
on the alluvial fans and steep crags above and to the north of the
valley floor. We saw them grazing the alpine pasture on these fans in
the late afternoon sun, and moving up onto the crags as the light
faded. There was no sign of these groups at dawn the following
morning, indicating that the animals climbed high up into the crags,
and possibly even crossed ridges into adjacent valleys, in almost
com plete darkness.
In Pakistan, Schaller (1977, 1980) saw mixed-sex Ibex herds of
2-26 animals and all-female herds of 2-15, as well as a few all-male
assemblages. Typical herd sizes of 12-50 and 7-30 animals are given by
Prater (1971) and Roberts (1977) respectively. The Ibex is almost
exclusively alpine, ranging up to 6710 m in Pakistan (Roberts 1977).
Although individuals have been seen below 2500 m in spring, presumably
taking advantage of the first available green forage (Roberts 1977,
Schaller 1977), they seem to spend their winter on steep cliffs that
are much divided by grassy ledges and very prone to avalanches. Whilst
avalanches may expose edible forage for Ibex, they may also claim as
much as 10% of a population over an average winter (Schaller 1977).
Schaller (1977) has concluded that over-hunting together with
habitat discontinuities have both been important in producing the
present patchy distribution of the species in northern Afghanistan,
Pakistan and India, and in adjacent parts of southern U.S.S.R.
Schaller's (1977) age estimates using trophy heads show that Himalayan
Ibex may live for more than 12 years and he believed females usually
have their first kids when three years old. His extensive surveys 1n
northern PakiStan (Schaller 1980) indicated that a density of 1.8
animals/km 2 is high. All these characteristics will make the Ibex very
susceptible to local extinctions. The population which we found
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appears to be comp o sed of young animals, to hav e a low pr odu c tivit y ~ nd
to consist of smaller than av e ra ge groups. We surve ye d la rge ar~as
nearby and found no Ibe x at all. Th e se are the symptoms to be expected
of a population under heavy hunting pressure .
Large Rodents
Giant Indian Flying Squirrel Pe t auri sta petaur ista
We only observed this species on eight occasions. Most of our
records of Flying Squirrels were of droppings (83% of 69), usually
found with food remains such as leaves or conifer cones. In our study
area individuals occurred between 1550 and 3500 m (Table 3.25), a range
comparable to that given by Roberts (1977). The data suggest an upward
movement in spring, but this is probably a spurious trend resulting
from our heavy dependence on snow cover to detect Flying Squirrel sign.

TABLE 3 . 25.
Altitudinal distribution of Giant Indian Flying Squirrel
records at different times of year1.
Altitude zone (m) :
37() 0
3400
3100
2800
2500
2200
1900
1600

-

3400 ·
3100
2800
2500
2700
1900
1600
1300

No. of records
Notes :

Dec/Jan

Feb/Mar

Apr/May

Sept/Oct

0.0
3 .4
1.6
4 .3
0 .0

2
0 .0
1.9
4 .2
2.6
1.0
8.3

4.6
21.3
23 . 9
4 .6
1.3
0.0
0 .0
0.0

0.0
0.0
5.9
4.1
6.9
2.4
2.2
0.0

3

10

47

9

Overall
1.4
13.4
13 . 6
3.3
4.2
1.4
1.0
0.2
69

1,2 See Table 3 . 13 .

The diet of this species appears to be quite varied . We found
eaten Ban Oak leaves near Kasal in mid-February, whilst
Roberts (1977) reports that they eat acorns from Moru Oaks, as well as
walnuts, throughout the autumn . In Hamta and Solang Nallas we saw
animals feeding in Maples in October and Horse-chestnuts in November.
At middle-altitudes (2200-2800 m), half-eaten Spruce cores were
frequently encountered on the ground and they are apparently eaten ~n
preference to Blue Pine cones in our study area. Roberts (1977)
indicates that the latter are a major food item of this species in
parti~11y
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northern Pakistan, where Blue Pine trees are, however, much more common
than they are in the Kulu area. Over 40% of our records were in Kharsu
Oak forest, and at upper altitudes (>3100 m) this oak's foliage and
acorns must be the major dietary component, simply judging from the
lack of alternatives. Roberts (1977) claims that Yellow-throated
Martens regularly prey upon Petaurista, but we only found their remains
in Fox and Leopard scats. We also found signs in snow of a large
raptor, probably a Golden Eagle, having killed and plucked one in
Solang Nalla.
Indian Porcupine Hystrix indica
The Indian Porcupine is strictly nocturnal (Prater 1971, Roberts
1977), and we only saw one, as it rushed away uphill near Kasol (1630
m) one evening in early February. In all, we only accumulated 24
Porcupine records, most of which (88%) were of droppings. We found
Porcupine signs at altitudes varying from 1300 m in September to 2750 m
in March and April. Previously published upper altitude limits for
India and Pakistan are "2400 m and more" (Prater 1971), and 2550 m
(Roberts 1977) respectively. Our records do not indicate an altitudinal migration in the spring, but most of our data was collected 1n
places where there was less than 30% snow cover.
We found a number of sites at which Porcupines had been digging,
presumably for roots to eat. Prater (1971) claims that they also eat
fruits and grains, thus sometimes becoming an agricutural pest, but we
neVLr received a report of this being a problem in our study area. Of
the carnivore scats that we analyzed only one, from a Himalayan Black
Bear, contained any Porcupine remains - probably the result of scaveng1ng.
Lagomorphs
Indian Pika Ochotona roylei and Collared Pika Ochotona rufescens
We obtained 13 records of pika; AJG accumulated another six during
a visit to Hamta Nalla in November 1978. Their altitude range was
2600-3700 m, which agrees closely with that given for O. roylei (24003600 m) in Pakistan (Roberts 1977), but differs somewhat from Prater's
(1971) range of 3400-4300 m for northwestern India. We spent too
little time above 3700 m (Appendix III) to allow a proper check of the
supposed upper part of the Pika's range in our study area.
Fourteen of our records came from boulder-scree and alpine meadow,
the habitat regarded as typical for O. roylei (Prater 1971, Roberts
1977). However, in mid-April we saw two individuals in Kharsu Oak
forest, and another two and some burrows in fir forest near Nada Thach
(Tirthan Valley). Roberts (1977) maintains that O. roylei does not
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occur in forest in Pakistan, whilst Prater (1971) regards this habltat
a nd a lower altitude distribution as being typi cal of (I . jloy Ze{ only in
the Eastern Himalayas of India.
Pika r e mains were found in scats from Yellow-throated Martens and
Foxes. Two marten scats apparently contained hairs from O. rufescens,
the Collared Pika, a different species probably typical of the drier
alpine habitat to the north of our study area (Roberts 1977).

Smaller . mammals
Occasional small-scale efforts to liv e -trap (Appendix III) small
mammals (insectivores and rodents) resulted in the capture of 25
individuals from five species (Table 3.26). Of these, only two were
represented as remains identified in carnivore scats; we found some
hair from the Chestnut Rat Rattus fulvescens in two Fox scats, and
those fom the Grey Shrew Crocidura attenuata in one. Two small rodents
much preyed upon by Himalayan Black Bears, Foxes and Yellow-throated
~Iartens - the White-bellied Rat Rattus niviventer and the Little Indian
Field Mouse Mus booduga - are not represented in the live-trapped
sample.

TABLE 3.26
Small mammals live-trapped between March and October 1980.

Alt itude

Da te

1700

23-26/3/ 80

1900

2-3/4/80

Locat ion

Rolla, Tirthan Valley
Hidden Vall ey, Kasol

Ground vegetation

dead annual veg e ta t ion

shrubs Bnd ferns

Forest type

Species {numbed

C'l1(lciduY'a.

ntt(?'1:~af;.

(maple)

Apodemus sy Z;Je. t:.:!:.<'

(3)
{I}

rhododendron
and maple

A. sylvatieus
Ra ttus fuZvesce>:s

{I}

Mus mus culus

{I}

open c an o py

0)

2300

9/3/80

Nadar (nr Bandal),
Tirthan Valley

cereal crops
on terraces

none

2500

l1-l4/ 1./80

Mountaineering
Institute Hut, Solang

boulder-strewn mead o w

none

meadow, boulders and

none

C. attenuata

{I}

spruce

A. sylvat~cus

(3)

Nalla
2650
2850

23/4/80
15-16/4/80

2850

22/9/80

3050

12-14/9/80

3650

Not e s;

3-4/10 /80

2nd Goat Cave, Harnta
Nalla
Dhundi Thach, Solang
Nalla
Khirganga Thach,
Parbat i Valley

I ndigofel'a
dead annual vegetation
(river bank)

and fir

meadow

none

C.

attenuate.
Alticola ro<, Ze:

( 1)
O}

Dela Thach, Sainj
Valley

alpine meadow

none

C. attenuata

A. l'Oylei

( I)
O}

Pyang Neru, Jobri
Nalla (off Hamta
Na 11 a)

alpine meadow with
s parse junip e r sc rub

C. atte,::w:a

(I )

none

C, att~ nuata {Grey Shrew}; A. sylvaticus (Wood Mouse); R. fulves~e~3 (Chest nut Rat);
A. '('oylei {Royle's Mountain Vol~}.

,Af. muscu~u :; (House Mouse);
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Our results indicate that the Grey Shrew and the Field Mouse

Apodemus sylvaticus occur in both heav i ly wooded valleys and sparse ly
vegetated meadows within respective altitude ranges of 1700-3650 m and
1700-2850 m.
We found clusters of burrows dug by Royle's Mountain Vole Alticola
poylei on meadows, sometimes within areas of fir or Kharshu Oak forest,
but much more commonly above the tree-line. These voles have been
recorded close to the permanent snow~line (5300 m) but it also occurs
as low as 2400 m in Pakistan (Roberts 1977). During winter they build
snow tunnels over the ground between their burrows and these are
conspicuous just after the snow has melted off high meadows in spring
(Winter-Blyth 1951, Roberts 1971). Schaller (1977, 1980) reports
having found vole burrows dug out by a Brown Bear. The apparent
abundance of this species may make it an important source of prey for
foxes, Yellow-throated Martens and Himalayan Weasels, but our analysis
of carnivore scats revealed no sign of A. roylei.

Organization of the Large Mammal Community
The foregoing reports on each of 20 large mammal species only hint
at similarities and differences in their attitudinal and habitat
distributions. To facilitate comparisons, Figure 3.15 summarizes the
altitudinal zonation of the ten herbivores and five carnivores for
which we collected adequate information .
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Whilst our surveys encompassed the entire altitudinal ranges of
Goral, Tahr, Musk Deer, Black Bear (and probably Serow) some other
species, including Pika, Ibex,and Brown Bear probably have the upper
limits of t~eir distributions at or near the permanent snow-line
(5000-5300 m). All other species represented in Figure 3.15 are widely
distributed at altitudes lower than those we surveyed. Indeed, many of
them inhabit the plains and peninsulas of India to the south (Prater
1971,Krishnan 1972).
Too little is known about a number of the carn1vores which we
recorded only occasionally, for their inclusion in Figure 3.15 to be
justified. Of these, the Jackal appears to be associated with human
settlements and this is also true to some extent for the Himalayan
Weasel, which probably also inhabits the low (1600-2200 m) and middle
(2200-2800 m) altitude forests, along with the Himalayan Palm Civet,
the Jungle Cat and perhaps the Leopard Cat. We obtained no evidence of
Snow Leopard, but assume that its distribution was once alpine in our
study area (Schaller 1977, Roberts 1977, H. Singh pers. comm.). It
certainly occurs in Lahaul (H . P. Forest Dept. personnel, pers. comm.).
During our surveys we saw or found other evidence of all the
herbivore species expected, except for the Long-tailed Marmot Ma1'rY1ota
caudat a , which is reported to be typical of alpine areas in the front
ranges of the western Himalayas (Prater 1971, Roberts 1977). We found
some Marmot hair in a single Fox scat, but cannot be certain from which
species it came.
Several species inhabiting the middle and upper altitude forests
execute annual altitudinal movements, presumably in response to heavy
snowfall in the upper parts of their ranges during winter. Such
species include Langur, Fox, Yellow-throated Marten, and possibly also
Goral, Tahr, and Black Bear, although to a lesser extent. In contrast
to these species, Musk Deer live permanently at 2500-3400 m, a zone
almost completely blanketed with snow each winter. However, this small
cervid is equipped for such conditions in having large hind feet and an
especially warm coat (Green 1980, Schaller 1977, Roberts 1977), and
does not apparently move downwards for the winter in V.P. (Green 1980).
Amongst the alpine mammals of this region, only the Ibex stays
active and above the treeline all winter (Roberts 1977, Schaller
1977). Two other species, Brown Bear and Marmot, hibernate (Schaller
1977, Roberts 1977), whilst the Pikas and Royle's Vole spend the summer
months cutting grasses and herbs, which they store underground and eat
1n winter (Kawamichi 1968, 1971, Roberts 1977).
.
.
We found upper altitude species such as Flying Squirrel and Black
Bear in places with considerable snow cover (Appendix III) during
winter and spring (Figure 3.16). Other species, such as Langur and
Rhesus, were seen in areas where there was little or no snow on the
ground at the same times of year. Our records for Tahr and Goral show
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both s pe cLes occ upyin g s urpri s ing ly snow- f r ee lo ca l i ti e s despite the
fact that nei t h e r make a large altitudinal adjustment for the winter
period. One third of our records for both these species indicate
slopes in excess of 70°. Tahr probably spend most of the winter on
grassy ledges amongst steep cliffs (Schaller 1973, 1977, this stud y ),
from which snow will be removed frequently by wind or small avalanches. A third of our Goral records indicate slopes with a southerly
aspect, where the rapid thaw exposes snow-free areas in early spring
(Chapt e r 4).
Records of all species except Black Bear were predominantly in
areas with more than 50% canopy cover (Figure 3.17, Appendix III). It
is no t su r pri s ing t hat Flying Squirr e ls appear t o avoi d areas wi th l es s
t h an 10 % of f o r e st canopy c ov e r, ev en thou gh the y are re puted to be
abl e to glide fo r distan ce s of at l e ast 75 m (Krishnan 1972, Rob e rts
1977). We only have adequate data on sev en s pe c i es with which t o make
comparisons of this kind; the remaining five show similar distributions
across canopy cover cate gori e s (Fi g ure 3.17).
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When comparing the distributions of r eco rds for thes e specie s
according to understory density (Figure 3.18) more differences emerge.
Black Bear and Flying Squirrel frequently occupied forests with a
comparatively sparse growth of shrubs or herbs compared to those
harbouring the other species. Tahr, Fox,and Langur show a more even
distribtion with respect to shrub cover, while Goral and Rhesus
occurred mainly where there was a dense shrub layer. Tahr and Goral
have even distributions with respect to herbaceous ground cover,
whereas Fox, Langur. and Rhesus were usually found where the herbaceous
layer was denser (Figure 3.18).
This preliminary attempt to describe the distributions of seven
mammal species in the moist temperate forests of the western Himalayas
emphasizes that each of them has a unique set of lifestyle variables
and habitat requirements (Table 3.27). The picture would be infinitely
more complex if we had sufficient information to include the other IS
large mammal species that should or still do occur in our . study area .
It is this very complexity that clearly demonsrat~s the need for
topographical and floristic diversity, and therefore large size, in any
sanctuary area designated to protect the future prospects of this
entire community.
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TABLE 3.27.
Basic ecological characteristics of seven forest mammal species.

Favoured habitat: l
Upper
Ale itude Limit
(m)

Habit

Diet

Canopy

Shrubs

Herbs

Slope

Langur

3400

arboreal

folivore/
frugivore

denser

none

den~p.r

moderate/steep

Rhesus

3100

terrestrial

omnivore

denser

denser

denser

moderate

Fox

4000

terrestrial

carnivore/

denser

none

denser

moderate

scavenger

Black Bear

4000

terrestrial

omnivore

none

sparser

sparser

moderate/steep

Goral

3700

terrestrial

grazer/browser

denser

denser

denser

steep

Tahr

3400

terrestrial

grazer/browser

denser

none

none.

steep

Flying Squirrel

3700

arbo~eal

folivore/
frugivore

denser

sparser

sparser

none

Notes:

Habitat preference is gauged by comparison with the other species
in this table and not in absolute terms (Appendix IIIl.

Status of Large Mammals 1n the Study Areas
Table 3.28 shows where we obtained unequivocal records of 22 large
mammal species; Marmot and Leopard Cat are not included as we obtained
no reliable direct signs of their presence, and we assume that Snow
Leopard is absent.
The two primate species are to be found at most of our survey
sites, and are particularly numerous where the low altitude, mainly
broad-leaved,forests had a dense understory, as in the Sainj and
Tirthan Valleys.
The Yellow-throated Marten, which we saw on several occasions and
suspect to occur widely in forest, is a typical mustelid, although
perhaps an exceptional carnivore, in being diurnal. The Jungle Cat,
Leopard Cat and Himalayan Palm Civet are mainly nocturnal (Prater 1971,
Roberts 1977) which makes them more difficult to detect except by
finding their tracks in snow. We cannot, therefore, claim to have a
cle~r picture of their status in the study area, but feel confident 1n
suggesting that they are much rarer than the Marten, the Fox or the
Himalayan Weasel, for instance.
The Brown Bear lives predominantly In the alpine zone, making our
chances of obtaining many records slight., We know these bears occur
along the ridge between the Sainj and Tirthan Valleys, and they have
certainly been seen in Hamta Nalla in the past five years. However,

TABLE 3.28 .
Record s of large mammals in different localities

Locality code:·
Survey time ( party hrs) :
1.

5.

+

.

+
+

+
+

4
257

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Brown Bear

4.

+
+

3
129

5
53

8
18

9
9

10

b

b

12
14

+

+
+

11

+
+

13
35

14

15

h

b

+
+

Carnivores:

Jackal
Wolf
Fox
Black Bear

3.

7
26

2
248

Pr imates :

Rhesus
Langur
2.

6
42

1
428

Weasel
Marten
Civet
Jungle Cat
Leopard

+
+
+
+
+

Unsulates:
Musk Deer
Barking Deer
Goral

+
+

Serow

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+
+

Tahr
Ibex

+

Rodents (larlle):
Flying Squirrel
Porcupine

+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

Lallomoq~hs

Pika
Notes:

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

:

a Localit ies, Beas catchment; 1, Manal i ~ 2, Tirthan; 3, 5ainj; 4, Kasol & Garahan; 5, ,Pulga; 6, Shat;
7, Jagatsukh; 8, Parashar; 9, Chhota B~ngahal.
Ravi catchment: 10, Kugt i; 11, Khajjiar.
Sutlej catchment: 12, Sarahan (Kulu); 13, Daranghat i.
Elsewhere : 14, Simla Water Catchment Reserve; 15, Chail Sanctuary.

b Non-sy stematic surveys (Appendix III) •

Schaller's (1977) discussion of this species leaves one in no doubt
that it has been on the decline for a century or more in the western
Himalayas and it must be given absolute protection if it is to survive
for long in our study area. In contrast, the Black Bear is widespread
in the upper Beas catchment and there is evidently a healthy population
in the Manali area. Dachigam Sanctuary in the Vale of Kashmir also
continues to hold a good population (Schaller 1969, 1977, Kurt 1979).
The Leopard also occurs quite widely in the upper Beas area,
judging from the scats we recovered, and it was also recorded at
Khajjiar, Chail,and the Simla Water Catchment Reserve. Tahr and Goral
are probably the most important natural prey species for the Leopard In
this area, and with the exception of the Manali area, we always
obtained records for either or both of them where we also found
evidence of Leopard. Barking Deer and Musk Deer, as well as dogs,
sheep, and goats, are all potential prey in areas north of Manali.
Goral and Tahr themselves maintain small populations near Kasal In
the Parbati Valley, and more substantial ones, particularly of Goral,
in the Sainj/Tirthan area. Elsewhere Goral are found in small numbers
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throughout the front ranges and are very numerous within the Simla
Water Catchment and Chail Reserves. By contrast, Barking Deer and Musk
Deer appear to be rare throughout our study area. Both evidently
prefer dense understory vegetation and their populations may therefore
have been affected considerably by the widespread grazing of forestfloor vegetation by domestic stock (Chapters 4 & 6). Musk Deer hunting
is becoming ever more lucrative, and we know for certain that it still
continues in the upper Tirthan Valley, Solang Nalla and in the area
above Jagatsukh (Chapter 4). The species is likely to become extinct
in the study area within the next five to ten years unless poaching is
halted immediately.
We only found Ibex in Hamta Nalla near Manali and the individuals
we saw were both young and in smaller than average groups for the
species. This depleted population, which might number as few as 30
individuals, requires complete protection if it is to recover from
decades of hunting pressure. We consider the present high levels of
human disturbance and stock grazing at Beaskund in upper Solang Nalla
to be incompatible with the maintenance of an Ibex population there.
The status of Ibex in the upper sainj, Tirthan,and Parbati Valleys is
unknown, but we received reports from local people of wild ungulates
above the tree-line in these areas. It is also of interest to note
that Winter-Blyth (1951) considered that Bharal Pseudois nayau~
occurred in the uppermost parts of the Parbati Valley about 30 years
ago. They are known to be present now in Kinnaur and Spiti, immediately to the east (Joginder Singh pers. comm.).
Further surveys are required to investigate these remote alpine
localities, not only because they may contain wild ungulates, but also
because they may be ~isited by the Snow Leopard. This species
evidently depends on a supply of large ungulates as prey to a much
greater extent than does the Leopard (Schaller 1977). We never found
any evidence of Snow Leopard in the upper Beas catchment, and local
people suggested that it has been absent from the Man-ali area for about
15 years (H. Singh pers. comm.). The evident decline of the local Ibex
population is presumably the major factor responsible for the Snow
Leopard's disappearance. Thus, effective protection of any Ibex
populations remaining in the study area might eventually entice this
elegant, elusive predator back into Kulu District. It almost certainly
still occurs in Lahaul, Spiti,and Kinnaur (R.O. Wildlife, Kulu, pers.
comm.) .
Conservation
In Chapter 6 we outline the several criteria that must be considered prior to the setting up of Wildlife Sanctuaries or National
Parks. The purpose of the following discussion is to assess the
relative status of large, forest~dwelling mammal species at our three
main study sites: the Manali area, the Sainj and Tirthan Valleys, and
the Kasol area and Garahan Nalla in the Parbati Valley.
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There is relatively little difference between these three areas if
a comparison is made based simply on the number of species recorded
(Table 3.29). However, we are able to make an additional quantitative
comparision between them by using the substantial numbers of records
accumulated for jtist ~ight species, representing four major taxonomic
groups (Table 3.30).
Large mammal species richness ln three areas.

TABLE 3.29.

No. of species 1 recorded:
Overall total 2

Primates
Carnivores
Ungulates
Large Rodents
Totals
Notes:

Manali

Sainj/
Tirthan

Kasol/
Garahan

2
8
5
2

2
8
3
2

2
4
5
2

2
6
4
2

17

15

13

14

1 Excluding Wolf, Brown Bear, Ibex and Pika on account of
inadequate survey time above the tree-line (Appendix III) .
2 Including all survey sites named in Table 3.28.

TAB:"'F 3.30.

Relative frequency of mammal records/lOO party
hrs of survey time at main study sites.
Study sites:
No. of obs. 1

Manali

Sainj/
Tirthan

Kasol/
Garahan

Langur
Rhesus

68
38

2.1
0.4

6.9
7.3

8.9
0.7

Carnivores: Fox
Marten

64
35

6.2
(5.8)2

5.1
1.2

3.6
0.4

Primates:

Ungulates:

Rodents:

Notes:

Goral
Tahr

31

0.0
0.0

13 .4
6.5

1.8
2.8

Flying
Squirrel
Porcupine

66
21

10.4
0.8

4.1
3.8

1.1
1.4

72

1 Within these main study sites only.
2 Biased figure, see species account .
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On the evidence of these figures, the Sainj and Tirthan Valleys
together support higher densities of both primate species, both
ungulates and Porcupine, than do the other two areas. The Kasol/
Garahan area holds Langurs at the highest density we encountered,
whilst the Manali area has the densest populations of Fox and Flying
Squirrel. Both primates are sparse near Manali, and neither Tahr nor
Goral were recorded there.
.
The main conclusion to be drawn from these comparisons is
inescapable; the Sainj/Tirthan area currently holds the healthiest .
populations of five out of the eight species for which we have obtained
quantitative indices of density. The creation of a National Park in
this area would help to ensure the preservation of its exceptional
forests (Chapter 5) and the wildlife community within them.
Differences between the large mammal faunas of the Manali area and
the Sainj and Tirthan Valleys might be the result of at least two
effects:
1. Heavier grazing pressure as well as tree-cutting in the forests
near Manali may have restricted the area of habitat suitable for
several large mammal species.
2. The Manali area experiences a much more severe winter climate than
do areas at the same altitude further south in the upper Beas
catchment. This presumably results from the geographical location immediately south of the main Pir Panjal ridge and completely
sU l ~ ~ unded by high peaks.
However Manali itself is also at a higher
altitude (2000 m) than either Bandal (1700 m) or Kasal (1600 m).
The different ecological character of the Manali area is reflected
in its flora, which is less diverse and more palaeartic than that of
valleys to the south. It is also manifest through a decline in the
species diversity of small birds from south to north in the upper Beas
catchment (Sect. 3.4). The lack of lower altitude refuge areas in the
Manali area, and especially in Solang Nalla, may prevent many small
birds from surviving winter there, and we feel this may explain why
both Goral and Tahr are also absent.
The main aim of creating any wildlife Sanctuary or National Park
should be to ~reserve a p~rticular ecosystem or group of ecosystems
including equilibrium populations of herbivores and their natural
predators. We believe this ~ould be achieved in the Sainj/Tirthan area
which now harbours populations of most of the large, forest-dwelling
mammals. However, the same objective would be more difficult to
achieve in the Manali area, and especially in Solang Nalla, wbere the
ungulate fauna appears to be incomplete, quite probably for reasons
unconnected with man's activities. We conclude that the Manali area is
not, then, the best location for a Park designed to conserve the large
mammal community typical of moist temperate forests in the western
Himalayas. Our survey of mammal distribution and abundance suggests
that such a Park would be more appropriate in the Sainj/Tirthan area.

RAPTORS

Raptors are birds of prey such as hawks, eagles, falcons, and owls.
Being carnivores, they are near the top of their food web and thus are
particularly sensitive to disruption of their ecosystems. Raptors are
also vulnerable to biomagnification, the process by which a poison (e.g.
a pesticide) that contaminates an organism low in the food web is passed
on and concentrated in animals higher in the food web. Many species of
raptor (most kites and vultures are exceptions) are quite shy and are
easily disturbed by people. For these reasons, raptors are particularly
good environmental indicators; in other words, if an environment was
disrupted raptor populations would probably start to decline thereby
indicating the existence of an ecological problem. As one measure of
the environmental quality of our study areas, we kept detailed records of
all rap tors spotted. We did not include owls because our observations
were largely made during the day and relatively few owls were recorded.
Methods
We recorded the following information for all raptors observed:
number, sex and age (when possible), locality, date, time, altitude,
aspect, habitat, and behavior • . The data were compiled by season as
follows: Winter--13 January to 18 March, Spring--19 March to 29 May,
Autumn--8 September to 20 December.
Results
We recorded 1009 birds of 20 species; an annotated checklist follows:
Black Kite MiZvus migrans. Not uncommon along the main river valleys
especially near the larger towns.
Shikra Accipiter badius. Identified only five times, all in April in
Blue Pine forest at Bandal.
Sparrow-hawk Accipiter nisus. Observed in both forests and agricultural
land from 2100 to 3600 m and at all seasons. We saw many other
accipiters which we could not identify to species which were
probably of this species.
Buzzard Buteo spp. Three species of buzzard may occur in Himachal
Pradesh, Buteo rufinus~ B. hemiZasius~ and B. buteo~ but they are
almost impossible to identify in the field (Whistler 1926b).
Buzzards were seen at distinctly lower altitudes in the winter
(Table 3.31) and in a variety of habitats at all times of the
year. During the spring and winter, observations of single birds
were most common (only 5 pairs were seen in 39 observations),
but in the autumn, 9 groups of 3 to 5 birds were seen in 28
observations. Six incidences of mobbing by crows or chough were
recorded.
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Hodgson's Hawk-eagle Spizaetus nipalensis.
in April 1979.

One seen in Solang Nalla

Bonelli's Eagle Hieraaetus fasciatus.
Recorded twice during September,
once in Hampta Nalla and once in the Sainj Valley.
Booted Hawk-eagle Hieraaetu8 pennatus. Seen twice in the spring near Bandal
and Manali.
Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos. Seen often soaring over forested crags
and slopes. Most observations were of single birds but some pairs
were recorded. They seemed to be at somewhat higher altitudes
in the autumn than in the winter and spring (Table 3.31). Commonest
in the Manali area.
King Vulture Sarcogyps calvus. This species was recorded seven times
but only between mid-December and early February along the main
Beas Valley.
Cinereous Vulture Aegypius monachus. Observed in both winter and spring
(February-May) at a wide range of altitudes (650-3800 m).
Griffon Vulture Gyps fulvus.
Manali in April.

Seen twice; at Kumarsain in March and

Himalayan Griffon Vulture Gyps himalayensis. . ~y far the most common
raptor, it was seen in all habitats at a wide range of altitudes
(Tnble 3.3l).It was most often seen soaring in small groups, but
one group of over 60 was observed near a dead calf.
Longbilled Vulture Gyps indicus. Observed near Manali on two occasions
in the spring; both times they were on carcasses with other species.
Whitebacked Vulture Gyps bengalensis.
along the main Beas Valley.

Seen three times in the spring

Egyptian Vulture Neophron percnopterus. Found in open country at
lower altitudes (1000-1700 m) in the spring.
Lammergeier Gypaetus barbatus. Lammergeiers were seen regularly at all
seasons and in all locations. Host observations were of a single
bird (pairs were observed occasionally) soaring at a moderate
height over forested crags in relatively remote areas (Table 3.31).
Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus. Two individuals were seen; in the Sainj
Valley in September and near Sarahan (Kulu) in March.
Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus. Peregrines were seen three times in
the Manali area in December, Hay, and October.
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Hobby Falco subbuteo. Seventeen Hobbys were seen with all but two
observations in April/May. They were usually in pairs (one group
of 3 was seen) at 2~3000 m in open country.
Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni . A group of four was seen in Manalsu
Nalla in April; this species is uncommon in the Himalayas.
Kestrel Falco tinnunculus. Kestrels exhibited some altitudinal shift
between winter/spring and autumn (Table 3.31). Although record ed in
most habitat types , they were most often seen in open country, e.g.
meadows and agricultural land. They appeared to form pairs near
the end of March and fledglings were first seen in early May.
Kestrels were seen mobbing Buzzards and a Hen Harrier and being
mobbed by Jungle Crows and Choughs. They were also seen chasing
flocks of small birds on four occasions .
The relative abundance of different raptor species in five localities
is given in Table1.32. Both in terms of species abundance and population
sizes, the Manali area appears to have the richest raptor fauna, whereas
the Parbati Valley has the poorest, especially in terms of overall
abundance. However, this may be spurious because much of our time in
the Parbati Valley was spent in the forest, as opposed to in meadows or
above the tree-line where one has a better view of soaring raptors.
Discussion
To 1s sess the current status of raptors, we must compare our results
to those o f previous surveys or surveys in nearby areas of similar
habitat . For an historical comparison, we can use the observations of
Whistler (1926). His observations were not quantitative and it is
impossible to interpret words like "rare" or "common"; but it is
noteworthy that he lists 15 species which we did not observe. These are:
Blackwinged Kite
Brahminy Kite
Goshawk
Besra Sparrow-hawk
White-eyed Buzzard Eagle
Imperial Eagle
Tawny Eagle
Greater Spotted Eagle
Black Eagle
White-tailed Sea Eagle
Himalayan Greyheaded Fishing Eagle
Marsh Harrier
Short-toed Eagle
Osprey
Indian Hobby

Elanus caeruleus
HaZiastur indus
Accipiter gentilis
Accipiter virgatus
Butastur teesa
Aquila heliaca
Aquila rapax
Aquila clanga
Ictinaetus malayensis
Haliae etus albicilla
Icthyophaga nana
Circus aeruginosus
Circaetus gallicus
Pandion haliaetus
Falco severus

LI
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

IThose marked "L" are basically low altitude species some of which are
still common in adjacent foothills. Some of the species were recorded
by Donaldson, not Whistler himself.

Table 3. 3l.
Mean altitude and altitude range by season for five rap tors

Mean

Winter
Altitude
Range (m)

No. 1

Buzzard

2335

1200-3000

Golden Eagle

2475

Himalayan Griffon
Vulture

Mean

Spring
Altitude
Range (m)

No.

20

3147

2000-3700

1800-3000

12

2750

2408

1000-3600

47

Lammergeier

2430

1600-3200

Kestrel

2265

1800-2800

Party Field Hours
Notes:

2200

Autumn
Mean

Altitude
Range (m)

No.

19

3275

2200-4500

28

2200-3800

24

3209

2500-5000

11

2753

1200-3600

81

2886

1500-5000

51

23

2789

1800-3600

38

3042

1100-3700

31

17

2272

1400-3400

64

2985

1800-3900

27

2

2450

2707

1. The calculations are based on numbers of observations, not numbers of birds, i.e.
a group of three birds seen at 2200 m would be included only once not three times.
2. Mean altitude of party field hours for each season.

Table 3.32.
Raptors seen 1n five regions

0

f Himachal Pradesh.

Kanali
~;; UB

!'rti.gr-ana

Block lite

'!i

Shlkra

Ar..~ i,?i; el'

badius

Sparrow-hawk

,L..' ~i ?i:e 1"

nisus

Buzzard

8ute ~

Bonelli t 8 eagle

Hieraaet1t.E

fa8aiatUB
pennatUB

8p.

Booted hawk-eagle

.::·i e:!'a.a..e::~

/.qui z·, <>hrysaetos

ling vulture

S!2r(!og~p8

"atvUB

Parbati .

Sut 1ej

.7

1.8 (1.1)1

0 ( .5)
1.9

1.0 (.5)

(1.4)
2.9

4.2

.2

11
5

(1. I}
1.1

14 (12)
95

.2
2.1

53

3.5

.4

5.3

Clnereous vulture

/"efJ'dpi~ '1'!or:achU3

.2

2.9

Gyps j1.Z!JUIJ

.2

1.4

P. illlalayao get ffon

~ypa

47.6

4.3

Total Individuals

.2

.2
5.7

Beas

1.0

.3

Griffon vulture

IrimaZayen8is

Sainj /Tirthan

.7

12.3

Colden eagle

individuals per 100 hours of observat ion time.

The nUDtbers are expressed as

15.4

33.4

.5

1.1

32.9

57.5

530

vulture

Longbl11ed vulture

,,,P8 indiC!U8

Whitebacked vulture

; i!ps

ber.g~lensis

.2

Egyptian vulture

/leophf'on pel'cnopterus

.2

Lanaergeier

'ypaePUB bar>ba tUB

Hen harrier

Circus cyaneus

.7

10.5

Fa leo peroegrinus

Falx 8uhbuteo

2. 7

Lesser k.estrel

Falco rAWIanni

.7

Kestrel

Falco ti n1tlDtCU Zus

Hours of observation

Note:

4.3

4.3

2.1

100

.2

1.1

17

6.4

130

5.7

.5

Peregrine falcon

Total individuals/lOO h.

3.7

1.0

Hobby

Total species

.1
1.4

3.2

7.3

10.6
14

9

97.5

27.1

55.2

62.5

84.0

550.6

376.4

34.5

404.9

93.9

11.6
18

1. Numbers in brackets refer to unidentified accipiters that were probably sparrow-hawks .
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Conversely, we found only one species, Lesser Kestrel, which he did
not list. This discrepancy is particularly striking if you consider that
we recorded 150 species of passerines to Whistler's 156. It is also
noteworthy that we recorded all eight of the vultures (a group less
likely to be threatened by human disturbance) listed by Whistler. This
comparison implies that the raptor fauna of Ku1u is much poorer now than
it was fifty years ago, but we cannot say with any confidence that
species we failed to record have become locally extinct. Nevertheless,
this may be true of the Himalayan Grey-headed Fishing Eagle which
Whistler describes as fairly common allover the Ku1u Valley and which
we did not observe despite it being a conspicuous and distinctive bird.
We can compare our results quantitatively to recent data collected
between 800 and 5000 m in the Annapurna Range of Nepal (Thio11ay 1978).
These counts were based on 1319 twenty minute observation periods; i.e.
440 hours of intense searching versus our 1512 hours of field time.
Thio11ay recorded 1117 birds of 29 species compared to our 1009 birds
of 20 species; in other words, he saw three times as many birds per hour
of observation and nearly 50% more species. This difference in species
diversity is probably significant because Thio11ay's observations were
made in June, July, and August when trans-Himalayan migrants would be
absent and only three of his species have ranges which do not include
Himachal Pradesh. On the other hand because his transect began at
800 m he was more likely to record low altitude species .
Conc1usior.s
Our a bi lity to compare our results to historical data or those from
other reg i ons is rather limited, but both suggest that the raptor
populations of the Beas and Sut1ej valleys are rather impoverished.
Vultures are an exception to this generalization and given their proclivity
for surviving near man this is not surprising. Two factors may be
contributing to the decline of raptors: habitat destruction and the use
of pesticides in apple orchards . The former problem is addressed throughout this report, but we have no information as to the use of pesticides.
Certainly, they are being used in the region's extensive orchards and
the lethal connection between pesticides and raptors is well known.
It is impossible to tell with our present information if the raptor
populations are now stable or will continue to decline .

SMALLER BIRDS

Introduction
In addition to the pheasants and raptors already dealt with,
areas surveyed by Himachal Wildlife Project supported a wide variety
of birdlife, including a large number of small arboreal species.
Although these are less spectacular than pheasants or large mammals
their diversity is a great natural asset and one that certainly attracts
tourists with an interest in natural history. A few small birds,
because of their bright colours and confiding behaviour, come to the
attention of even the most casual visitors; among these are the Whitecapped Redstart Chaimarrornis teucocephaZus, the Brown Dipper Cinclus
pallasii, the Yellow-billed Blue Magpie Citta erythrorhyncha, and various
speCies of Rosefinches Carpodacus spp.
We kept daily records of all the species of birds that we saw in
each 300 m altitude zone to investigate the diversity of species in
different localities, at different altitudes, and at different seasons.
Similar records kept by AJG in November 1978 enabled observations for
this month to be included with those made during December 1979 to
October 1980. Our observations can be compared with those made by
previous observers in the upper Beas area, summarized by Whistler (1926a),
and also those made elsewhere in Himachal Pradesh (Whistler 1926b, Jones
1947-48). For analysis the avifauna has been split into four categories,
following Moreau's (1966) treatment of African birds: Group B, raptors
(Haw,, 3 Falconiformes, Owls Strigiformes); Group C, ground birds (game
birds Galliformes, Cranes Gruiformes, Waders Charadriiformes); Group
D, other non-passerines (Pigeons CoZumbiformes, Parrots Psittaciformes,
Cuckoos Cuculiformes, Night jars Caprimutgiformes, Swifts Apodiformes,
Kingfishers, Rollers, etc. Coraciiformes, Woodpeckers Piciformes); and
Group E, songbirds Passeriformes (Moreau's Group A, water birds, is not
represented above 1900 m in the upper Beas area).
We recorded 221 species of birds in the upper Beas area, of which
150 were passerines and 71 non-passerines (including pheasants and
raptors). A further nine species were recorded in adjacent areas during
the course of the project. A full list appears in Appendix I.
Out of
the species recorded in the upper Beas area most could be classified either
as residents (50%), or summer visitors (26%). Only a small number appeared
to be winter visitors (4%) or passage migrants (4%) and the remainder (16%),
recorded only infrequently, could not be confidently assigned to any particular category.
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Figure 3.19. Comparison of resident passerine avifaunas of six areas
in Himachal Pradesh, using the Index of Similarity (See text). Thicker
lines indicate greater similarity (i.e., a greater proportion of
species in common). Areas: A, Dalhousie/Chamba (AJG, 1978-79); B,
Kangra (from Whistler 1926b); c, Manali; D, Parbati Valley; E,
Sainj/Tirthan Valleys; F, Simla (from Jones 1946 and observations by
AJG 1977-80).
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Locality effects
A comparison of species lists for different ar e as suggested that th e
birds found around Manali differed substantially from the avifaunas of
areas in the front ranges. Because our visits were made at different
times of the year we can only make a direct comparison between the resident
birds of different areas . Furthermore, to allow for different lengths of
time spent in each we have calculated an index of similarity (S) for each
pair of areas considered:

s

=

2C

A+B

where A and B are the total number of species in each of two regions .
being compared and C is the number common to both (Odum 1971). The
results confirm that, while the birds of the southern end of the upp e r
Beas (Sainj and Tirthan Valleys) were very similar to those of areas
at similar altitud e s in the front ranges (Simla, Kangra, Dalhousie/
Chamba), the avifauna of the Manali area was quite distinct, while that
of the Parbati Valley was intermediate (Figur e 3.19).
Comparisons of total numbers of species were unreliable because
of differences in the amount of time spent in different areas, but it
appears that the Manali area, where the maximum amount of time was spent,
had a less diverse avifauna than other areas, with only 47 resident
species compared with 53 in the Parbati area and 68 in the Sainj and
Tirth a n Valleys (Table 3.33). The greatest difference was found in
ground birds (C) and passerines (E), while diversity of raptors was
simi ~a r in all areas.
The contrast was less marked when summer visitors
were compared, with the Manali area receiving 44 species, compared with
49 in the Sainj and Tirthan Valleys; the greatest difference was contributed by non-passerines (D) ,mainly cuckoos.

Seasonal changes
The preponderance of summer visitors in the avifauna meant that
the diversity of species was greater in summer than in winter . Among
summer visitors the families of birds best represented were the thrushes
(8 spp.), flycatchers (8 spp.), warblers (5 spp.) and cuckoos (5 spp.).
Prominent among winter visitors were three species of accentors.
Passerines formed the largest component of the avifauna throughout the
year, while non-passerines (group D) fluctuated most (Figure 3.20).
Lowest numbers of species occurred in December at altitudes about

1900-2200 m, but higher up the lowest number of species was recorded in
February (Fig u re 3.21), th e difference presumably being brought about
by altitud e moveme nt s among r es id e nt s pecies. Most summer vi si tors
arrived in the upp e r Beas a rea during March and April (Figure 3.22).
By September many had disappeared, although in some cases this may have
been due to their more reticent behavior rather than actual emigration.
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Table 3.33. Numbers of bird species recorded in three
areas of the upper Beas Valley.

Residents
Raptors ( B)
Ground birds ( C)
Other non-passerines ( D)
Passerines (E)

Summer visitors
Raptors ( B)
Ground birds ( C)
Other non-passerlnes ( D)
Passerines ( E)

Grand totals

Manali

Parbat i Valley

Sainj/Tirthan Valleys

11
5

10

10
10

6

8
6

25

29

42

47

53

68

3
1
9
31

1
1
25

2
1
13
33

44

35

49

91

88

117

8

6

Altitude distributions
Species diversity decreased with altitude throughout the year,
although the decline was less steep in May than in February and March
(Figure 3.23). Observations in February were practically confined to
the Parbati Valley, which probably accounted for part of the difference
between this month and March, when observations included the Tirthan
Valley with its more diverse avifauna.
Although the high altitude areas showed a greater change in
species diversity between winter and summer than lower altitudes, the
proportion of summer visitors during May showed an opposite trend, with
45% of species recorded below 1900 m being summer visitors from outside
the upper Beas; compared with only 27% at altitudes above 3400 m (Table
3.34). The remainder of the increase in species diversity at higher
altitudes is accounted for by an upward movement of resident species.
Some examples of these limited altitude movements are shown in Figure
3.24.
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3.24 . Changes in the u pper alt i tude limit of five sopcies in th e Upper
Beas between winter and sununer: A, Wre:=n; B, Red-hilled . Chough;
C, Blue - fronted Redstart; D , Variegat<.'d I.allghing - Trush; E ,
Bar-throated Siva . (right)
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Table 3.34.

Proportion of summer v1s1tors among species recorded at
different altitudes during May.

Altitude zone (m)
16001900

19002200

22002500

25002800

28003100

31003400

34003700

Total spec1es

49

82

70

69

51

50

33

Proportion of
summer
visitors (%)

44.9

37.8

31.4

37.7

33.3

30 . 0

27 . 3

Conclusions
The difference in species compos1t1on and diversity between the
avifaunas of the Manali area and the Sainj/Tirthan area may be accounted
for in two ways:
(1) Because the lowest parts of the Manali area are above 1900 m
access to low altitude is restricted compared to the Sainj and
Tirthan Valleys which descend below 1600 m. This means that for
resid e nt species which only undertake limited altitude movements the
Manali area may be unsuitable for the same reason proposed to explain
the ~'sen ce of Koklas Pheasants from Solang Nalla; the lack of lower
altitud e r efuge areas. possible examples are Rusty-cheeked Scimitarbabbler Pomatorhinus erythrogenys, Brown Hill Warbler Prinia criniger,
and Upland pipit Anthus syZvanus.
(2) Differences in climate between Manali and the Sainj/Tirthan area,
with increasing snowfall and decreasing monsoon rainfall from south
to north up the Beas Valley may affect the distribution of certain
species. ~ose characteristic of the warmer, wetter Eastern Himalayas
should therefore be better represented in the Sainj/Tirthan area than
at Manali. possible examples, all of which reach their western limit
in Himachal Pradesh, include Large Brown Thrush Zoothera monticoZa,
Whitetailed Nuthatch Sitta himaZayensis, Mrs . Gould's Sunbird
Aethopyga gouZdiae, Brown Bullfinch PyrrhuZa nipaZensis, Blackbacked
pied Flycatcher-shrike Hemipus picatus, Speckled piculet PicumnU$
innominatus, and Common Hill Partridge ArborophiZa torqueZoa.
A combination of these factors creates an avifaunal gradient from
south to north up the Beas Valley. This trend is also reflected in
both the vegetation and the mammal fauna and illustrates the first
stages of transition from a purely Sino-Himalayan fauna and flora to
those of a more Palaearctic character as found on the Tibetan plateau
(Vaurie 1972).

4
PEOPLE

MIGRATORY GRAZIERS AND THEIR FLOCKS

Peter Phillimore

The Graziers
Concern about the precarious state of forests and pastures in
Himachal Pradesh has focused attention on the graziers whose livelihood depends on these natural resources. Discussion of the graziers'
role in the exploitation of the habitat, however, requires strict definitions of the various groups holding livestock. A basic distinction i s between livestock that are kept at home, and the migratory
sheeT), goats, and buffaloes which move great distances between high
altit ude pastures in summer and grazing grounds in the Siwaliks in
winter. Large numbers of the rural population keep a few animals for
milk or draught purposes. These livestock are grazed locally, often
in a village flock or herd formed daily from the animals owned by the
individual households. Their numbers are far from insignificant, and
because they are grazed in the same area throughout the year it is
usually the evidence of their grazing which is so visible in the
forest and scrub close to villages. In this article, however, I am
concerned with migratory rather than resident livestock; and more
specifically with the graziers of sheep and goats rather than the
buffalo-herders.
The migratory shepherds of western Himachal Pradesh are commonly
referred to as Gaddis. This usage is misleading, for strictly speaking the Gaddis are just one of several groups who hold migratory
flocks throughout this area, although they may well own the largest
proportion of all stock. The title Gaddi is properly used of a caste
ranked as Rajput, whose members live in Brahmaur sub-tehsil (a tehsil
is an administrative subdivision of
district) and adjacent parts of
the Ravi valley, or whose ancestors came from Brahmaur and who now
live along the southern slopes of the Dhaula Dhar in Kangra. Gaddis
are defined therefore with reference to caste and locality. Other
castes live alongside the Gaddis, part of a single social and cul-

a
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tural system, although the Gaddis predominate, with 7 5-80 ~~ L1f t he PL")pulation. Only the members of the high castes, the Gaddis and a few
Brahmans, hold flocks. Many of the high castes and a smaller proportion of low caste families with homes in Brahmaur, retain secondary
properties in Kangra which they use in winter.
In the course of time
many of these become permanent homes. The castes associated with the
Gaddis are commonly called Gaddis also by outsiders, but this is at
odds with the usage of this society.
Ther e are other pastoralists besides the Gaddis, however, notably among the Kanets of Kulu, Bangahal, and parts of Mandi who, like
the Gaddis, ar e the numerically dominant caste of their area and occupy a comparable caste position. Outside the area with which this
report is co ncer ned pastoralists are also to be found among the people of Kinnaur and to a lesser ext e nt Churah . Having spent a year
and a half conducting fieldwork as a social anthrop () logist amon g the
Gaddis (1976-78 and 1980) most of my observations relate to th is
group of grazi e rs. The annual migratory cycle is, ·however, common to
Gaddi and Kanet g raziers, and the state-wide policy of grazing con- .
trol means that grazing rights and restrictions apply to all who hold
mi g ratory flocks.

PJate 8:

Dom estic stock g raz e ex tensiv ely at Solang Nalla n ea r Hanali.
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Both Gaddis and Kanets are cultivators as much as shepherds, and
indeed only a proportion have flocks.
Bormann (1980) reports that
just over 50% of Gaddi households in Palampur tehsil have flocks,
while in Brahmaur the proportion is just over 40%, but these figures
conceal wide variations from one village to another.
Unfortunately
there are no equivalent figures for the proportion of shepherds among
the Kulu and Bangahal Kanets, but it is undoubtedly lower.
Even for
flock-owning families the importance of landholdings for cultivation
should not be underestimated.
Land supplies the basic subsistence
needs, while flocks generate the cash to make good any short fall in
cereals and to provide a surplus for other needs.
Among the Gaddis
only a minority of families have enough land to be self-sufficient in
cereals.
The population of the Gaddis and their aisociated castes is hard
to enumerate, because the high castes are commonly absorbed within
the more general and undifferentiated categories of Rajput and
Brahman in census returns outside Brahmaur. The population of
Brahmaur sub-tehsil at the 1971 census was 27,067.
Adding another
25,000 from adjoining parts of the Ravi valley in Chamba tehsi1 and a
similar number from Kangra, we obtain a figure of around 80,000.
It
is doubtful that a more precise figure can be given.
The same difficulties inhibit assessment of population growth in Gaddi society as a
whole;
the 82% increase in numbers in Brahmaur sub-tehsil between
1931 and 1971 censuses is a higher growth rate than has occurred
elsewhere in Chamba, Kangra. and Kulu during this. period, and it is
impossible to state whether or not it reflects population growth
amon b Gaddis outside Brahmaur. The population of Kulu District (as
defined by present boundaries) grew by 82% between 1891 and 1971 censuses to a total of 192,371.
In 1891 the Kanets formed 58% of the
population in Kulu (Diack 1898), but with horticulture attracting
immigrants to Kulu in recent decades they may represent a slightly
smaller proportion of the population today.

M1gratory Routes and the Annual Cycle
The annual cycle of stock migration is dictated largely by the
climate. "Snow and frost in the high ranges, and heavy rain and heat
in the low, make it impossible to carryon sheep-farming on a tolerably large scale with success in anyone part of the country.
The
only way is to change ground with the seasons" (Kangra District
Gazetteer 1883-4, p. 172). The routes taken by graziers are not random, and are for the most part a matter of tradition (Figure 4.1).
In transit, flocks move at least eight kilometres a day, except in
the severest weather.
The brunt of the summer monsoon bursts on the
Kangra side of the Dhaula Dhar.
The catchment areas of the upper
Ravi, upper Beas, and Uhl rivers escape heavy rainfall to varying
degrees, and Lahau1 is beyond the reach of the monsoon altogether.
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To avoid the summer rainfall the passes over the Dhaula Dhar or
into Kulu from the south are crossed, depending on their height,
between April and June . Sheep are shorn in late Mayor early June .
If a second pass has to be crossed (into Lahaul) this will take place
towards the end of June, but many flocks remain in Brahmaur, Kulu,or
Bangahal throughout the summer. The next two to three months are
spent on the high altitude pastures, known as dhar, at 2800-4400 m.
Shepherds recognise two kinds of dhar : nigahar above the tree line,
and gahar or thach in forest, the~ter used en route to and from
nigahar. The return journey south is started in late August or
September, depending on the distance to be covered. The main birth
season among stock begins in the second half of September. It is
common then to see flocks divided , the goats being taken on ahead
because graziers prefer that they give birth to the south of the
higher passes. Sheep are brought across at a more leisurely pace, as
the graziers are less anxious where they lamb . Flocks crossing the
Dhaula Dhar descend to the altitude at which cultivation begins (1800
m.) along the southern slopes of the range in time for the animals to
manure the land after the maize harvest . Shortly before this, the
most productive of the three annu a l shearings takes place. By the
end of October flocks have moved down to the valley to manure the irrigated land after the rice harvest. In November the graziers leave
the vicinity of the Gaddi villages in Kangra, and head for the winter
grazing grounds , called ban . Further east, flocks head through Mandi
and Mahasu on their way south . From December to February or March
they remain there in the Siwaliks bordering the Punjab or Haryana .
The thi r d shearing takes place in early February. The winter, unlike
the S' )'llmco r, may not be spent grazing at one spot because many bans
provia ~ i nadequate fodder for such an extended period .
Arguments
over g r az ing space almost always occur at this period when the grazing is at i ts most problematical. During the winter also, a larger
number of shepherds tend the flocks than are required in the mountains, for the proximity of cultivation and the confined areas available for graz i ng necessitate stricter control of flocks in winter.
By late March flocks are once more close to the Gaddi villages along
the southern slopes of the Dhaula Dhar, or alternatively about to enter Kulu, on their way north .

Grazing Rights and Flock Control
All flocks must be registered with the Forest Department, which
issues grazing permits . Many permit holders are also the holders of
customary rights which derive either from the rajas of the princely
states (i.e. Chamba) or else were consolidated in the early
Settlements (in areas directly under British rule) . These customary
rights are protected by law and are virtually inalienable. Other
permit holders are less securely placed , their flocks have not been
passed down since the last Settlement and they lack the statutory
protection of the customary right holders, their permits being held
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at the discretion of the Forest Department.
In reality, however,
this distinction between two kinds of permit holder is blurred somewhat.
Customary rights have always been tied to particular grazing
grounds, known as "customary runs"; but over several generations,
with fluctuations in the fortunes of families and flocks, the original connection has in many cases been broken.
Thus a grazier may
retain customary rights in the summer grazing ground he uses, while
in winter he may be obliged to rent his grazing ground because the
ancestral run cannot accommodate all the legitimate right holders.
Some flocks have no customary runs in summer or winter despite the
owner being the direct descendant of a customary right holder. Today
the Forest Department and graziers no longer seem to share a common
view of what constitutes a customary right . Whilst for the former
the definition remains unchanged, for the latter customary rights to
particular grazing runs have been implicitly transformed into customary rights to hold flocks, regardless of the legal status of their
right to the land they actually graze upon.
Neither group seems
aware that these disparate assumptions have emerged.
In issuing grazing permits the Forest Department ~s responsible
for extracting revenue from the shepherds through the grazing tax
(trini), which is paid annually.
At present trini is Rs.0/40 for
each permitted goat and Rs . 0/20 for each sheep, with unweaned young
going free.
Graziers caught with excess stock over their permitted
numbers or without a permit at all face a fine of Rs . 5/- for each unregist er ed goat and Rs.l/- for each sheep . Higher penalties apply to
flocks caught grazing illicitly in Protected Forests.
In theory the
Forest :) epartment can take legal action as a last resort although in
practice t h is is rare.
Government policy aims to curb goat numbers
far more urgently than sheep, and to this end permission for two
sheep extra for every goat surrendered is offered as an inducement.
So far the Gaddis have not found it attractive, and no F6rest
Department official I have spoken to can recall this offer ever
having been tak e n up.
The permit system gives the Forest Department responsibility for
the control of all flocks, and its ownership of vast tracts of land
provides it with a further opportunity to regulate the impact of
grazing in many areas. Dhar or ban may be closed for any length of
time, from one to thirty years, although the Forest Department is
legally obliged to provide alternative grazing for the customary
right holders among the displaced graziers.
The grounds for friction
between graziers and the Forest Department on such occasions are the
greater because of the lack of unanimity as to what customary rights
amount to, which I mentioned above .
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In addition to paying for their permits most shepherds have
other grazing fees to pay. Particularly in winter grounds a shepherd
may graze his flock on private land or village wasteland, for which
payment is made to the individual landowner or the panchayat, often
at a far higher rate than is paid to the Forest Department for the
permit (around Rs . 0/80-l/50 per animal). Shepherds also do business
with each other: a grazier without his own grazing run, for instance, often pays a right holder (either a shepherd with additional
space to lease, or the descendant of a shepherd who retains the right
but no longer holds a flock) for access to the latter's grazing run.
In Bara Bangahal at present a fee of around Rs.0/80 per animal is
usual. Moreover, few flocks are at precisely their permitted levels,
and spare capacity on one grazier's permit can be put to good financial use by allowing another grazier, who has exceeded his own permit, to pass over his excess stock whenever a Forest Department check
is imminent . This helps both graziers, because the Forest Department
may reduce a permit if the actual number of animals in a flock remains consistently below the permitted level, and once this happens
any subsequent increase in the permit is ruled out. Tactics among
graziers such as these, which characterize their relations with the
Forest Department, makes reliable flock control almost impossible,
officials often claim. Yet as I hope to show below, there are signs
that the ends desired by the Forest Department are, at least partially, being realised.

Sheep and goats:

the statistical picture

I e i s extremely difficult to know how reliable livestock censuses are , but I suspect that these words by a former Settlement
Officer in Kangra are as applicable now as when they were written:
"there is no method by which the animals can be counted which does
not depend largely on the admissions of the owners themselves"
(Middleton 1919, p. 31). Kayastha also refers to the lack of "well
organised and trusted machinery to carry out the enumeration" and to
many of the figures being assumed (1964, p. 110). Nevertheless, a
consistent pattern emerges from the comparison of different figures
which follows . This pattern points to the need for a revision of assumptions about flock population trends, for recent statistics encouraging official concern about an increase in migratory livestock must
be judged against the evidence for a long-term decline in numbers.
Himachal Pradesh livestock censuses in 1966 and 1977 indicate
that sheep numbers increased marginally in this period, from
1,048,917 to 1,055,005 (a rise of t%); while goat numbers increased
by 27%, from 813,041 to 1,035,337 (quoted in Bormann 1980). There is
no way of identifying from these figures the proportion of sheep and
goats that are migratory, although it has been assumed to be around
90% (Singh 1979, Bormann 1980). In Brahmaur sub-tehsil over the same
period sheep declined by 15% while goats increased by 16% (quoted in
Bormann 1980) . Bormann's own survey in Brahmaur in 1980 appears to
indicate an even more dramatic change in the percentage of goats:
from 41% in 1977 to 53% in 1980 .
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Flock statistics from Brahmaur are difficult to assess, however,
for Newell's figures (1967), based on the trini registers from 1952-3
to 1961-2, are quite incompatible with the census figures quoted .
Over the decade to 1962 permitted numbers of sheep dropped by 28% and
permitted numbers of goats dropped by 23%, to a total of 30,515 sheep
and 24,406 goats respectively. Yet four years later the 1966 livestock census produced figures mo r e than twice as high for sheep and
almost 50% higher for goats . Moreover the steady decline in livestock numbers reported throughout the 1950s by Newell, with the proportion of goats consistently around 40%, appears to have been replaced by sharp fluctuations in total numbers and in the ratio of sheep
to goats over the last fifteen years. Either the permit figures bore
an increasingly remote relation to real trends, or alternatively the
livestock censuses are seriously in error. Given the incompatibilities discussed here it LS impossible to draw any conclusions .
Table 4.1 reproduces livestock figures for Kangra District (including Kulu) from 1920 to 1966 . The overal l trend downwards is apparen t until 1961, with the suggestion of an upturn by 1966, albeit
to nothing approaching the point reached earlier this century. The
gradual shift in the ratio of sheep to goats should also be noted,
although these figures conceal variations within the district, for
Kulu appears to have had around twice as many sheep as goats throughout this period.
TABLE 4.1
Livestock figures for Kangra District, 1920 - 1966

1920

1928

1951

1961

1966

Sheep

263879

298068

253236

196317

223812

Goats

328598

314115

238793

193236

205995

Total

592477

612183

492029

389553

429807

Year

Notes.

Kangra District here corresponds to 1961 boundaries:
including Kulu, excluding Lahaul and Spiti.

L.

e.

1920, 1961 and 1966 figures from 1961 Census Kangra District
Handbook (1970) . 1928 figures from Kangra District
Statistical Tables (1935). 1951 figures compiled from
Kayastha (1964).
These figures include flocks owned by Gaddis resident in Kangra and
Kanets from Kulu and Bangahal. It is impossible to isolate the proportion of Gaddi-owned livestock i n these figures, but i n the 1920s
Kulu (including Saraj) accounted for around 250,000 sheep and goats
(Kangra District Statistical Tables 1935) .

lOti

I shall now supplement this general picture with a look at the
village (tika) of Karnathu, in Palampur tehsil, where most of my
fieldwork was done. Karnathu is an exception to the dispersed settlement pattern typical fo the Kangra valley, and resembles more the
nucleated villages of Brahmaur or Kulu . It is also unusual for
Kangra in being exclusively populated by Gaddis and their associated
Brahmauri castes. No other village in Kangra matches its adherence
to shepherding, which is undoubtedly necessitated by landholdings
which are small even by the standards of the region . The density on
cultivated land is more than double the figure for Palampur tehsil as
a whole. 66 out of 98 high caste households (6 Brahman and 60 Gaddi)
have flocks, and I suggest that for this reason trends in stock management in Karnathu over recent decades are more relevant to a discussion of pastoralism than might be the case with most Gaddi communities taken in isolation, where shepherding is less prominent a part
of the local economy . Karnathu's population has almost certainly
grown at a slower rate than in Palampur tehsil as a whole, largely
because of emigration to neighbouring but less remote villages and an
absence of immigration. In 1915 there were 84 landowners, all of
whom lived in Karnathu, sugg e sting roughly the same number of households. Today there are 106 households in all. Table 4.2 shows the
number of sheep and goats owned by Karnathu's inhabitants at three
d ifferent dates.
TABLE 4.2
Total numbers of grazing animals owned

~n

Karnathu

Year

1892

1915

1980

Sheep

6210

7912

not available

Goats

4890

4117.

not available

Total

11100

12029

Notes.

7930

1892 and 1915 figures from Tika Assessment Notes (1915).
1980 figures are from my own household census estimates. I
decided to omit separate figures for sheep and goats as informants were not always as confident about the proportions
as they were about total numbers .

Although doubts about the reliability of the earlier figures must be
taken into account, it is hard to escape the conclusion that even ~n
a village as . reliant on pastoralism as Karnathu total numbers of
sheep and goats have fallen dramatically since the early years of
this century. Unfortunately we do not know how many flocks there
were in Karnathu in 1892 and 1915; but Table 4 . 3 gives some indications of trends in flock sizes ove r the past 25 years, as well as the
chance to compare enumerations and issued permits of the same flocks.

TABLE 4.3
Comparison of average permitted and average enumerated/
estimated flock sizes in Karnathu for three years

Year
No. of flocks
in sample

1954

1958

1980

30

31

23

Permit Enumeration

Source

Permit Enumeration

Permit Estimate

Average
no. /flock
Sheep'

173

134

140

120

86

n . a.

Goats

78

60

69

61

45

n.a.

Total

251

194

209

181

131

117

Notes .

Only flocks grazing in Bara Bangahal are included.
1954 and 1958 figur e s calculat ed from trini registers, Bir
Forest Range Offic e . 1980 permit figures from same source ;
1980 estimates from my own household census.
I n each year permitted and " actual" sizes of the same flocks
a r e compared, but 1958 and 1980 figures are not based on
ex actly the same flocks as the 1954 figures, because the data
av a ilable in trini registers varies from year to ye ar.
"Enumeration" refers to head-counts made during Forest
Department checks .

The data in Table 4.3 shows clearly that permits have been drastically reduced in size during the past 25 years . They are now at
only just over half their 1954 levels . Goat permits have been reduced less than sheep permits, but the difference is not marked. Over
the same period actual flock sizes in Karnathu have also fallen steeply. Unfortunately, I cannot say precisely whether goat numbers have
fallen at the same rate as sheep, but there is in my experience no
question of goats coming close to equalling sheep in numbers, except
perhaps in the smaller flocks. These figures indicate that the
Karnathu flocks have been consistently below the permitted levels,
both for sheep and goats. The gap between permitted and actual sizes
has admittedly shrunk since the 1950s, but this is a consequence of
individual permits being reduced in size, and also of the shepherd's
need to maintain his flock close to the permit limit if he is to
avoid having further reductions made in his permit. Of the 1980
sample, seven exceeded their permitted numbers (by 48% on average),
while 11 were beneath permitted sizes (by 46% on average), with five
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flocks at almost exactly permitted levels. This gap between permit
levels and actual flock sizes is of interest because it undermines a
recurring charge made by many Forest Department officials that shepherds constantly try to exceed their permits.
Assumptions about
perennial expansionist tendencies among graziers can only be sustained in ignorance of the shepherds' own flock management strategies. The shepherds regard spare capacity on a permit as an important resource, although it is one that they are now learning to live
without, for it gives them the flexibility to allow the size of their
flocks to rise and fall in line with domestic considerations and a
family's available labour. The Gaddis frequently see no alternative
but to allow their flocks to decline: for instance, at the death of
a man whose labour was vital, or because of the necessity to sell
stock to help finance a marriage or the construction of a house. Today this flexibility is greatly reduced, and it is the large permits
that have been squeezed the most.
Futhermore, there is no evidence from the Karnathu statistics to
suggest that a drop in average flock size has been nullified by an
increase in the number of flocks. Taking 35 flocks for which I have
enumeration figures for 1954 and which I can trace through to 1980,
we find an almost stable number of flocks (37) and a reduction of 28%
in livestock numbers by 1980 . Similarly, 41 flocks in 1958 had become 42 in 1980, while total numbers of animals were down 27%. By no
means all flocks were smaller in 1980 than their 1950s predecessors
(between one quarter and one third were larger), but as the figures
show the overall trend is unmistakeably downwards. Nor have any
"new" flocks been created in Karnathu in this period, for existing
flock s can all be traced back to the 1950s. There are signs that registered partition of flocks commonly occurs earlier now than it used
to in the 1950s. This may be a response to Forest Department pres sure, reducing the "visibility" of large flocks, but it may equally
well be part of the trend towards earlier partition of households and
property generally. Earlier partition of flocks does not appear to
have modified the overall downward trend in livestock numbers.
In summary, then, the Karnathu figures reveal a clear decline in
the number of sheep and goats owned, whether comparison is made between the early years of this century and the present or between the
1950s and the present, while there are no more flocks now than there
were in the 1950s . It may be asked how Karnathu's inhabitants are
compensating for this suggested decline in pastoralism. I cannot say
whether they are poorer than they used to be, or whether the financial return per animal is relatively greater than it used to be, allowing a comparable standard of living to be maintained on smaller
flocks. Few families could be said to depend on wage labour outside
the immediate area, the "remittance economy" which Parry (1979) describes as characteristic of Kangra generally, although Karnathu may
move in that direction in the future. The most likely explanation,
in my view, is that landholdings (minimal as they are) have been expanded. 26% of the irrigated land owned by Karnathu households at
the present time has been acquired by the present household head (ja~
kharid). This figure is more than three times as much as in another
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village near Palampur inhabited by Gaddis and their associated castes, where cultivation and wage labour have for long been the mainstay of the economy and flocks are of negligible importance. Pastoralism undoubtedly provides the surplus to enable Gaddis to buy land,
for which they have to pay high prices; land, in turn, is the best
insurance against the vagaries of the shepherding life.

The Gaddis' attitudes to graz1ng 1ssues
If there has been a r e cent upturn in flock numbers, as 1S indicated by the 1966 and 1977 livestock censuses, it is not something
that Gaddis throughout Palampur tehsil yet perceive, for the local
view is that pastoralism is declining. From their point of view
there are three factors which particularly undermine adherence to
shepherding. One reason cited is that for the younger generation,
increasingly influenced by education, the pastoral cycle is becoming
less attractive . Its rigours have always made agriculture seem an
easier option, but shepherding is now coming to be seen as backward
as well. The smaller households are the more affected by this development, for if a single son takes no interest in the flock it will
obviously disappear .
A second factor Gaddis mention is pressure from the Forest
Department to reduce flock sizes, and especially goats. Ironically,
while the Forest Department feel that the shepherds hold all the
trump cards in the games of cat-and-mouse played out between Forest
Gua r's and graziers, the latter for their part feel that the odds are
stacked against them. The government and environmentalist view that
goats are far more damaging and have much less economic importance
than she e p is neither shared nor appreciated by Gaddis. In cash
terms, goats only produce meat while sheep produce wool as well; yet
Bormann (1980) has shown that income from both animals is similar under good grazing conditions, while it is higher from goats where grazing is poor. Moreover, the milk goats yield is a vital part of the
graziers' diet. Goats are undoubtedly the Gaddis' favoured animal ,
and they emphasise their greater resilience than sheep and their ability to survive on any available vegetation. This attitude to goats
carries with it a real danger of an ever more damaging spiral, for
where grazing starts to deteriorate goats will inevitably fare better
than sheep, and will further undermine the prospects of sheep ever
flourishing thereafter. In my view, such dangers are not perceived
by Gaddi graziers: declining numbers of both animals are seen as a
response to administrative pressures, not as a response to ecological
processes.
This last point is germane to the third factor undermining pastoralism from the she.pherds' point of view . The poverty of the winter grazing areas, both in quality and area, is sharply contrasted
with the excellence of the summer grazing, and is widely referred to
as a cause of a flock being kept small, declining in size, or disappearing altogether . Forest Department closures, which bear more heavily on the winter than the summer grounds, are the particular bane
of graziers, but these closures are merely the most clearcut examples
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of the problems faced in arranging for adequate grazing in winter.
Further difficulties include the competition from locally kept livestock, and the disappearance of former grazing areas taken into cultivation.
Implicitly it is felt that too many animals are chasing
too few sites, but this does not appear to be linked to a perception
of a worsening environmental situation. Winter grazing has always
been a problem, seems to be the graziers' attitude, and has always to
some extent dictated flock sizes.
If these familiar problems are increasing, as seems to be the general view, I could obtain little explanation from Gaddis as t o why this mi ght be the case, other than a
recurrent emphasis on more stringent Forest Department closures than
in the past.

Conclusion
This article takes a controversial step by pointing to evidence
that migratory sheep and goat numbers may not be increasing as has
been thought, but may in fact have fallen, at least in some areas of
Himachal Pradesh.
If Karnathu is indicative of wider trends among
graziers, it may be that Forest Department aims are slowly being
fulfilled, although by no means entirely as a result of Forest
Department pressure on the shepherds . Yet overgrazing is apparently
an established fact, particularly in winter grazing grounds but also
in certain summer ones too, and the problem is said to be becoming
mo r e acute yearly (Singh 1979; Chapter 1). How can this be occurring
excep t as a result of a continuing increase in the migratory livestoc ~ population?
In the winter grounds there are admittedly a number o ~ factors to consider . Migratory flocks are in competition with
large and perhaps increasing numbers of locally kept livestock for a
decreasing area available for grazing, due to closures and an extension of cu l tivation .
Yet these factors either apply much less or do
not apply at all to the summer grazing areas, where overgrazing also
occurs in p l aces.
This raises the question of whether shepherds may
switch from one area to another in the mountains as grazing pressure
mounts, with certain areas bearing disproportionate pressure at a
particular period.
For instance, is Kulu more heavily grazed at the
present time than Chamba or Bara Bangahal? Gaddis have travelled
through Kulu to Lahaul in summer in large numbers for at least a hundred years (Diack 1898), but has there been a switch in recent decades away from routes a cross the Dhaula Dhar to routes through Kulu?
In this connection it may be worth examining whether the completion
of the road over the Rohtang Pass has had the consequence of attracting flocks formerly grazed elsewhere to the upper Beas valle y.
It is often not realised, however, that concern about the numbers of migratory stock is not a new phenomenon, and in Kangra as
long ago as the last Settlement (1915) steps were taken to control
flocks.
"Trini ... was raised in 1915 ... Government then express i ng the
definite intention of reducing the numbers of the animals brought to
Kangra ... The tax on goats at each triennial enumeration is to be
doubled in villages where no decrease in the goats takes place"
(Kangr a District Gazetteer 1926, p. 305). Official anxiety stemmed
from estimates of grazing pressure which were considered worrying
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even then. It seems a real possibility therefore that there has been
excessive grazing pressure in many parts of the state for several
decades, and one consequence of this heavy exploitation may be that
certain locations are by now so severely ~amaged that they will continue to deteriorate even if there is no increase in livestock numbers. These are remarks that a social anthropologist makes with
hesitancy. The evidence that encourages me to look for a new explanation of overgrazing is, however, certainly a social scientist's
province. For this evidence raises the possibility that pastoralism
may be declining, with the livestock population falling from a peak
reached earlier this century, despite the widely held view to the
contrary. This is an issue with considerable implications for government policy towards graziers in Himachal Pradesh.

HUNTING AND POACHING
Vivek Matthai and Editors

'Intil recently hunting of large mammals and pheasants in Himachal
Pradesh was permitted under licence. At present this scheme is suspended,
but assuming the temporary ban is eventually removed it seems worthwhile
discussing some details of the scheme.
Permits were available in three categories; big game eRs 100/-), small
game (Rs 10/-), and special game (Rs 100/-), and were issued by the local
Divisional Forest Officer or wildlife Warden. Fees were 10 times as much
for non-Indian hunters. In addition to the licence fees, royalties were
payable if animals were actually shot (Table4.4). All large mammals were
permitted except Snow Leopard, Leopard, and Musk Deer.

Tahle 4.4. Royalties due on big game animals shot in
Himachal Pradesh (from the H.P. Forest Department)
Species

Brown Bear
Black Bear
Ibex
Bharal
Tahr
Serow
Barking Deer

Royalty (Rs. )
Foreigners
Indians
150
100
300
300
300
300
100

300
200
600
600
600
600
200

l12

Big game licences specified the numbers of any species the holder was
allowed to kill.
For small game a general bag limit of four male and one
female applied to pheasants, while hunters were allowed two ducks,
partridges, or sandgrouse per day, and one hare per day with a limit of
four per season. These limits also applied to possession.
Relatively few
hunters availed themselves of these licences; only eight small and seven
large game licences were issued for Kulu District in 1979-80, including one
to a foreign party which intended to shoot Ibex but failed to do so.
Possession of guns is not restricted to hunters as firearms licences
are issued by District Magistrates for crop protection and most shooting 1S
probably done with guns licenced for this purpose.
Bears which raid
orchards or sheep pens regularly are sometimes declared pests and the
Forest Department will then licence a local hunter to kill them.
Testimony from Forest Department officials and local people shows that
most wildlife killing is unlicenced, and most of this poaching is probably
conducted with traps and snares. We encountered a variety of traps,from
simple wire or nylon nooses attached to trees, to brushwood barricades
funnelling the animals towards nooses or drop-traps.
Such devices were
particularly evident in the Manali area and around Rolla, in the Tirthan
Valley.
The incentive for poaching var1es with the species involved; three
animals, Musk Deer, Black Bear, and male Monal, are of significant
commercial value and these are probably pursued mainly by professional
hunters.
The setting of snares and traps to obtain animals for meat is
probab l y carried on casually by farmers or herders when the opportunity
arlses.
Musk De e r is undoubtedly the most important object of commercial
hunting as the musk "pod" carried by the male deer fetches an average of
about Rs 8000/- when bought from international dealers (M. Green, pers.
comm.). Much of the world's supply of musk goes to Japan for use in
cosmetics (Schaller 1980).
Unfortunately, the techniques used to trap Musk
Deer are indiscriminate and for every musk-bearing male killed about four
female and juvenile deer also die (Jackson 1979b), plus a variety of other
ungulates, depending on the area in which traps are set . Consequently ,
Musk Deer poaching is a threat to a wide range of wildlife.
According to R. Bharti, a local resident, six men from outside the
district spent two months encamped in the Rolla area during the 1979-80
winter trapping Musk Deer, but obtained only two male deer. We do not know
how much they would have received for these, ~ut probably about Rs 3000/per deer, much less than the international rate . During their stay they
undoubtedly augmented their food supply by trapping other ungulates and
snares found around Nada Thach, where evidence of Musk Deer poaching was
also seen, were clearly set for Tahr .
In Chamba District, Musk Deer
poachers are said to come from Kashmir, crossing the mountains during the
winter using locally designed snowshoes and tracking the animals in deep
snow to shoot them.
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Monal Pheasants are hunted with guns or drop-traps. The commercial
objective here is the crest of the male, which is sold as a hat or nam ent
throughout the Kulu Valley. Prices quoted to us ranged from Rs 25-50,
which compared with only Rs 15-20 for a female sold for meat. In autumn
and winter Monal are sold openly for meat in Katrain and probably elsewhere
in the Kulu Valley. Hunters out to obtain crests may shoot any pheasants
that they encounter. Koklas and Western Tragopan feathers were also
occasionally seen as ornaments.
Black Bears derive their value mainly from the properties of the liver
or pancreas (accounts vary) which is used as a fish poison. Reports from
Chamba District suggest that this portion alone fetches Rs 200/- per bear.
Skins may also be saleable, and the rendered-down fat is used in the treat ment of rheumatism (Malhotra & Srivastava 1971) . Generally speaking,
however, the shooting of Black Bears occurs mainly to protect crops and
livestock.
In Himachal Pradesh as a whole it seems unlikely that much can be done
to prevent poaching except over limited areas. As long as the world ' price
of musk remains at current levels the incentive it provides is likely to
far outweigh any threat to poachers that could conceivably be applied by
the Forest Department or the police. We have to face the fact that Musk
Deer are likely to vanish from most of their range in the near future and
the best we can hope for is to protect them in selected areas. This will
be very difficult in the upper Beas area because forests used by Musk Deer
there are relatively accessible, even in winter, compared to higher
altitude areas the species inhabits further to the east (Jackson 1979b).
At pr e sent the wi l dlife staff deployed in the upper Beas area is
clearly ina d equate to deal with the poaching occurring. In addition, the
police hav e ~ ittle interest in wildlife cases and tend to be reluctant to
proceed against poachers (N.D. Rally, pers. comm.). In fact no cases of
wildlife offe n ses were brought at all in Kulu District in 1979-80, at least
partly because of the lack of staff and partly because of the reluctance of
villagers to act as witnesses.
The following points concerning protection of wildlife were made by
forest officials that we talked to:
(1) The position of a wildlife guard posted in an outlying area is
impossible unless he has the goodwill of local people. A major effort has
to be made, therefore, to educate villagers about wildlife and interest
them in protection of forests.
(2) Poor communications make it difficult for forest guards to operate
effectively. It may take two days' walk to reach a telephone and report an
incident, by which time suspects and evidence may have disappeared.
(3) Musk Deer poachers operate in groups of up to eigh t people and are
armed. A single unarmed forest guard is helpless to make an arrest if he
should encounter such a group .
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(4) There is no incentive for wildlife guards to make arrests. If they
stood to benefit financially by getting a share of any fine imposed they
would undoubtedly be keener to tackle poachers.
Various remedies for the current situation can be suggested but all
involve the investment of additional money in wildlife protection and this,
in turn, waits on political decisions by the State government. One
economical and potentially effective measure that could be instituted
rapidly is the establishment of a wildlife "flying squad" of 3-4 armed
wildife guards equipped with a jeep and, ideally, with radio communi cations. Such a force could be sent rapidly to counter incursions by Musk
Deer poachers whenever information was received from local forest guards or
interested villagers.
As long as poaching is inadequately controlled the subject of allowing
sport hunting seems academic. Under ideal conditions a certain amount of
big game hunting could provide a useful income for the Forest Department
and also generate local employment for guides and porters. However, our
assessment of the current status of wildlife populations is such that we
would not recommend that sport hunting of any big game species be allowed
until populations show signs of significant recovery. This will likely take at
least 10 years. There seems no reason to prevent pheasant hunting,
however, provided that Western Tragopan and Cheer are strictly protected
and it would seem desirable to legitimize and control the hunting of Monal
which is traditionally the most sought after game species in the Kulu area.

EFFECTS OF LIVESTOCK ON VEGETATION
Patricia J. Cioffi
Introduction

As part of the Himachal Wildlife Project investigations, three
areas were examined for the impact of domestic stock use . The three
study areas will be referred to herein as Garahan , Hamta, and Bandal.
The study was conducted in the a utumn of 1980, at the end of that year's
growing season. To estimate the effect of grazing and browsing pressure
on plant abundance and diversity, the following objectives were
formulated:
1 . To determine the principal overstory species, their mean height ,
density, and rate of regeneration.
2. To characterize shrub growth by species diversity , density, and
twig availability and utilization .
3 . To characteri ze herbaceous growth by plant groups and mean height .
Methods
At each of the three study areas, circular sample plots 20 m in
diameter were randomly located. The altitude, slope, aspect, and
oversto ry crown closure of each were noted (Appendix 5). Within each
plot, ''1e overstory species (~10 cm dbh [diameter at breast height]) were
recorde a a n d height estimates made. Seedlings of overstory species were
also counted .
In each plot quarter (radial sector), the nearest shrub to the plot
center was identified and its distance from plot center measured . Within
the assumed browsing height for domestic stock , less than 1.5 m above
ground level, all twigs were collected from the sample shrub in each plot
quarter. A twig was defined as at least 2 cm of the current year ' s woody
growth . The twig diameter (i.e. , the diameter at the base of the new
growth) and the diameter at the point of browsing, if any, were measured.
These data were used to calculate browsing ratios ; i.e ., the mean diameter
at the point of browsing divided by the mean twig diameter . A browsing
ratio of 0 . 0 indicates there was no utilization of this year ' s growth;
if 0.0 < x < 1 . 0 there was less than 100% utilization of this year's
growth; if ~ 1 . 0 all this year's growth was consumed .
In each of the four cardinal directions, four herbaceous sampling
subplots , 1 m in diameter, were located 5 m from the larger plot ' s
center . Within each subplot , the 3 most abundant plant groups were
recorded and less abundant groups were noted as secondary groups. The
percent distribution of plants i n di fferent height classes (0-5 em,
6- 10 em, etc. ) was determined at four sites .

Most plants were identified in the field but many had to be collected
for subsequent identification by Dr. C. R. Babu, Botany Dept., Delhi
University; some species could not be identified and are recorded as
unknown A, unknown B, etc.
Sampling intensity was limited to some extent by time constraints
and the variability and land use particular to each area. In the Garahan
area near Kasal a total of 8 plots were located, 5 in the vicinity of a
graziers' camp and 3 in the vicinity of Garahan village. In the Hamta
Valley, part of the proposed Manali National Park, a total of 25 plots
were located, 5 in a relatively undisturbed n~lla and 20 near a major
seasonal grazing route (10 plots in climax forests and 10 in open meadow~ .
At Bandal, in the Tirthan Valley, 4 plots were located on a disturbed
site and 4 on a relatively undisturbed site for a total of 8 plots.
Results and Discussion
Garahan
Pine (Pinus wallichiana) and spruce (Picea smithiana) were the
dominant overstory species in the Garahan are;-(Appendix 5). Tree
density and rate of regeneration were similar at both Garahan sites.
All plots at both sites had some shrub cover, but shrub density
near the graziers camp was over twice the density in the vicinity of
Garahan village (Table 4.5). The principal shrub in terms of twig
availability was Rhus at the grazier camp site and Robinea, a
characL 2ristically thorny shrub, at the village site (Appendix 5).
While the browsing ratios were similar at both sites, the percent of
twigs browsed was higher at the graziers' camp site, perhaps reflecting
the greater abundance of a palatable shrub species (Table 4.5).
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While fern and Iris, presumably relatively unpalatable plants, were
dominant at both sites, they were among the dominants on a lower
percentage at the graziers' camp (46.7%) than at the village site (61.1%)
(Appendix 5). Grasses , which are probably a major forage group, ranked
third in abundance at the camp site (13.0%), and were much less abundant
near the village (5 . 6%).
(No herbaceous height data were recorded in
this area.)
Hamta
At both the nalla site and the forest grazing route site, the
principal overstory conifer was fir (Abies pindrow) with maple (Ace~
caesium), in lesser abundance as the principal deciduous species
(Appendix 5). Both overstory tree density and regeneration rate were
higher at the nalla site; indeed, regeneration was markedly absent along
the forest grazing route.
Only 20% of the nalla plots had shrub cover, whereas all of the
forest sites had some shrub cover. However, on those plots having
shrub cover, the density at the nalla site was approximately twice that
of the forest grazing route site (Table 4.~. This pattern of shrub
density may in part be a reflection of the difference in topography;
the nalla site was higher, steeper, and more northerly (Appendix 5).
Only one shrub species was found at either site (Appendix 5). This lack
of diversity may account for browsing ratios of 0 . 0 at all sites if
palatable species are no longer extant in the area.
1 l. e herbaceous component was similar at the nalla and forest grazing
route sites with fern, Ainsliaea, and mint; and Fragaria, fern, and mint
the most abundant groups at each site respectively (Appendix 5). Fragaria,
Rumex, and Potentilla were most abundant at the meadow site. The weighted
means derived from the height class distributions for herbaceous growth
were 6.8 cm for the forest site and 5.5 cm for the meadow.

Bandal
The predominant overs tory species was walnut (Juglans regia) on
the undisturbed site and pine on the disturbed site (Appendix 5).
Regeneration was greater on the disturbed site which probably reflects
differences in growth characteristics of the overstory species . Walnut,
unlike pine, is typically a singular tree and does not reproduce in
thickets or groves. Some walnut regeneration was present on the
undisturbed site .
Shrub density was very high at both sites (Table 4.5). Shrub
diversity was also high with 13 shrub genera represented throughout the
study area (Appendix 5) . While the browsing ratio was similar at both
sites, the percent of twigs browsed was five times greater on the
disturbed site. Shrub density was also considerably higher on the
disturbed site .
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The principal herbaceous groups were fern, grass. a nd yolvgonum,
on the undisturbed site; and Polygonum, Galium, and grass on the disturbed
site (Appendix 5). A weighted mean from the height class distribution
indicates the undisturbed site herbaceous vegetation was taller than that
on the disturbed site, 22.3 cm vs 11.9 cm.
Conclusions
Among the three areas, the Hamta area shows the greatest impact
from domestic stock use . This is reflected in the low incidence of
regeneration, low shrub and twig density and the presence of only one
type of shrub, probably an unpalatable species. The Bandal area is the
least disturbed, with a higher incidence of regeneration, greater shrub
density and diversity, and higher herbaceous height growth. The Garahan
area is generally intermediate between the other two areas· AlthouZh
is clear that the Bandal area as a whole is relatively undisturbed
comparisons between the Bandal disturbed and Bandal undisturbed sites
seem rather anomalous. Why is the regeneration rate and the density of
shrubs and twigs greater on the disturbed site? The percent of twigs
browsed (7.4 vs 1.4) indicates there is indeed more livestock at the
disturbed site but the very low browsing ratio, 0.1, implies that they
have abundant food. Perhaps the composition of the overs tory vegetation
and environmental factors combine to favor understory vegetation at the
disturbed site and moderate browsing pressure is not significantly
disruptive.
In summary, livestock grazing has readily measurable impacts on all
components of the vegetation; even tree species are affected because
seedlin bs are often browsed. The data presented here tend to strengthen
the imp ression described in Chapter 5 that the Sainj/Tirthan area is
relatively undisturbed. Furthermore, given the abundance of wildlife
in Sainj /Tir than they support our conclusion (Chapter 6) that the best
wildlife habitat will experience little or no grazing.
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STUDY AREAS

SAINJ AND TIRTHAN VALLEYS

The Environment
The Sainj and Tirthan rivers join at Larji, where they both enter the
Beas, just after the main river has entered the deep gorge which isolates
the upper Beas area from the front ranges . Unlike the valleys of the
Parbati and the Beas itself, these two southerly tributaries show little
s i gn of glaciation, being narrow and steep-sided throughout the i r length.
The lower reaches of both rivers fall below 1300 m, while the highest
surrounding peaks reach 6200 m (Figure 5.1).
SAINJ / TIRTHAN AREA
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Upper parts of the Sainj Valley abut on the upper Parbati Valley,
while the upper Tirthan, particularly its southern tributaries, drains the
ridge separating the Beas and Sutlej catchments. There are no regularly
used routes leading eastwards from either valley into Spiti or Kinnaur but
several passes cross the Beas-Sutlej divide to the south, including a
seasonally usable motor road from Banjar to Luri on the Sutlej via the
Jalori Pass. A little-used trail connects Sainj with Pulga on the
Parbati. The southern trails, from the Tirthan to the Sutlej Valley are
used by migrant sheep and goats moving in and out of the upper Beas, but
otherwise relatively little traffic crosses the Jalori Pass compared with
the great volume passing up and down the main route from Kulu via the
Pandoh gorge.
Compared to the rest of the upper Beas area,
Valleys experience a climate more akin to that of
ranges. Snowfall in winter is lower and rainfall
is heavier. Temperatures are probably higher for

the Sainj and Tirthan
Simla and the front
during the monsoon period
a given altitude.

The vegetation of both valleys is similar with northerly aspects
clothed in dense forest, dominated below 2000 m by Blue Pine and higher up
by a diverse deciduous broad-leaved forest on moderately sloping areas and
Fir on steep areas. The Tirthan Valley between Bandal and Rolla also
supports small areas of lower altitude oak forest. Southerly aspects are
generally more open; stands of Blue Pine and Deodhar are interspersed among
grass and shrub-clad hillsides, with a zone of Kharsu Oak forest above 2800
m (Figure 5.2). Extensive meadows occur above the tree-line, particularly
on the south side of the Sainj Valley above Shangarh and at Dela Thach,
above Lopah.
Much of the forest on north-facing slopes contains a dense understory
of bamboo (Arundinaria spathifZora) which forms impenetrable thickets in
some places, particularly from 2200-2800 m. At lower altitudes the forest,
even close to villages, supports a well developed understory containing a
wide variety of shrubs. Vegetation on the high altitude meadows is also
diverse, including many attractive herbaceous plants not seen elsewhere;
among them species of Iris,FrittiZaria, Gagea and PrimuZa.
The People.
The .Sainj and TirthanValleys fall within Seraj forest division and
forestry operations are under the jurisdiction of a divisional forest
officer stat ioned at Banj ar. The two valleys form the area known as "Inner
Seraj", Outer Seraj being the adjacent area on the north bank of the
.
Sutlej. Banjar ; with some 250 houses, is the main town of the area, which
otherwise supports mainly small villages of 5-50 houses. Compared with the
Kulu-Manali area, Inner Seraj shows few signs of development; orchards are
scarce, tourists few, and there are no important government developments.
The forests of Inner Seraj appear relatively little disturbed compared
with those found elsewhere in Himachal Pradesh. The presence of lower
altitude oak forests in the Tirthan Valley is also unusual compared with
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areas hi g her up the Beas Va lle y.
We saw little evidence of recent tree
felling around villages a nd su s pect that t he small size of the rivers and
lack of roads makes the upper reaches of both Sainj and Tirthan valleys
unsuitable for large-scal e for es try operations .
The main factor cont r ibuting to the natural state of the forest is the
absence of heavy graz i ng by dom e stic stock.
Even on the high meadows,
which were heav i ly grazed in all other areas that we visited, we saw few
SIgns of eroded tracks, nitrophilous weeds, or bare corral-areas.
Nada
Thach above Rolla, which is certainly grazed in summer, was surrounded by
dense forest showing no signs of lopping branches.
It appears, therefore,
that the level of grazing presently occurring in the area is not sufficient
to bring about gross changes in the vegetation. An exception occurs in
areas adjacent to the Jalori and Bashleo passes, on the southern border of
Inner Seraj, where buffaloes are grazed throughout the summer.
They cause
some erOSIon of the meadows , but the affected areas are not extensive.
Most of the grazing which occurs in Inner Seraj involves local animals
which, for most of the year are pastured close to their home villages . A
few migrant herds are grazed in the lower Tirthan Valley en route to and
from the passes to the Sutlej but pract i cally none enter the Sainj Valley.
This absence of migrant herds is probably the main reason why Inner Seraj,
and particularly its high altit ud e fo re s t s and alpine meadows, maintains a
more-or-less natural vegeta t ion.
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In spring the forests of the Tirthan Valley are visited by large
numbers of local people collecting Morels MorcheZZa escuZenta, an edible
fungus which fetches a high price in Kulu . This activity affects the
forests because fires started for cooking may result in forest fires,
particularly because the forest is at its driest at this season. A large
area of south-facing forest near Rolla was burnt sometime during the last
few years. In the Sainj Valley alpine meadows are similarly visited by
people collecting medicinal plants, a common activity in the Himalayas.
The wildlife
We found evidence of all large mammals except Ibex and Wolf in the
Sainj/Tirthan area. Tahr and Goral in reasonable numbers and Serow and
Barking Deer in smaller numbers were all present in both valleys. Musk
Deer were recorded on the Tirthan side, where local people say they are
frequently poached by outside hunters . Both species of bear occur in the
Sainj Valley but strangely, they were not recorded in the Tirthan Valley,
although AJG recorded signs there in 1973. The extent of suitable
habitat ~uggests that ungulate populations may be quite substantial,
particularly at Rolla in the Tirthan Valley. We found signs of Leopards
both there and in the Sainj Valley, as might be expected.
This area was by far the most prolific for pheasants, harbouring all
five species. Cheer occur near Bandal where a small population was
located, and Kaleej also occur in the Tirthan Valley as far up as Rolla.
Koklas and Monal are numerous throughout suitable forest areas, the
latter re aching its greatest density at Nada Thach. Western Tragopan
were .' s o recorded more frequent ly in this area than elsewhere in the
upper B ~ a s .

Conclusions
At present there are plans to extend the road up the Sainj Valley a
further 10 kms to Shangarh, and plans have been mooted in the past to
build a road from Gushaini to Rolla as part of the scheme for a National
Park. Any extension of the road network in this area is likely to lead
to increased lumbering and possibly other forms of disturbance. In the
present situation an opportunity exists to preserve an area as yet only
slightly affected by human disturbance. It is clearly important to
arrange adequate safeguards for the forest and its wildlife before such
developments occur.
Two major advantages enjoyed by the upper Sainj and Tirthan valleys,
compared with the Manali area, are the relatively small number of people
inhabiting the area and the lack of migrant grazing animals. It would be
relatively easy to ' control access to the upper Tirthan Valley via the
single bridle path from Gushaini and the small number of legitimate users
would make it e asy to detect intruders. Furthermore, it appears that
little disruption need be caused to local grazing practices.
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The previous plans for a National Pa r k in the upper Tirthan a nd
Sainj valleys had the backing of the local panchayat (council) and was
strongly supported by the then local member of the Himachal Pradesh
Legislative Assembly, Mr . D. Shabab . Their attitudes were almost
certainly based on the perception that the park plan would bring employment and investment into the area which has enjoyed little of the tourist
boom which has taken plac e around Kulu and Manali. The people of Saraj
are conscious of their local identity and their attitude towards hunting,
in some cases, was one of resentment against "outside" hunters killi ng
"their" an i mals . Such local sent i ment could be encouraged if local
people are incorporated into the planning and implementation of conservation measures . It i s essential to recognize that without the support
of local peopl e no effective conservation will be possible anywhere in
Himachal Pradesh . In the Tirthan Valley, at least, the idea for a
National Park has met wi th initial approval . It would be unfortunate
if this initiative is lost.

MANALI AREA

The Environment
Th e watershed between the Beas headwaters and the valley of the
Chandra- Bh aga in Lahaul forms an important biological boundary ,
dividi n" th e strictly Himalayan biome from that of the Tibetan plateau
to the north (Figure 5.3) . The Manali area ranging in altitude from
1900-6200 m experiences a temperate climate characterized by cool
summers and h e avy snowfall in winter . Snow lies at 2500 m from
December to March and in January and February cold winds ,. blowing from
the north, kee p temperatures low .
Topography and soils throughout the area are much affected by
recent glaciation . Attractive features of both Solang and Hamta Nallas
are broad terrace areas, the result of valley glaciation, but these
support practically no natural vegetation at present . Small glaciers
exist at the heads of all the larger valleys and below these are
extensive boulder moraines.
The main forest types represented in the Manali area are (1) lower
altitude coniferous forest, which is well represented in the lower
parts of Hamta and Manalsu Nallas, (2) higher a l titude coniferous
forest, found on the south side of Manalsu Nalla and extensively 1n
Solang Nalla, (3) higher altitude oak forest , found on the north sides
of Manalsu and Solang Nallas, and (4) sub-alpine forest which is well
represented in Solang Nalla . Mixed deciduous forest occurs in a
substantial area of Manalsu Nalla but only as remnants elsewhere .
Typical examples of the distribution of different forest types in the
area are shown in Figures 5 . 4 and 5.5. At altitudes above 2500 m,
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particularly in Solang Nalla, frequent avalanches maintain extensive
areas of immature, scrubby forest.
Deforested areas below 3000 m,
particularly on southerly aspects, often support Indigofera scrub.
Above the tree-line there are limited areas of Juniper and Rhododendron
scrub.

The People
Settlements around Manali are largely confined to the main Beas
Valley (Figure 5.3).
Cultivation is extensive on the broad alluvial
terraces below Manali, but only patchy higher up the valley.
A motor
road connects Manali with Keylong, in Lahaul, via the Rohtang Pass and
below Manali there are roads on both sides of the Beas. Two passes
lead westward out of the valley to the Ravi headwaters, but neither
appear to be much used.
The Hamta Pass which leads eastwards into
Lahaul is used by large numbers of sheep and goats, as is the Rohtang
Pass.
Manali bazaar is a popular summer resort with thousands of
visitors arriving annually in April and May, and again in Sept e mber
and October.
This influx affects surrounding areas to some extent,
with trekking and camping taking place on a moderate scale.
It is
mainly confined to a small number of routes and campsites, however.
Two recently established institutes have had an important impact on
the local economy; the indian Army's Snow and Avalanche Study Establishmtnt, and the Himachal State Government's Mountaineering and Allied
Spo ~ s Institute.
The former is active mainly in winter when field
studi e s are undertaken, while the latter organizes trekking in summer
and winter sports, including skiing, in winter.
Facilities operated by
the Mount a ineering Institute include a "mountain hut" in Solang Nalla
which provides basic accommodation for up to 50 people.
The Manali area has experienced great changes during the last 20
years, but it is difficult to assess the impact of recent developments
compared to traditional activities.
For whatever reasons, the ecosystems of the area have deteriorated badly in the recent past (Harnam
Singh, pers . comm.) Most forest areas below 2500 m have been cut
extensively to provide timber for local buildings and apple boxes, a
process that has undoubtedly accelerated greatly in recent years.
Large areas of Solang and Hamta Nallas are heavily grazed throughout
the summer by buffaloes, sheep and goats and it is possible that
numbers have increased, particularly in Solang Nalla, since the opening
of the road across Rohtang Pass (Pandi, DFO Kulu, pers. comm.).
All
meadows in the area show clear effects of domestic stock, and the lack
of understory vegetation in forest areas, except on the steepest
slopes, is probably also attributable to grazing.
Areas which were
grazed in Solang Nalla in 1980 certainly included extensive tracts of
forest as well as open meadows (Figure 5.6).
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Our observations suggested that several thousand sheep and goats
were present in both Solang and Hamta Nallas from mid-April to at least
the end of May and also in September . These numbers certainly exceed
those owned by local villagers despite the fact that Solang Nalla, at
least, is supposed to be closed to migrant graziers and no permits were
actually issued for grazing in either area in 1980 (N.D. Rally, pers.
comm.). Several hundred cattle, mainly buffaloes, were also present 1n
Solang Nalla during the summer and perhaps a hundred in Hamta Nalla,
aga1n, presumably without permits.
A large area of forest below the Rohtang Pass was destroyed by
fire abut 20 years ago and there is little sign of regeneration, as
yet. Some reaforestation has been initiated above Koti and around
Manali, but at present the area planted is small compared to areas
recently deforested. In Solang Nalla some areas have been fenced off
to prevent grazing but the fences are in a poor state and it was clear
that graziers had camped within the fenced-off area in 1979 . Most of
the open meadows in the lower part of Solang Nalla support scattered
deciduous trees and it appears that mixed deciduous forest has been
almost completely cleared from such areas.
Increasing affluence in Manali due to tourism, apple cultivation
and the increased trade across the Rohtang Pass means that many more
people can afford gun and cartridges now than in the past.
We saw
people carrying guns on several occasions, heard shooting in the forest
and also found evidence of Monal and Snow Pigeons that had been cooked
by hunt e rs . At Solang Nalla evidence of traps apparently set for
phea f 'nt s was found and the remains of a Musk Deer presumably skinned
by poacher s was also discovered. Above Jagatsukh extensive brush
barricade s associated with Musk Deer traps were found in April
by VM and SCS. Because of the relat ively dense populat ion and the
accessibilit y of much of the high altitude forest the prevention of
hunting by local people in this area will be very difficult.
The Wi ld Ii fe

Valuable information on the past status of large mammals in the
Manali area comes from the testimonials of trophy hunters preserved by
an old resident of Manali. Prior to the Second World War outside
hunters visited the Manali area with the intention of bagging Ibex and
Brown Bear in particular. Snow Leopard also occurred regularly in the
past. Of the ungulates, Tah r apparently never occurred above Manali,
and Goral were present until recently in Manalsu Nalla, though not
elsewhere. Wolves were, and probably still are, intermittent visitors
from Lahaul . Black Bears were common and remain tolerably so throughout
the area, but Brown Bears seem to have become rare. Ibex have
certainly declined, while the Snow Leopard has probably disappeared
completely. Musk Deer occur in Solang Nalla, above Shuru just
south of Hamta , and above Jagatsukh in the temperate and sub-alpine
forest, and in alpine scrub .
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Four species of pheasants occur in the area; Monal are sparsely
but generally distributed and the same is true of the much rarer
Western Tragopan. Cheer occur in the lower parts of Hamta Nalla,
around Goat Cave, (Figure 5.3(6» and in Manalsu Nalla (Figure 5.3(1»,
while Koklas is the commonest species, being distributed throughout
forested areas except the upper parts of Solang Nalla. However, it is
generally at low densities compared to other parts of the upper Beas
area.
Conclusions
The plan for a Manali National Park which has been prepared by
Himachal Pradesh Forest Department envisages a core area, consisting of
Solang Nalla, 400 km 2 , with a broad buffer zone embracing all the
forest areas north of the Manalsu and Hamta Nallas.
The results or our surveys suggest that, at present, this area
supports relatively small numbers of wildlife.
At lower altitudes
damage to the forest is so severe that recovery is likely to take many
years.
If the natural ecosystems and their associated fauna are to
be preserved, it is important for action to be taken soon. The amount
of grazing taking place, apparently illicitly,in Solang Nalla
emphasizes the fact that regulations, however well framed, are
ineffective unless properly enforced.

THE LOWER PARBATI
The Environment
In this part of the main Parbati valley most of the lower slopes
have been deforested and are now used for agriculture; grazing on the
steep slopes; terraced orchards and fields on more level areas. There
are a few low altitude forests but these are primarily Chir Pine stands
managed for resin production. On the valley's northern ridge there is
what appears from below to be a thin line of Spruce, Fir, and Kharsu
oak forest on top of the steep cliffs. Our observations were largely
confined to three side valleys extending south from the main valley (Fig . 5.7).
These were the valley beginning at Shat (henceforth called Shat Valley),
Garahan Valley near Kasol, and Jehl Nalla below Kasol. There were
meadow areas above the treeline at the heads of the Shat and Garahan
valleys but we did not visit them. These valleys were extensively
forested and showed the typical altitudinal zonation of forest types
described in Chapter 1+. In some very small , narrow valleys (2-5 km
long) extending from the side valleys there was an unusually lush and
diverse forest comprised largely of broad-leaved evergreens. We
explored two of these valleys Mathigarh (Hidden Valley) and Garhusli
Nallas (Second Hidden Valley) which extended southwest from Garahan
Valley, quite thoroughly.
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Jhe People
Both the
quite heavily
southern side
Garahan has a
between north
would r 'e ceive

main valley and many of the northern side valleys are
populated but there are very few people living in the
valleys. Of the three side valleys we explored only
village; it contains about 25 households. This difference
and south valleys may have arisen because the north valleys
more sunlight and thus have less snow. '

The economy of the valley is based largely on subsistence agriculture;
apples and pine resin are exported in significant quantities. Electricity
may someday be exported if plans for a geothermal power plant in the Kasol-
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Manikaran area go ahead . The geothermal potential is evidenced by a
number of hot springs which, along with a Sikh shrine at Manikaran,
draws some tourists to the area. Large numbers of migratory herdsmen
pass through the lower Parbati headed towards the extensive grazing
grounds in the upper valley. Occasionally they move into the side
valleys but grazing pressure is generally not very intense there.
Human disturbance to the environment in Garahan Valley, Jehl Nalla,
and Shat Valley was quite moderate. In Garahan Valley agriculture and
forest clearing occurred only around the village of Garahan. The small
sawmill at Kasol was evidently provided with wood cut in this valley.
Mathigarh Nalla and Garhusli Nalla are apparently too inaccessible for
wood extraction to be practical. We found them to be used only by small
herds of livestock, mushroom collectors, and poachers. Jehl Nalla also
seemed seldom visited although we did find one camp probably used by
poachers and migratory herdsmen. In the lower e nd of Shat Valley ther e
was intensive human activity; lopping trees for fodder, grazing, a nd
cutting wood for apple crates. However ; as in Garahan Va lley there wer e
small side valleys that seemed to be visited only occasionally.
The Wildlife
Our study sites in the lower Parbati seemed to be particularly
i mportant for ungulates: Tahr, Goral, and Barking Deer were all observed
and Musk Deer tracks were found. All four species were found in
Mathiga rh Nalla; we had several sightings of Tahr and Goral there. In
Shat Va lley we found Musk Deer tracks and sighted what was probably a
Goral. On our two brief trips to Jehl Nalla we found no mammal signs
but the ar ea adjoins Mathigarh Nalla and probably is used by the same
populat ions . We collected droppings of Himalayan Black Bear and Leopard
in Garahan Valley and found the remains of a Goral probably killed by a
Leopard in Mathigarh Nalla. A Black Bear was seen in September in Shat
Valley.
All five species of pheasant were recorded in the lower Parbati,
although Kaleej and Cheer were located only once, and Western Tragopan
just twice . Koklas were quite common in all three side valleys while
Monal were even abundant locally. Twenty were seen in less than an hour
in Mathigarh Nalla during February.
Conclusions
All three side valleys that we explored hold significant populations
of wildlife and merit protection from intense human disturbance. Shat
Valley and Garahan Valley have already been recommended as wildlife
sanctuaries but interim measures should be taken to prevent poaching
in them. Current levels of grazing and forest cutting do not seem to be
adversely affecting wildlife in these areas but such activities should
be monitored and controlled to prevent their future expansion. Further
surveys in Jehl Nalla might indicate that the Garahan Valley sanctuary
should be expanded to include it, particularly as it adjoins Mathigarh
Nalla . The upper reaches of all these areas should be explored because
they are contiguous with other potentially important wildlife a reas,
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notably the Sainj Valley . It might be advisable to promote Kasol as
a tourist centre for those interested in nature. The rest house there
is very pleasant and is only a short walk from the beautiful forests
and diverse birdlife of Garahan Valley .
THE UPPER PARBATI
The Environment
Between Tundabhui and Pulga the main trail down from the Pin
Parbati Pass (4,800 m) passes alternately through meadows and spruce/fir
forest; the floor of the valley is usually flat , particularly in the
area just east of Khirganga . There appears to be an almost continuous
belt of alpine meadow above and to the south of the trail all the way
from Tundabhui to Baskinag , which is close to Pulga .
The meadows near the main trail , such as Khirganga, Mandror, and
Tundabhui, showed signs of overgraz i ng in September . There was also
substantial avalanche damage to conifers bordering these open areas;
timber was being salvaged from fallen trees after the rains. The forest
understory was virtually absent from a broad belt near the main trail,
which was itself very badly eroded in places. This level of disturbance,
caused by the passage of domestic stock between May and September, made
it surprising to find almost ungrazed meadows close by to the south at
altitudes of 3,150- 3,500 m abutting juniper scrub .
We did no surveys on the south-facing side of the upper Parbati,
which i s extremely precipitous throughout most of its length. A few
charr0 l treestumps on what are now meadows indicate some places where
forest ~ov er might have been appreciable in the past ; at present it is
neglig i b l e on this exposure. Substantial grazing meadows only occur
at altitudes of 3,000-4,000 m where the slops is moderate .
The People
There are no permanent settlements above Pulga in the main valley,
but the area of Tosh Nal , a side valley running into the Parbati from
the north, contains four villages . Desp i te the lack of permanent
settlements in the upper valley a large migrant human population is
present there between May and October . The extensive meadows near both
the trail and the valley floor from Khirganga eastwards , are used by
Gujars, Gaddis , and Ku l u-based graziers with sheep, goats, and horses.
Several graziers we interviewed had spent time with their stock near
Mantalai Lake , only about 7 km from the Pin Parbati Pass . However,
the Parbati valley is not apparently used as a route to Spiti's grazing
grounds by the Gaddis or the other migratory peoples . As the distance
from Khirganga to the pass is about 40 km, the valley itself constitutes
an important grazing area. The Forest Department in Kulu issued 24
permits to cover 372 buffaloes, and a further 31 far 13,423 goats and
sheep, specifically for grazing rights in the Parbati valley during
1979/80. During the 19th and 20th September our party counted in
excess of 3,000 goats and sheep moving down the main trail towards Pulga;
some flocks were more than 500 strong .
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The Wildlife
A brief visit to Pulga in mid-February yielded sightings of a group
of 16 Langurs, two of Yellow-throated Martens, and one of a Himalayan
Stoat. No signs of larger carnivores or any ungulates were found in
this region on our February and September visits. However, it must be
emphasised that our September visit came just after the period of maximum
disturbance resulting from the downward passage of migratory stock at the
end of the rains.
In September Monal and Koklas were recorded close to Khirganga Thach.
The Monals were perched on steep cliffs both above the river to the north
and on the south side of the meadow itself. Koklas were surprisingly
dense (Chapter 3) given that th e understory in the spruce/fir forest near
the meadow had been almost completely destroyed by domestic stock.
~Qncl~iQ!l~

.
The areas of meadow and forest near the main trail, from the remotest
areas of the valley down to Pulga, are subjected to very destructive
browsing and grazing by domestic stock. The damage is fortunately very
local, but it still affects a large proportion of the forest above Pulga,
because the upper third of the Parbati valley is completely above the
tree line. Above Manikaran, therefore, this valley cannot be considered
seriously as a potential sanctuary for forest wildlife. Nevertheless,
the forest on the river's south bank between Manikaran and Pulga is a
valuable resource, at present protected from overgrazing simply because
the main trail is on the opposite bank at this point .
A fur ther survey is required to establish whether or not Cheer
occur o ~ the steep grassy slopes that dominate the south-facing side of
the whole Parbati valley. Sightings of a wild ungulate by migrant
graziers near the Pin Parbati Pass also need to be checked; these are
most likely to have been Ibex.

OTHER AREAS

Daranghat i
We visited the Daranghati area near Rampur, in former Bashahr
State, for only three days in early Mar ch, when there was deep snow
above 2500 m. Only a superficial impression of the area immediately
surrounding the rest-house at Daranghati was obtained. Quite high
densities of Monal were found but Cheer, reported here by Winter-Blyth
(1952) were not heard. No large mammals were encountered but Yellowthroated Marten and Himalayan Palm Civet were seen. The area to the
south of Daranghati seems remote and may hold significant wildlife
populations but the area around Daranghati itself seems densely
populated and the forest shows many signs of disturbance.
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Sarahan
The small village of Sarahan lies on the Sutlej side of the
Bashleo Pass (Figure 5.1). The forests which occur close to the
village are more or less continuous with those of the Tirthan Valley to
the north. We spent two days exploring the area close to the village
and saw many signs of Monal but no evidence of large mammals except for
a set of Serow horns adorning a small temple near the village. AJG
found signs of bears close to the pass in 1973 and these must still
occur in the area according to local testimony. Extensive areas of
. forest east and northeast of Sarahan probably hold a fauna similar to
that of the Tirthan Valley.
Parashar
We visited the remote temple of Parashar in the course of a 3-day
trek along the ridge dividing the upper Beas area from the catchment of
its large westerly tributary, the Uhl. The summits of the ridges in
this area which forms the southwest boundary of the upper Beas, are
mainly below 3000 m and support open meadows that are heavily grazed by
buffaloes. Settlement consists of scattered Gujar houses dotted about
the ridge, but large villages are absent.
Near the temple of Parashar there are small areas of Kharsu Oak
forest which support a few Monal, but otherwise the h i gher altitude
forest types are absent. Below the summit meadows there are extensive
mature lower altitude oak forests mixed with Rhododendron arboreum and
lower altitude conifers. The quality of the forest is particularly
imp l ~s sive on the east side of the ridge, where the vegetation IS
simil a r to that found around Bandal in the Tirthan Valley.
Several Kaleej were seen in lower altitude oak forests. Cheer
were heard calling near Parashar temple and Goral were also seen
nearby, both on grassy, south-facing slopes supporting scattered oaks.
The occurrence of Monal at below 2700 m in May was quite surprising;
one of the birds seen would have been visible from a grazier's house
close to the temple. The amount of wildlife in general seemed high
considering that many buffaloes were being grazed in the same area and
suggests that the Gujars and their animals cause little disturbance, at
least to pheasants.

The Ravi Valley
During 1978-79 AJG visited various parts of the Ravi Valley and
made limited wildlife surveys (Figure 5.8). Generally speaking, the
Ravi Valley is less well-forested than the upper Beas and areas
suitable for wildlife in the temperate zone tend to be relatively
isolated. Of those seen the Khajjiar/Kalatope Sanctuary, near
Dalhousie and the Kugti Sanctuary in the upper part of Budhil Nalla
appeared the most promising for wildlife.

RAVI VALLEY
Figure 5.8. Map of the Ravi Valley. D) Dalhousi e ; C, Chamba; 'B, Brahmaur;
K, Kugti; M, Manali; 1 Khajjiar/Kalatope; 2 Kalhel/Chatri;
3 Sara; 4 Sandi; 5 Keyling.

The Khajjiar/Kalatope Sanctuary consists mainly of dense lower
altitude coniferous forest; Spruce and Deodhar. The vegetation is very
similar to that of the Simla Water Catchment Reserve and the fauna is
also alike, with good numbers of Goral and Barking Deer and some
Leopards . Kaleej and Koklas Pheasants are both common and a single
Cheer Pheasant was also heard in the lowest area of the reserve. Local
people reported that Black Bears occur and that the sanctuary is
visited by Monal in winter.
The Kugti Sanctuary is more remote than any of the other areas
dealt with in this report, being three days walk from the present
roadhead at Karamukh and two days from Brahmaur, where the road will
extend once the bridge at Karamukh is repaired . The small villages of
Harser and Kugti are the only settlements in the area . The forest
consists mainly of higher altitude conifers, particularly Fir, with
some mixed deciduous woodland, particularly along the valley-bottom.
There are also extensive areas of subalpine forest and alpine scrub.
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Only a scanty impression of the wildlife was obtained at Ku gti.
The area is reputed in Chamba to be particularly good for Brown Bears
and the Rajas of Kulu traditionally hunted them in this area . One was
sighted by AJG's porters not far from Kugti village. Surprisingly, the
local people claim that Black Bears do not occur. Two skulls of
freshly killed Tahr were found near Kugti village and locals report
that the species is fairly Common. Ibex and Serow are also reputed to
occur .
Within the sanctuary area Koklas were numerous . Cheer Pheasants
were heard along the north side of the Budhil Nalla both above and
below the sanctuary, but not in the sanctuary itself . The species was
recorded in four areas in the Ravi Valley, which may now constitute one
of its main strongholds . Monal were also heard, although not in large
numbers.
One other area in the Ravi Valley which looked promising for
wildlife was that above Sara, a village to the west of Chamba. Monal,
. Koklas, Cheer and Kaleej were all recorded here and some fine lower
altitude coniferous forest remains with a good undergrowth of bamboo.
The area is fairly densely settled with Gujar villages which are
occupied only during the summer. No large mammals were recorded .

6
CONCLUSIONS

&
RECOMMENDATIONS

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
Our survey~ established that all the major wildlife species of
the Western Himalayan temperate forest zone still occur within the
study area. However, circumstantial evidence suggests that population
levels of most species have declined during the last 100 years
because human disturbance of the forest ecosystems has reduced the
extent of suitable habitat.
We have identified four principal causes for declines in
wildlife populations: livestock grazing, forest cutting, road
construction, and hunting. All of these factors are interrelated;
for example, herdsmen frequently cut firewood and fodder in the forest
and because they carry guns to protect their livestock they are prone
to 'lUnt illegally. These problems are magnified by the rapid
population growth in the hills which inevitably leads to an increasing
demand for agricultural land, firewood, and construction timber.
Continue d population growth in the adjacent plains further exacerbates
the problem because it creates an expanding market for wood products.
Such problems are not new and we can offer no unique solutions,
but we will briefly discuss how each factor affects wildlife and make
some suggestions for mitigating their impact.
Livestock Grazing
Domestic animals affect wildlife by competing with them for food,
by altering their habitats, and in some cases by introducing exotic
diseases. Competition effects may not be significant if domestic
and wild ungulates feed on different plants or where domestic herds
exploit open areas near settlements that are unavailable to shy wild
species. However, once grazing reaches a level where it begins to
significantly alter the structure and composition of the vegetation
it becomes a threat not only to wild herbivores but to every component
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of the ecosystem. Overgrazing occurred in many areas to the extent
that no cover remained for wildlife and in some places the destruction
of vegetation ha~ been followed by erosiori of the topsoil. Once
this has taken place regeneration becomes a very slow process even
if grazing pressure is reduced.
We consider oV'e-rgrazing by domestic stock to be the most
important problem confronting wildlife in Kulu and Chamba districts
and probably throughout Himachal Pradesh. Grazing pressure can be
controlled by the construction and careful maintenance of fences
around small, critical areas and, more importantly, by the stringent
enforcement of the existing grazing permit regulations. The problem
may become less acute of its own accord if livestock populations
decline in the future (Chap. 4).
Forest Cutting
Commercial timber harvesting is not widespread in Kulu and
Chamba districts at present; we encountered only two large-scale
operations. The extent of firewood collection is very much determined
by population density. Around the large towns people might travel
one to five kilometres to cut wood but near more remote villages
only the immediate vicinity was heavily cut-over. House construction
in Himachal Pradesh uses substantial quantities of timber. Local
people have the right to buy lumber at concessionary rates and because
of increasing prosperity,particularly around Manali, there is a
he ~ Jy demand for construction timber.
At the present time there does not seem to be an important
conflict between forest cutting and wildlife. Future conflict can
be avoided if deforestation is followed by replanting and seedlings
are protected from livestock. It should be noted that reafforestation is a labour-intensive activity providing opportunities for
local employment.
Road Construction
A key factor in the economic development of the Indian Himalayas
is the construction of an ever-growing network of roads. The
benefits of roads in terms of improved transportation and communication are self-evident. Unfortunately there are also substantial
costs to the environment. Building a road on a steep slope causes
tremendous soiI erosion and disturbs the ecosystem in a swath many
times wider than the road itself. Roads also make new areas
accessible for commercial timber cutting. Evidence is mounting that
maintaining roads in many hill areas is totally uneconomical because
of the constant necessity for repair. The local employment generated
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by road maintenance must be balanced against jobs lost by porters
and muleteers, particularly since much of the work is carried out
by immigrants.
In evaluating the relative costs and benefits of a
proposed new road, government officials should consider both the
enormous financial costs of its construction and maintenance and
the substantial environmental costs.
This assessment is particularly
critical in the case of roads which will cross or extend to areas
important for wildlife.

Plate 11: landslides are very conspicuous, but less obvious forms
of soil erosion are widespread. (Banjar)
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Hunting
Efforts to stop illegal hunting should concentrate on those
species whose rarity or commercial value make them especially
vulnerable. The snow leopard is in double jeopardy because it is
very rare and has a potentially valuable coat. (Despite India's
signing of the Convention on International Trade of Endangered
Species agreement furs of large cats are still leaving the country
according to WWF-India). Every effort should be made to protect
them although their sparse distribution and remote habitat makes
this quite difficult .
The scent "pods" of musk deer make them favourite targets for
poachers and hunting is probably the most important factor contributing
to their present rarity. Musk deer hunting is likely to remain a
problem as long as the price of musk (about Rs 8000, 1000 US dollars,
per animal) provides such an enormous incentive. Intensive patrolling
of selected areas where musk deer still exist is the only immediate
solution, although if international efforts to stop the trade in
illegal musk are successful, hunting pressure may decline in the
future.
Monals are also shot by professional poachers who sell the
crest feathers for Rs 40-60 (ca. 5-8 US dollars) to be used as hat
ornaments. The value of Monal crests poses a threat for all pheasants,
particularly Western Tragopan and Cheer, because it provides a
strong incentive to go hunting. There is currently a complete ban
on hunting in Himachal Pradesh. This is a drastic measure but if
properly enforced it is one sure way of affording protection to
t :.nse animals which are threatened. It has the added vir.tne of
eli minating the accidental shooting of protected species by people
hunting legal game.
Tourists
If tourists visit important wildlife areas in large numbers they
could disturb the wildlife or their habitat. Many animals are shy
and may desert areas frequented by tourists. The firewood requirements
of tourists might also cause local damage to forests and, of course,
tourists increase the risk of forest fire. These problems can be
overcome by keeping visitors to well-defined trails and campsites
and by setting aside areas to be left totally undisturbed. Tourists
need to be educated on how to behave in order to minimize disturbance
and to maximize their chances of seeing wildlife. With disturbance
kept to a minimum and hunting totally prohibited there is a strong
possibility that the wildlife will become tame and more easily
observed, thus enhancing th~ attractiveness of the area to tourists.
The opportunity to see wildlife at close range is perhaps the major
attraction of many parks in Africa, North America, and peninsular
India.
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Other Conservation Problems
Some of the other activities of villagers such as cutting
branches for fodder or burning fields could potentially be harmful
to wildlife under certain circumstances. For example, if grasslands
are burnt during the Cheer nesting s~ as{)h many eggs could be destroyed.
Local wildlife guards should be trained to recognize and take steps
to avoid such problems. The role of fire and grazing in temperate
Himalayan ecosystems is virtually unknown. In some areas particular
wildlife habitat may actually be maintained by periodic burning and
research into this effect is desirable. Indeed, research into most
aspects of Himalayan wildlife ecology . is urgently required if wise
management guidelines are to be formulated and local universities
should collaborate with the Forest Department for this purpose.

ECOSYSTEM CONSERVATION
From a distance there is a tendency to lump the entire Himalayas
as a single geographical and biological entity. In fact the mountains
contain a greater diversity of ecosystems than almost any comparable
continental area. In seeking to conserve Himalayan wildlife we must
recognise this diversity and concentrate our attention on those ecosystems
that are most immediately threatened.
Within the Western Himalayas we can distinguish ecological change
along three principal axes:
(1) a vertical axis determined by altitude and dependent largely on
the effects of temperature;
(2) a transverse axis cutting across the main ranges which is
determined by topography causing decteased annual pre c ipitation
and increasingly extreme (con·t inental) temperature fluctuations
between the front ranges and the interior;
(3) a longitudinal axis, paralleling the ranges , which is determined
by a general geographic trend of dect e<lsing monsoon precipitation
and increasing winter snowfa-l -l f rom 'Sl'Hf t 1'least to northwest.
The interaction of these axes deterffiines ; to a large extent, the climate
and natural vegetation at any particular place , and these have a strong
effect on the associated fauna .
Considering first the vert i cal axis , we find that human disturbance
generally decreases with increasing altitude, so that in most areas low
altitude forests are more disturbed than those higher up . This pattern is
reversed to a certain extent just above the t r ee line where the alpine
meadows experience heavy disturbance during the summer. The transverse
axis has a marked effect on human populations also with settlement at a
given altitude being denser in the front ranges than in the interior.
However , the effect of a given level of disturbance in the low rainfall
areas of the interior may be gre ater than in t he front ranges because
vegetational regeneration is probg~ly sl'Olle r' . Th e third axis probably has
little correlation with human distu·rban 'c~,
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A consequence of the relationship between the major ecological axes
and gradients of human disturbance is that some ecosystems are more
immediately threatened than others. Most dramatically reduced in the
Western Himalayas are the lower altitude oak forests which occur mainly
in the front ranges and seem to have suffered greatly from the expansion
of temperate agriculture. Although oak forest is believed to have formed
the climax community over most of the area, sizeable blocks of undisturbed
lower altitude oaks are now very rate. Consequently it is difficult to
characterize what large animals may have been typical of this ecosystem,
although the Cheer Pheasant's plight has certainly been one result of
its demis e. Protection of the remaining areas of this important forest
type, which is well represented in the Tirthan valleys, should be a major
goal of any conservation strategy in the Western Himalayas.
The rarest forest type that we encountered was the evergreen broadleaved forest found near Kasol in the steep tributary valleys of the
Garahan Nalla. This distinctive forest, rich in tree species not
encountered elsewhere in the upper Beas area, deserves protection as a
unique outlier of a type otherwise confined to areas of the front ranges
further east. Its existence in these few isolated valleys suggests that
it may once have been an important forest type in the lower valleys
within our survey area, perhaps becoming an early victim of the clearance
of alluvial terraces for agriculture.
At present an excellent stand of lower altitude oak forest is
preserved in the small wildlife sanctuary at Ganahati, near Simla. This
enclave covers only a few square kilometres, however, and is completely
surrounded by cleared areas. While the forest vegetation remains intact,
the size of the reserve is insufficient to preserve the fauna. Throughout the ~ emperate zone of the Western Himalayas an interdigitation of
differ ~ nt forest types seems to be characteristic of the remaining
undistUlbed areas. This mixture of different trees may increase the
capacity of particular areas to support wildlife; flying squirrels, for
instance, feed on spruce cones in winter, oak leaves in spring, and horsechestnuts in autumn; similar changes of diet may be important for other
species. If only limited areas can be set aside for long-term preservation,
then they should be selected to encompass substantial stands of several
forest types. In planning a system of reserves, moreover, it is essential
to consider all three ecological axes in order to preserve the maximum
ecological diversity.

A NATIONAL PARK
From its inception it has been a major goal of the Himachal
Wildlife Project to locate undisturbed ecosystems that might be
suitable for preservation. Legal mechanisms exist at both the state
and central government level to designate areas where preservation
of natural resources for the long-term national interest can take
precedence over immediate exploitation. Over thirty Reserve Forest
and Wildlife Sanctuaries have been designated in Himachal Pradesh
but it is felt by many people that a park of national or international
significance should be established. Thus identifying and recommending
at least one area in which to set up a National Park became one of
the major problems that we were asked to address by state and central
government officials.

Our surveys extended over a large area of Himachal Pradesh but
we concentrated much of our effort in two areas that have previously
been suggested as having potential as national parks: the Beas River
,~atchment above Manali, and the Sainj and Tirthan valleys .
Of the
several areas we visited, these areas are probably most appropriate
for national parks . However, they are very different from each other
and thus their suitability is based on rather different criteria.
For this reason, and in particular because it may be financially
impossible to establish two parks in the near future , it is necessary
to review and compare the features of the two areas .
The forests of the Sainj and Tirthan valleys are less disturbed
than any we have found elsewhere and thus it is not surprising that
they are inhabited by substantial populations of many wildlife species
that are rare or absent in other regions . A great diversity of more
common animals also occurs there; in particular it is easy to view a
tremendous variety of bi r ds. These facts mean that a park in the
Sainj/Tirthan valleys would be tremendously important for conserving
wildlife and would have excellent potential for attracting tourists
who wish to see animals in their natural habitats, a.n important
consideration in drawing foreign tourists who might constitute a
substantial source of revenues.
By contrast, much of the forest
in the Manali area has been considerably disturbed. Even in Solang
, Nalla, core area of the proposed park, relatively little of the
forest has the well-developed understory so important to wildlife.
Nevertheless the ecology of the Manali area has, by no means , been
damaged beyond the point where it could easily recover if given .
ample protection from livestock grazing, poaching, and wood cutting .
The soil is not badly eroded; few indigenous wildlife species appear
to ~e locally extinct; and in time a healthy forest ecosystem could
be restored. The physical beauty and accessibility of the Manali
area already attracts many tourists and through the efforts of the
Mountaine ering Institute many of them have the opportunity to
experience trekking and mountaineering. At present few of these
visitors actually see wildlife , partly because populations are
small, partly because the animals are very shy. The tourist appeal
of the Manali area would be substantially enhanced by the presence
of undisturbed forests where wildlife could be readily seen.
Social and economic factors must be considered in the selection
of a park . Although our studies were not oriented toward these
issues we cannot ignore them, especially since Manali and Sainj/
Tirthan could hardly be more different in terms of their social and
economic structure . Many thousands of tourists visit Manali annually
and hotels, restaurants, and other services flourish there . The
Sainj and Tirthan valleys are seldom visited and their economy
depends on traditional undertakings, primarily subsistence agriculture.
A Manali national park would no doubt further strengthen the already
strong local economy. Existing tourist facilities could probably
handle much of the additional business and relatively little new
commercial development would be required. At Sainj and Tirthan
brand new tourist facilities would have to be provided. This would
represent an enormous input to the local economy . Therefore, it
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is not surprising that the local people in Sainj and Tirthan appear
to be quite willing to have a national park established in their
valleys. Indeed in 1976 the Gushaini panchayat passed a resolution
welcoming the state government's plan for a park there.
In attempting to explain why wildlife is relatively common in
the Sainj/Tirthan area we have attached considerable i~portance to
the fact that few, if any, migrant herdsmen use the Sainj and
Tirthan valleys . Thus it follows that establishing a National Park
would hardly affect their activities . In the Manali area it is not
so clear that a park would be welcomed by the local people. There
would probably be some local opposition to the creation of a core
area in Solang Nalla because of the necessity of evacuating So lang
village and discontinuing use of the area for livestock grazing.
Enforcing conservation regulations would be much more difficult around
the Manali area than in Sainj/Tirthan because of the presence of many
large villages within the proposed Manali park area.
Weighing the information presented above we feel that if there
is money to establish only one park in the near future then Sainj/
Tirthan should be chosen to maximize the benefits to both wildlife
and the local people . Until such time that money is available to
establish a second park strict conservation measures should be
enforced in the Manali area so that habitat deterioration can be
halted and the slow process of resto'ration begun. It is particularly
important that conservation be emphasized in Solang Nalla and that
the negative impacts of both local people and tourists be minimized.
Ultimately this will make the area more attractive to tourists as
well a s bolstering the local economy to the benefit of all.
EPILOGUE
The basic principles of conservation are well understood by the
Forest Department officers and they have an extensive mandate to
enforce conservation regulations. Unfortunately, the shortage of
well-trained Forest and Wildlife Rangers and Guards and their lack
of basic equipment (in short , inadequate financial support) makes
carrying out this mandate difficult. If a park of national and
international significance is to be established and maintained it
should not be allowed to suff er similarly from a shortage of wellqualified personnel.
Basic to every consideration is the fact that little can be
accomplished without some measure of support from the local people.
To achieve this, an understanding of the processes now destroying the
forests of the Himalayas needs to be instilled in ordinary people by
edueating them in the basic ideas of conservation . Experience in
nearby hill areas of Uttar Pradesh shows that local people can become
aware of these issues. In the long term we can never hope to protect
the wildlife of India unless a popular consensus can be achieved.
We hope that whatever action develops as a result of this report
will involve, f r om its inception, consultation with, and support
from, the local people.
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APPENDIX I:

SP!:CIES 1. IS'r OF lIJ,MHAI.S AND 8lRDS

~"..a!"~

(i)

I.atin 4n .1 ~:")!I i ~h IlIIm,' ''' arr lAq(,'\y I I,k,'1l fYln'A Cllrl>. ' 1 it IIi 1.1 (I"HHIl .
1."",,1 Ilutnl '~
art" in ~(>n"r " l I
I,
in n.'rlhWt· ~I~rll Inllill IInll""" ,Hht ' r",i~I' ~1.ct1.·,1 (M"\' 1I1:1i1' ~ Prill. ' .
1971) . SpPCiP.8 . lllly i ,II ' lll jrit-d frlNn r, ' mniu!t in "'lrnivl'f"I' HI' lIt" arl' 1'Il't1 .'r i,.. k. ,,1 (.,.

""'Il

L'lomorph, :

Insect ivorea :

*

SOrtiCUl,U8 nin1¥.8~8nS

Crocidu:ra at'tenur. '!a

*

Chi1"flaP't"ogale Jrimalayica

*

Himalayan Shrew
Gre y Shrew
Himalayan WM e r Shrew

nc J:o t o"la 'roy Ie::
Ocnot o J'Ul l"u!en:.!sn:'1

Indian (Roy},.',,) Pika
Collared (Afghan) Pike

Other term, :
Cat (','d .ill epp.)
Snow Leopard (Prrnthflt'fl unci,/)
Sharel (r"I ~ WIm.'1l nayma')
Coral 'and T. hr
Deer
St 8g
l1u'sk-pod
Musk
Hou s e (small mammals)

Primates :

Macaca nm latta
P'reBbyti. ente l bs

' Rheau8 Macaque
(Common) Lanltur

Sandar
LanRoor; Goon i (S,.raj)

Carnivore.:

· Cant s lupus
Cani s aU re UB
Vu lpe s tJu Zpe.
5e lenaratos thibetanus

Wolf
Jacka l
Fox

UrSU8 arcto8

Himalayan Bl ack Bear
Brown Bear

Mu,ste La s i birica
Marte. fla:uiaula
Paguma lal'lJata
PeUs ahaus
Panther a pardu8

Himalayan (Siberian) Weasel
Yellow-throated Marten
Himalayan (Masked) Palm Civp.t
Jungle Cat
Leopard (PAnther)

Bheriya. Neokraj Hundar
Gidhar; Raehla (Seraj)
Lolftri
Reech ; kar8 Bhalu (Chamba)
tal Rhalu (Rait. Rhalu )
Shure Bhalu)

(ii) Phea.ants

Tetm ogaL luB hirrzaZayer.si a Himalayan Snow Cock
Tragopan me l arwccpha lu8
Weatern Tragopan

Gotu
Bragh; Baqdrah ; Bria~h
(Seraj); 8agh (Ch...,ba)

Ungulates:
MOBChuB m08chif"e'PUIJ

Muntiacus mu'lltjay.
Nemorhaedus goral

Barking Deer (Indian Muncjac)
Goral

CapricoM'!ia BU'Mtraensis
Hemitl'agu8 jemlahicu8

Serow
Himalayan Tahr

Capra ibex eibittica

Himalayan (Asiatic) Ibex

Rodents :
Mamo ta caudl'J. ta

*

PetauT"ista pe t/.('liY'illt a
A l tico III rooy lm:

.,. Ta t,; ra i 11I'ii'!(l
ApodemulJ oylv'll.im.ll'
* r:olurtda e U 1:o1;i

*

Rattus flALvelJcenlJ

Rattus

nivilJ4:~ntel"

• f.lu 6 boodU{1fJ.

',tus musculU8
• Mu s vlatythrix

*

Himalayan (Siberian)
Muak Deer

Bandicota bp..nga2enois

.,. ,ve aol<.ia i '1f1.ico
Hy Bt- roi:r ! t'lcE,c'.l

Lonl-t a i.led Marmot
Giollnt Indian FlyinR Squirrel
Royle'l Huuntl'lin Vole
Indian Gp rhil
Wood HouRf'
Ind i an Bu"h J(tt
Chestnut RAt
White-bell i rd Rat
Little Indian Field Mouee
H O llie Hous e
Le.aer Rand j coo t-rat
Short-tal led Band icoo t-rat
Indian Porcupine

Beene/Ra (male/female);
Rahi (female : Seraj) ;
KaAturi Hirun/Raul (m.lel
f .... ale : Chanb.)
Kakar/Kakari (mlle/fE'male)
Coral, Cora; Chord (Seraj);
Pij (Chamba)
Emu; EIIbu (Seraj) ; Sarau (Chamba)
Karth. Kurth; karath.
Tarang (Chamba)
Maitu/Maituni (male!
female) j Tunltrol; Tangrol
(Ch'. mb a )

f..-:n

Say.11; SRhi

Hrihal i (Srraj)
Shank,,; ; surl~ d "hRftir.
Rhara'
Junld i Bhakri
Mrig (Chamba)
Bar.s i ntlh ~
Hu,hkanaf.j Muahaknafs
Kasturi
Chua

*

Lophophol'U8 impejanuB

Monal (Impeyan Phea8 ant)

Lophul'Q le>U!ome lana

Kaleej (Kalij)

Pt.ccMlJia mfw'f'oLophn

Kokl ••

Catr e u8 uallichi i

Cheer

Pavo oM.statuc
GalLuc galluo

Peafowl
Re d Jung h

Fowl

Raida; Karthang (Ser.j): G:tlound
Giluren., Bejaju/Bodan,
p.khori (male/female) i
Fulgar (Chamba) ; Gul e en
(Kugt i)
Monal/Mona-ll, Ksrdi, Kaldi
(male/female); Hilger
(Chamba)
Kalash./Kalaahi (me leI
f("male); Koh. (Chamba)
KOKaha (Kok~hi (m a le/
frmale); Kwakt. (Seraj) j
Kokrolla (Chamba)
Chaild/Chaildi (malel
female) j Cheer .. (SerBj);
Chamun (Chamba)
Mor
• JunK Ii MurRh i

AI,o u'aed aa a general term for fore s t-dwellinl pheasants, especially Kaleej .
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i) Birds

List of all species of birds recorded by Himal.'hal
Wildlife Project and additional species recorded in the upper Boas
area and in Kangra District by Whistler (1926a and b) and by AJG
in Chamba, Dalhousie in the upper Ravi (1978-79). Status (recorded
only for species occurring above 1900m in the upper Beas areas);
R= Resident (including species that move below 1900m in winter but
remain in the upper Beas), SV= Summer Visitor, WV= Winter Visitor,
P = Passage Migrant, ? = not known.
Localities; 1 = Manali area, including Solang, Manalsu, Hamta and
,]agatsukh Nallas, 2 = Parbatti Valley, 3 = Parashar, 4 = Sainj and
Tirthan Valleys, 5 = Sutlej Valley, including records collected by
AJG in 1973, 6,., Chamba, Dalhousie and the upper Ravi Valley,
7 =, Main Beas Valley below Kulu, Ku= Kulu Valley (Whistler 1926a),
Ka == Kangra and th e southern flanks of the Dhaula Dhar range
(Whistler 1926b), Si = Simla (Jones 1947-48, including passerines
and excluding Pipits and Wagtails (Moticillidae), Flowerpeckers
(Dicaeidae), Sunbirds (Nectatiniidae) and White-eyes (Zosteropidae).

PROJECT RECORDS
Status
I

Large Cormarant

PhaZacpocopax capbo

2

Crested Honey Buzzard

3

Black Kite

Pemis ptiZophynchus
MiZvus migrons

4

Eastern Goshawk

5

Shikra

n Sparro.-Hawk
7 Besra Sparrow-Hawk
8 Buzzard
9 White-eyed Buzzard-Eagle
10 Hogdson's Hawk-Eagle
II

Crested Hawk-Eagie

12

Bonelli's Hawk-Eagle

13

Booted Hawk-Eagle

14

Golden Eagle

15

Imperial Eagle

16

Tawny/Steppe Eagle

17

Black Eagle

18

Grey headed Fishing Eagle

19

King Vulture

20

Cinereous Vulture.

21

Gri £'fon Vul ture

22

Himalayan Griffon Vulture

23

Longbilled Vulture

24

Whitebacked

2S

Egypt ian/Scavenger '·Vul ture

Vultur~

Accipitep gentiZis
A. badius
A. nisus
A. vipgatus
Buteo spp.
Butastu"f' teesa

11

2

3

4

5

6

71

X
R

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

R

R

X

X

X

Hiepaaetus fasciatus
II. pennatus
AquiZa chpysaetos

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

X

X

A. he Ziaca
A. rapax
Icti naetus

X
X

makyensis
Icthyophaga ichthyaetus

Torgos caZvus
Aegypius monachus

Neophpon percnoptepus

Ka

X

5pizaetus nipaZensis
S. ciP"f'hatus

Gyps fulvus
C. himaZayensis
G. indicus
G. bengaZensis

Ku

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

X

X

SV
SV

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Si
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PROJECT ReCORDS
Status
2(,
27

Lammergeyier
Hen Harrier

28

Short-toed Eagle

29
30

Crested Serpent-Eagle
Peregrine/Shahin Falcon

31

Hobby

32

Lesser Kestrel

33

Kestrel

34

Snow Partridge

35

Himalayan 5nowcock

36

Chukor

37

Black Partridge

Partridge

38

Common Hill Partridge

39

Western Tragopan

40

Mona 1

41

Kaleej Pheasant

42

Koklas Pheasant

43
44

Ch i r Pheasant
Peafowl

45

Sarus Crane

46

Common Sandpiper

47
48

Sol itary Snipe
Woodcock

49

Ibhbill

SO Wedietailed Green P'!geon
51
52

Wood Pigeon
Ashy Woodpigeon

53

Speckled

54

Rufous Turtle ;love

55

Indian Ring Dove

Woo~pigeon

50

Spotted Dove

57

Little Brown Dove

58

Large Indian Parrakeet

59

Blossomheaded Parrakeet

60
(,1

Slatyheaded Parrakeet

62

Large Hawk Cuckoo

63

Indian Cuckoo

Pied Crested Cuckoo

64

Asiatic Cuckoo

65

Himalayan Cuckoo

66

Small Cuckoo
Plaintive Cuckoo
J(oel

67
68

Gypaetus barbatus
Circus cyaneus
Circaetus gaHicus
Spilomis cheela
Falco peregPinus
F. subbuteo
F. nawm7ani
F. tinnun'c ulus
Le2'WQ lel'Wa
TetruogaUus himalayensis
AlectoPis chukor
Fpancolinus francolinus
Arborophila torqueola
TPagopan melanocephaZus
Lophophorus impejanus
Lophura leucomelana
Pucpasia macrolopha
Catreus wallichii
Pavo cPistatus
Grus antigone
TPinga hypoleuco8
Capella solitaria
Scolopax rusticola
Ibidophyncha struthepsi
Tzoel'on sphenuru
Columba palumbus
Columba ,vi.!..,.•• ,Ui,
Columba hodgsonii
Stpeptopelia ol'ientalis
Streptopelia decaocto
Streptope ria chinensis
Streptope ria senegalensis
Psittacula eupatopia
Psittacula cyanocephala
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Leuaostiate nemo~iaoZa
L. brandti

2SO

Goldfronted Finch

251

Plaincoloured Mountain Finch

2 52

Brandt's Mountain

2 53

Common Rosefinch
Dark Rosefinch

f.~nch

C.

Carpodaous

e~yth~inuB

260

Crossbill

261

Brown Bull finch

C. nipaZensis
C. rhodoahrous
C. rhodochlamys
C. th~a
C. puZche~~imus
C. puniceus
Loxia c~i~ost~
Py~~huZa nipalensis

262

Redheaded Bullfinch

P.

e1'!Jth~aephala

263

Orange Bullfinch

P.

a~antiaca

25'
2SS

Pinkbrowed

I

se finch

256

Redmantled Ros efin ch

257

Whitebr6wed Ros efinch

258

Beautiful Rosefinch

259

Redbreasted Rosefinch

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

246

Redbrowed Finch

X

X

X

2 4S

49

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R
WV

X

R

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

I

I

I
I

X

SV
SV
R

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X'

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

X
X

X

?

X

X

X

R

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

264

Pine Bunting

Embe~za

265

Whitecapped Bunting

E. stewa~ti

P

X

266

Rock Run t i ng

E. cia

R

X

267

Greyheaded Bunting

E.

268

Crested BWlting

Zeuaocephala

fuaata
MeZophus lathami

X
X
X

X

pwwtulata

M.

Whitewinged Grosbeak
Spotted winged

domesticus

P

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

i
I
i
I

I
;

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i

X

X

X

I

i
I

APPENDIX TT:

flF.LD SIGNS OF MAMMALS AND PIIF.ASANTS

J unitle catl lcorard cat

(i)

Track,:
Rou.nd~d print~ 4 em long olnd :1 em wid,,; fOUT toP. pads visibly srp.,.a, ..
from palm, loIhich ..,8$ 2 ern \.)og by 2 . '" ern wide.
Stride-lp.n(t,th (only 2 prinl.") 24 CII.

Mammals

Langur

Leopard

Dropping":
Tritob\~ci pi.;oCPfl Ahout. '\ em AcnHI~ find 1-1,5 em l hidc.. with 8 p. i~l·rl
crentre lln one side, a d"'preflSt'd llne on the nth~r.
::; ... lJII .If fiv., ,Ir Il'lolrl' ,If Ih.· ;" m., y h "
compacted lo(t,ether in :;;ingle druppinjls ur to 10 em 1.l11g, hili l1h'Y ar .. fnj1n' , ~ IL e n
separate. Often nn rocks or lrt"eslumpA . Aiao StlmP.l imeR cyt illdricsl, 2-1 em i n
d i 8mll!t er.

Droppings : l~arger than Jackal 8Cal!'l And no r mRlly packed with lsrge bllnf' fr'/lmt"nls
teeth and hair. Pipces are )-4 em in di.amt!ler .nd up to at least 10 cm in l~nflth. On
trails tJr tJpen meadow.

Hu~k

I

Deer

Droppin~s:
PelletA usually nnn-adhering . Hoat hav~ a ctist inct "pinch" lit on.! pnd
and some also have a depression at the other; samet imes also showing two oppllseod
longitudinal ridges . Length 8-12 mm, width 7-9 mm. Piles of pellets of various ages
may be found beside or on top of each other at apparent l"trine siteB, at which s ome
hundreds of pellets may be found altogether.
~uch latrines may be under bushes or small
rock overhangs, but also on promontories of flatter ground in forest.

Jackal
Droppings: Bigger than those of Fox but smaller than Leopard, c . 2.5 cm in
diameter. UsuaLly deposited as several pieces 3-7 em lon~ .

Fox

N.B .
Droppings: Bigger than those of Yellow-throated Hartpo hut smaller than Jackal or
Leopard. Very variable, but usually c. 1.') cm in diam~ter and 3-7 cm l\)n~. Pieces may
be joined by thin strands compQsed mainly ~lf hair or fibrous v('~~t.qtilln. N.lrmally lpft
on trails, rocks, trt!estumps.

Droppings are very difficult to distinguiah from those of domestic goats.
Tracks :

toes on hind feet may be splayed 30· apart in front. Tot!s th~mselvE"8 fln~
May be superimposed on smaller, rounded forefoot prints.

1.5 cm ",ide and 5 cm long.

Hair: Wavy, with a subte rm inal black band; flattened and much broader at bas~ than
at tip . Overall length 4 cm. Unmistakable.
Black

B~ar

Droppings: Large, usually dark and lacking in Itructure, presumably on account of
being wet when deposited; easy to break up. Often packed with insect elylra, seeds I)r
other vegetation and associated with digging .
Overall length (tip of claws - heel) is 15-18 em with width (across the
palm) 11-15 cm. Fresh prints in mud or snow may show a crease running slightly
obliquely across the palm nearer the toes than the heel. The claws on the four outt!r
toes are bent towards each other, with the middle claw pointing forwllrds. The first
(inside) toe is closer to the palm than the others.
Tracks:

.......

Barking Deer

\J1

Droppings:
Pellets often adhering to one another in II compacted drllpping. Thf"Y
may separate from one another, but maintain their facettect appearance, on drying.
Variable in both size and shape; lenl(th 6-13 mm, width 5-10 mm. Several let" of
droppings of diffl:!ring IIge may bl:! fOllnel together on promontories .)r ItmonR"l cif"nlle
vegetat ion .

Goral
Digging: Alpine pasture, forest gl .s des or leaf-litter in forest may be diuurbeci,
obviously by digginR. Claw marks 80metimes visible.i n unyielding 80il.
Individual
hilies up to 40 cm deep and 5 m2 in area; area of diAturbAnc~ can be 400 m2 .
Sleeping hollows:
Smoothed, dry depressions in the soil, often beside a tree
trunk, 2 m across and 1 m deep. Usually pointed out by portera~ not easy to
characterize or identify positively. No sleeping "nests" in tret's found (Schall~r
1977) .

Droppings:
Pellets non-adhering, mor~ round than cylindrical and rarely pinched;
10-12 rom in length and 7-8 mm wide. U8ually in groups of more than 60, often with
several similar sets deposited nearby (1-2 m 2 ). Found on small promontories in forf''''t
or long grass, and most especially on flat, areas of soil just above boulders or lr~e
trunks. These "latrines" .may be connected by trails through the herbaceous vegetation.
Somet imes with Tahr droppings.
Tracks :

Two pointed, parallel toes in a print; 4-5 em long and

2.1)-).~

cm .... ide .

Brown Bear
Serow
Droppings: Ov~rallJ 8 l .. rIter msss thon that prllduc::ed by '81 .. ck Be.u·s.
lind in distinct rounded piece~ ; reminillcpnl of horse dropping.,.

P.11~

or d4rk
Droppings : Pellets non-adhering, cyl indrical but round~ct at hath .. ndll, .nd
pinched; 16-20 mm long ... nd 9-11 mm wide . UfluRlly in pilp" of mort! th.qn ')0 p.. l1f"ttll , .... ith
Beveral sets c lose lOR~lh~r; somet ime8 tlnd~~r rock ovt'rh ... n~M .

Ye llow-throated Harlen
Tracks:
Droppings: Smaller than Fox, but probahly variahle. Pieces typically 0.S-1.0 em
in di8Deter and 1-4 cm long; several pieces may be jc)inf"d to one another by thin strands
Ilf hair or coarse ve~etation. May be blackish, oily anci Amelly if frt'sh. Often placed
on teai Is or rlleks.
80unding gait results in pl1ired f'Jotprint!l abnut ') cm lnnj{, 1 em widt> and

Tracks:

5 cm apart; stride-length 40-70 em .

Den':

Entrances c . 10 em in

diampt~r

nnd o ften

IInd~r

Himalayan Tahr
Droppings:
Pellets usually non-adht! rinR, cylindrical and either round.>fi at both
ends or slightly pinched at one; 12-J'; I'I'ITI tong and 6-8 mm wide. Usually [ound III pilf'R
of more than 50 pellets, often with sev,! rll\ other pileI! nearby and somelimf'" with GOTHI
droppings ; on small promontories, particularly just above houldt:'rs or trc>~ I runkll.

0r b.'Aidp. hounc1ef'fI .
N . R.

Palm C i v(· t

Trac\u :

..

!longllted At hp,(>l with

11

Two blunt toes held parallel within a print 9 cm \llOg and '1 \'m wid':".

rad pJJltprn m.lre 1 ikt.·

It

rIll' hll" ...

" ·IIIt.

Pellets found adhering in droppings about 6 cm long and 2.5 em wide .i..II, ~ ~f.t.!:~~ .

Tra c ks: 'Toes parallel within a pri nt int e rmediate i n 'lze betwe e n t h ll " ' · ·If (:o r. 1
.nd Seroy, i.e . , about 7 cm tong and 5' cm wide (no measurements taken in th. · 'i.ltt).
Regularly used track" may be found thrllugh IH:rhage adjacent to c:l iff .. _

~

Himalayan Ibex
oroppings :
pelleta .

Largl' pit!ces, 8-10 cm

ItHl""

nnd 4 em wid,', font"-!! frt'lln

(" . 'mrrf""l'I.~d

Giant Indian Flyiny. Squirrt'!1
Droppings : Spheroid or discoid pel1t.·ts ahout 5 non acros~ . Scatt~r e d
ground beneath trees in which Flying Squirr~ls have been let-ding .

ov~r

thr

Food retaains : Spruce cones (not Blue Pine cones, see Roberte 1977) are e"a ten fr~
the baae towards the tip, all but the central ahaft beinR removed. Partially eaten
cones coaDonly found on the ground . Ban and Kharsu Oak leayes art: discarded after thf>
central part has been bitten out with a single bite "hilRt the leaf is folded along itll
midrib. 'The resulting hole ia usually about 2 cm in diameter . Walnuts are bitten intll
from either or both sides (not down the seama) and the kernel i. partly conllumed .

(ii) Phea.anta

APPENDIX III: FIELD KETHODOLOCY AND DATA ANALYSIS

Pre 1 iainary Surveys

AJC conducted the followinf,
the proj .e ct prop~r.

pr~limjnary

aurvt>ys in IQ78/1979, prior to the "tart nf

RiYer
Catchment

Datee

HAmta & Sotang
Nal las

Reas

6-15/11/78

Khaj j iar/Kalatope

lavi

20-21/11/78
16-17/01179

Sahu Vallf'Y

lavi

I )-16/01/7~

Snowcock

Survey a ite

Droppings : Cylindrical pieces ,ometimea curved but often almolt strailf;bt (Ind not
tightly coiled) ; 8-10 fI'I1'I in diameter and up to 6 cm long with little or no sign of uric
acid (white deposit) . OHen left on exposed pltche. of m~adow on spring snow-field ••

Monal
Oropp i nga: Coiled tight ly to fona a "bolu." di.t_lty, and lomet ime. having a
lIetalk" which is .traighter. Uric acid deposit often considerable and concentrated
distally. Bolu8 7-12 on in di41Ueter and usually about 15 . . long, but exceptionally 25
mat .
Stalk and coils within bolus about 5 mat in diameter. Often in aesociation with
digging.
. Tracks: Footsteps in a single line, middle toe pointing directly forward., two
lateral toes at an angle of about 40· to each aide. Diltance from taraal joint to tip
of claw on middle toe is about 7 em, lateral toes 6 cm; the spur leavea a .hort mark (2
cm) point ing backwards. In deep .now all these meaaurement s may increaae due to forward
motion of bird, and drag marks of the claws may be left if they did not clear the .now
surface as the bird walked.
N.B.

'Ibeae detail a refer to adu1te.

Digging: Area. of loo.e leaf litter i.n foreat 11Iay be dug over to a d~pth of 1')
em, although these birds may .ometimel dig a. deep a. 40 em (A.n. !Allioll, perlonal
communication). Digging particularly common in placel where anllw ha. just melted off,
or at the edge. of .now patches. ~everal bird. hunting ror food together can rake .,;,vet'"
sreas in exce •• of 21) m2 • Small extent of dilturbance Ift.kf"' lhis diAAinJt, diltinct frllm
that of Black Bear. Digging wa. only assigned to Ml)nat if dropping. were .".oct.ted
with it; this was u.1J811y the case.

XOKla.
Dropp ingll : Not tight 1y co i led, but sl,)met imel curved or looped. Ur ie ac id depoe it.
alight by comparison with Honal. Cylindrical, about 5 ntft'I in di... eter and hroken inlo
pieces 10-31) till l o ng . Sometimes in a.AOCtlU ion with digging.
Tracka: About twO-third. of the lIize I')r Honal track. (no me.'urf'menta actuilly
taken) ; otherwise, similar in fonl . Lp.I'18 often in anow (Chapter 3).
Digging: SometimeB Xokl88 dig and feed be.ide Honal . In general, Koklsa dig lesa
deeply or ext ens i ve 1)" and droppi ngs may be found frequent 1)' wit hout IIny ad jacent signs
of digging.

Siul Valley
Simla Water
Catchment R.eserve
Chai 1

~anctuary

Budhal Nalla

Ravi

18-21/01/79

Yamuna

21-24/04/79

Yamuna

24-28/04/79

Ravi

11-18/05/79

Hain Surveys
Holt of the data 8ullllJ'larized in this t'"eport were obtained during 8urveya und~rtakpn
between December 1979 and October 1980. A survey party consi.ted of one, two or
ocea.ionally three people moving through the foreat togethet'". Parties often used
exittins trails as thit c<?naiderably increased the distance that could be cl')vered and
probably increased the likelihood of u. getting clo.e to the wildlife, becau,e our
progreas was much quieter than it va. when going straight through thick forest. Survey
time wal recorded as party-houfs in the field so that gross compariaons could be made
between study site. . Table A.l indicates the date. of lurvey. conducted at all sitt"s .

......
V1
V1

Recording DatA in th e Field
TABLE A.l.

Summary of Main Surveys

Si te

Region

8eas headwaters:

SulanR Nal l a
(i nc 1 ud i n~
K.)t hi)

I RII
Nalla

H~nR

Hamta Nalla

Oates

IR-29 Jan.
12-19 April
29 April- IO H"y

Survpv t imp
(hr. ~inA.)

Ohservers

AJ G ,SC ,CK
PJ '; .eK
AJG

02-04

(let.

HI.H,JW,SC

11-21
15-lb
OR-IO
21-24

nt,c .
Jan.
Apri I
Hay

A.H; .St:S

17-18
08-10
09-11
21-23
22-24
30

Har.
April
April
Apri 1
Hay
Sept .-04 Oct.

'}l,4.4"'J

AJG ,SC ,GK

I

PJG ,VH

~9. 1~

VJZ,RP

AJG ,PJG
AJG,PCT
HLH ,GK ,PCT

A day in the fi. el d bt'~an I\t first tiJil;hl with II phplUunt cenAllil Bnd an IIrw.r,1 Ir .. k
hom • Rf'st Houslf" or Camp would normally fnllow, beJil;inning bf'twren 0730 aod OqOO hr • .
MaximulD altttudt> walt usually r~lI:ched hNwl '~ n 1200 a nd 1410 hrll, and thp(('aflfOr a ,tt>"c.-nl
was usual.
Howpver, f"arly m.lrninp, p~ri\lrts at hifth~r camps were rarticularly prlJeiuclivt"
of wildlife rpcords, and the latler w('rf! t>!'Illlhlish('ct wh .. nE"ver pORsibllf".
Partie, u,u laIlv
ret'Jrned tl) blUE" bt'lween 1600 and 1800 hr . .. "nct fijl!l,1 data ""41'1 tranaferreoct to lOJil;.!I :
~ach for mammals, pheasant8, raptora lind "th('r birel., anci rtoml'Atic .tock.
Th~ Iallt'r
included stat .. mf' n t" Ilhout the pl(tf' nt of ~:rl1r.inp,/hrowsinp, Il f t h e fnrel.r IInctf' r "tury li nd .,f
erosion.
Anything .,f pract ical «('.JiI;., mllmlnl!! sift n ,,) or hiolCl~icnl intert"IIt wall
rt>c l)rded.
Definit e r"C\lrcts of .1ny sr,'ci.·!'! wt"rt' l' ntprC"d nnto ttup l icated ct/lt/l 1111111,1 .

Each rany carried an all imeter And r'~cl.l rded the It·nftth of time spent ('Itch 100 m
altitude 7.nn .. to til low II corrt"clion fRt·t l1T to bC' celcullltec1 An" appliect to the actnal
number of records oblainl~rl .
Tahle A.2 Rh o WA how jlwrv~y t im~ .... "" distrihlltC'd h~t.Wt'rn
altitude ~one8 and months.

TABLE A . 2 .

Survey time spent

in different altitude z o nes in different months

138 . 05

PJG.VH

VM ,SCS
PJG ,HWR ,PC ,GK
Time/month (hrs. mine.)

Dec ./
Parbati Valley:

Kasot/Gerahan

Shat

Sainj-Oela
Thach
(inc luding
Shan~arh ,

Feb.
April
Apr i 1
Hay

14-15 Feb.
19-23 Sept.

Pulga
(inc luding
Kh irganRa)

Sainj Valley :

08-20
01-05
22 - 23
28

AJG,MLH
PJ G ,GK , peT

Al t itude

AJG
AJG,GK
PJG ,JW ,GK

21-23 Feb.
24-26 Sept.

HLH ,SC
PJG ,GK

22-26 Hay
07-16 Sept .

AJG
PJG ,MWM

52.55

42 . 10

4300-4600
4300-4000
4000-3 700
) 700- 3400
3400-3100
3100- 2800
2800-2500
2500- 2200
2200-1900
1900-1600
1600-1300
1300-1000

Feb.

March

Apri I

Hay

Se pt.

Oct.

Tot a 18 .

2.25
29.10
64.15
23.10
29.50

2. )0
7.40
21 . 15
92.55
73 . 50
9.30

19.15
44 . 30
44.05
59.05
31.30
2 . )0

).25
)1.00
57.10
7) .10
27.)0
69 .40
4j . 40
20 . 00

4 . 15
18 . 15
39. )0
)9.00
58 . 55
49 . 35
56 . 35
15.00
7.25

213 .40

200.55

325.35

288 . 30

1. 50
34.15
17 . 40
17. IS
16.10
37 . 45
32.25
31 . 40
10.10
4.00

20) . 10

2.15
8.25
15.45
14.50
21.10
)3.4~

8.25
5 . 40
9 . 30
14 . 00

2.15
8. 2~
21.50
70 .4~
111.4~

198 .O~
271.05
215.00
350.00
209.40
49 . 35
4 .00

128 .4~
148.50

Totals

1)) .45

1514.15·

Lopah)

*
Tirtha n Valley:

Jan.

282.10

AJG , HLH

Rolla)

19-30
12- 19
20-21
09-12

J agat sukh

14-18 Hay

VM ,SCS

2~

17-19 Hay

AJG

21 . ~5

RAndal-Nada
Thach
(inc luding

Ha r .
April
Hay
Oct.

AJG , PJG ,GK ,peT
AJG , Vl1
AJG
HLH ,PC ,JW ,GK

This Table i ncludes 96.05 hrs spent in 'urhan cE'ntres, such as Manali Rod Kulu, when
notes were kept of raptors and passeri nps see n . Thi!l t imp. is not includt"d i n Tabte

A . 1.
254.~~

Mammals and Pheasant8
Beas Valley:

.40

(Chika-Seri)
Pa r ashar

2R Sept.

Uhl Volley:

Chhota 8angahal

Sutlej Valley:

Oharaogat i

09 - 11 MAr.

AJG,PJG,HLH

)4

5arahan (KullJ)

13-14 Ma,.

AJG ,PJG ,HI.H

n.1O

MLH ,JW ,SC

9.00

TOTAl.

Key to

pan.i..~JF.!!!..~!. :

The fol10 .... in" detai Is were recorded whenever a mammal or pheasant ..... s seen I hf':ard,
o r when any other definite sign of its prl:'Ience was found.
Hany records were di"carcted
because we were not confident of correct identific"tion, and this .... as especially trllC' of
mamma 1 s i&08 .

J.

Species (Appenciix 1),

2.

Locat ion:
Accurate maps with a flufwrimpoaed I km-square grid on them w(~re prl!'part'd
for 50lang. Hana1au and Hamta NIl! I.,,, in . the H~na1i area . All record" lhpr('
ref e renced to particulsr I km 2 )(rirt .t(lIl(Ht"A.
Al l the olher localities Wt'
recognized !'Ieparately are lil'ttcrl in TRhle A.I.

1.

Altitude:
In metr'?R above SPII 1(~v(' 1.
Wj~ co uld u8ually take our hr.ighL at NI'III
Houses or Campa f rom Surv~y o f 101li ;J lllrge-sclille (1 or 2 in c he~:1 milt') m.p" .

4.

Sl o pe:

.4~

141M .10

AJG, GS!tton; PJr., r.~ r !oloo; MLH, Ilun tpr; SCS, SharmR; SC:,
Chattop.1dhyay; r.K. KumRr; YCT. Tnk; VM, MRlthJlli ; VJZ , ZIIchllr i A<O ;
KY, Rt1mllkri"hnnn PnJ.1t; PC, Ciorfi; .JW . Wi lh :rm; HWH, ~jtfl.·y

60-70·

5.

I

Asp t>ct:

Cat~~orizerl SA
mor e thlll1 70 ·.
C8tc~orj1.~d

.1.'1

l" A" than 1.0

4
,

10-20 ·, 20-30·. 10-40·

I

40-S0 ·, ',O-~O·.

on.' ,If tlll' .~il'.lH majur c l1mp,1sA Ijirpctinnll.

i-'
Vt
0'

6.

Foreat type: Dominant and aecondary over.torey apecie. recorded, if .ny. Other
categoriea were: orchard, terrace8, scrub (e .. g • • U~r})r.rilf, TniH"or")'n) , tI\~.do""
village, Jer •• ay crags, glacier.
' •

7.

Canopy, .hrub (woody), ground cover (herbaceous) and IInow cover. Pt>rcpntage of
ground area, within a circle of radiua 2S m from the lOCAtion of the animal or
aign, waa cAt<'Jitorized .~ t.~88 thon 10%, 10-30%,30-';0%, SO-701, 70-QO%, .ore th,.n
90% •

8.

Time, date and nk.>nth .

9.

Total number of animsls and numbers of males, females ~nrl juyenil~8 , if kn ow .. .

10.

Type of record: Cat egor i zed aa aet"'n, heard, acen ,lIli1 hea nl, trackH, d rl,)pp i n~s I,)r
scata (carnivores), neat or d~n, prE-dator'a kill, dp.ad remains of prey speciPA,
food remains or diggings .

II.

12.

Activity of animals eeen: Categorized as disturbed, feedin~, locial behaviour,
resting, calling, flying over, drinking, walking, hunting.
Diatance from oblerver: Categorized as leiS than 10
200-500 m, more than 500 m.

ftI,

10-50

a'I,

50-1"00 m, 100-200

at,

13.

Observer:

To allow later reference to original field notes.

All thia information v •• recorded
variablel were coded a. numberl.

tln

•

ainll~

line l")f • datA form, c.tep;oriclil

Small Mammal Tr app i n~
. Six Longworth traps (Chitty & Kempson 1949) were uled periodically bl'!tween March
and October 1980 to catch small rodents and insect iva res in the under~rowth cloae to
campsites or Rest Houses. Traps were usually baited with biscuit, eet before dUI" and
were inepected within three houri of dawn on the following moroin~s. A repreeentat lve
co llect ion of skins and skulls va. preserved for subsequent ideot i ticat ion.

Pheasant Cenauses
These vere mainly conducted to aese.a tbe density of local KokJas populations but
accur.te notes were .110 kept if Cheer or Monal vere beard at either dawn or dusk . H.le
Koklsa generally .tart calling lit fir.t light, 30-45 minutea before dawn and flay
continue to chorus sporadically for one tl' two hours thereafter, depending on th~ time
of year. We defined their dawn choruA as having finished if we did not hear a call for
5 minutes. The followinJe detaila were recor.ded for each ct!'nsus: locllity, "lope,
a8pect, Iltitude range (of callin~ birds), dominant forellt type, IItart timt', enrl tim,·,
eltimated number of males, number of cal ts (o:flf!n in S-minute time block,,), v ... ath~r
conditions including temperature.
.

the data relating to each speciea for which we obtained 20 or more records were
then .ubjected to two main procedures:

1.
'ftie nUlftber of recorda in each 300 ttl altitude zone in each month vas corrected for
variations in our field-effort using the figures in Table A.2 and exprelsed aa
rcords/lOO party hrs. This enabled us tn estimate thf' altitude range of pach IpecieA
and to document the extent of seasonal altitudina.l migrations undertaken by lome of
them .
The ·numbers of recorda in each survey aite were corrected for variat iona in our
field-effort between localities in the same way, this time using the figures in Table
A.I. The relulting indicel enablf!'d UA to make within-8pecies, between-Ire .. comparisonI'!
of ahundance.
2.

Between-Ip~cies cl,)mpariltlJn ... eitht·r within or betveen .reoall, cannot bl' ",adr
reliably on the basi. of this data for at least two reasons . First, Itomp n"corda i ) l
some .peciel were thl! relult of multiple sighting. (e.g., Langur, Mon81) , whilst oth~r
lela gregarious species only contributed recorda involving single individuals (e.g .•
Fox). Second, and to aome extent folloving from thil, some Ipecies are much more
difficult to detect than others. We have asswned that neither differences in the
habitat between survey sitel, nor seasonal changes in behaviour. significantly affected
the detectability of animals .

We did not survey all the available habitat types represented within our Itudy
sitel with equal intensity or in proper proportion to their relative abundance. This
would have been qui t e impract icah Ie to at tempt bec,ule, for ina t ance, some south- f.c i nJ!:
s lopes are sheer c 1 if fs wh i 1st deep snow makes it imposs ib Ie to t rlverse some
north-facing onea in winter. However, we have used this data-set for three further
purpolell without applying any correction fact ora for 8uch biases .
3.
Records were classified into different habit.t cltegories (I.e., of
vegetation density) so that comparison,. could be made between Ipecie •.

~lope,

aspect,

4.
The relative frequencies with which different tree speciel were recorcl..-d a .. beinS'
mo.t common in dafferent 300 m altitud~ l.('l Oe", different a.ppctlt lind differ .. nt 8tlJp~A
were Uled to indicate approximst.ely how the major species are distributt>d . We .r~
confident that the patternl that emerge arf' very Ii.mi.lar to thOle thlt would result from
• sy.tematic habitat 8urvey.
5.
The proportion of record I indicating the prelence of ,ome snow vithin Itach 300 m
altitude zone in each month W88 used to indicate the approximate progress of the spring
thaw .

APPENDIX IV: HETHODS USED IN SCAT ANALYSIS
Raptora
We recorded the folloving informat ion after the obaervat ion of any raptor: number
of individuall, lex and age (when poe,ible), locality, time,date, altitude, aspect,
dominant habitlt type, flight pattern and other behaviour .

Scats vere sun-dried .0 that ciumpi of hair aepar.ted easily. Ciumpi vere
inspected and a single hair of each type repre.ented in the scat va. lelected for
identification . These hair. vere w.aahed in hot water to remove dirt and then in
carbon tetrachloride to speed drying. Impressiona were then made to show cut icular
Beale patterns, using nail polish aprelJd on a microlcope 11ide snd allowed to dry .

All Bird.
All bird speciee seen or heard within each 300 m altitude zone on each day by Iny
member of a survey party were given one record . The dat. vere recorded al the number.
of party-days/two-week period on which each .pecies val seen in each :tone.

Data MalYli.
The coded data relulting from recorda of Glemrrlala and phelaant. in the fie'ld VI'
punched onto comput~r cards and a""lyzed lIsing the SPSS (Vprllion 7) PIICkRRP (N;ro rot 111,
1977), mainly at the tJniv~rlity of Newcalltl~ . MiJll8lng rt .. t8 for IIny v .. rinh1e within
theae recorda w~re Ri ven de' f au 1t va I tH·1t :in t hot. tl\l')' COt, 1ti he inC" I urt.·rt or .. xc· twl t·1i in
various anatYAe ••

Identifications were made by matching flc.le patterns againat photograph, of 8
series of previously identified apecimenl obtained trom the Calcutta museum with the
help of SKC.
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Appendix V.

Characteristics of the vegetation at seven study sites.

Table V. I.

Description of the study sites.

Garahan
Village-GV

Camp-GC
5

No . Sample Plots
Mean Altitude

± SD

(m)

Meadow HM

3

5

10

10

2895 : 55

2900 + 47

2342! 14

3031 + 67

49 + 11

45 : 18

40 ! 10

34 : 5

28 + 6

W

N

NW

NW

SW

Pre domin a nt Aspect

Table V.2.

Hamta
Forest HF

Na11a-HN

2322 : 44

Mean Sl o pe : SD (%)

Composition of the overstory.

GC

n

HT

,1b·i es pi ndrow

1

19

HN

HT

n

1

diA. J lana r'egia

1

10

?i (:e ,~ ami t hiana

4

18+2

1900 ! 0

50 + 0

NW

N

43

19+5

4

11+1

HT is mean hei ght ( m) : 1 S. U

BU
HT

n

! 5

44

BD
HT

n

HT

n

15

8(2) 20+8

1(2)

4

1

18+2

20

15
20 (3 7)

5(1) 23+4

1

Woody browse and its consumpti on .
see ~ethods . p . l IS.

12

8(2) 13:3

1

8(2) 17:3

Unknown

Table V. 3.

1900 + 0

15

1

'..J<zZlieh i ana

4

I!M

HT

n

5(1) 14+

Cedl'us deoda1'a

4

HF
HT

n

23(5) 24+10

AceI' caes i wn
ile"c::uZus i ndica

Bandal
Undisturbed-BU
Disturbed-BD

n is the number of overstory tre es with seedlings in parentheses.

GC
Tree Species

F{'!un

See Chapter 4, p. lIS.

12

1

13

6

11+2

14+4
8

N is no . twigs/ha; % is pe rcentage of twigs which were browsed; BR is browsing r at i o--

---- ---- - - - - GC

Bel'be l'i 3
De ut zi a

918

4.0

0.8

864

GV
%

BR

14 . 8

0.4

HN
N

%

BR

N

HF
%

I!M

BR

N

%

BR

E Zaeaynus

N

BU
%

BD
BR

21873.6 3.6
781.20.0

0.9
0.0

520.8 0.0

0.0

Piaua
Jugl.? ns
Lig ua tl'UlTl

1927.8 61.9

800
963.9

0.0

m",dodend.i'v>:

BR

11 17

0.0 0 . 0

55 84

0.0 0 . 0

20.0

0. 5

0.0
20106 0. 0 0 .0
446 80 :'7 . 5' 0 . 7

?p"l:n8ephi~.

Rhl-k3

%

0.6

LOIzicem

Pieea
Pin us

N

183.6 0.0
5737.5 14.4

0.0
0.3

Robinia

2624

2.4

0.4

256
768

62.5
0.0

0.8
0.0

35744 84.4 0 . 4

Shorea

3075.3

7. 5

0.3

6885.5
1836
367.2

0. 0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0. 0

,'Jrl1: ~ 1.1ea

Via"!',..,,,"

Unknown A
Unknown B

Unknown C

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

655.2

0. 0

0.0

475.6

0.0

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

I)

E
F
G
Ii

76818
10416

0.0
7.5

91 4823 '.1 . '/ C) . D
29042 69.2 O. B
0.0
0.8
11170 60.0 0.8
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Table V.4 .

Frequency of occurrence (%) in plots for herbaceous genera and
groups.

Plant Genus
or Group

AinsUaea
AnaphaUs
Anemone
Aoparugus
Berberis
Birlene
Boenninghausenia
CeY'aotium
C1:r'caea
C)Jflthula
Daphne
Deutzia
Erigeron
Fern

Fragaria
(!aUum
Girardinia
Grass

lie de ro
Impatiens
Indigofero
Iris
£eueas
Li lium
MaBUS
Mint

Oxalis
Pimpinella
Plantaao
PLeetronthus
Polygonum
Potentilla
lIhus
Rubia
Rumex
Salvia
Seneaio
SerY'atula

GC

GV

HN

HF

BN

BO

12.2
3.9

13.9
11.9

23.9

27.5

2. 6

8.8

19 . 2

10.3

0.9

2.9

1.7
1.1
3.3

Stl'Obilanthea

6.4

2.8
2.3

3. 3
2.2

1.6
3.2

17.4

0.9

1.8
1.1
1.1
47.1
6.1
2.2
1.1
17.7
2.8
1.1
15.0
1.1

1.6
55.5
3.2

34.2
20.7
6.9

20.2
29.3
0. 9

3.4
27.9

36.7
2.9
2.9

17.2
4.2
19.7

11.9

1.8

4.2

12.8

23.8
11. ~

15.3

1.6
6.3
18.3
1.6

21.0

17.1

1.7
1.8

0.9

13.5
22.5
1.7

21. 3
2.5
0.9

5.5

4.8

Unknown

Ul'tica
Vande l1. ia
V1:f,umum
Viola
Vi t is
Wu l fenia

22.4

2.9

8.6

12.1

5.2

2.2

2.9

12.8

25.1
2.9

13.1
20.0
10.8

14.0
1.1
5.0
12.2
2. 8
1.1

13 . 5
3.2
15.9

15.7
5.1

23.1
20.5

4.4
28.9

6. 8

24 . 9

4.4
2.2

8.3
1.7

8. 3
3. 6

12.2

1.1
2.8
2.2
5. 5

4.3

22.8
2. 1

5.3

'l'a rvl.Xaewn

'l'haZictY'u",
7'p'ifoUum
Tri l lium

2.1

0.9

1.6
2.2

SmiLax
Son chufJ

HM

11.9
7. 6

8.7
l.3
3. 5

21.5
1.7

1.7
4.2
5.1

11.1
24.1
6.9
6.8

11 . 1

2. 1
15.3

1.7
0.8
0.9
0.9

2.9
5.3

2.1

-- - - - - -No. of Groups

33

21

18

20

16

Shannan index of
diversity

1.66

1.11

1.11

1.'")9

1.09

17
1.()9

19
1.18

